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ABSTRACT 

 
Wheat is one of the most important cereal crop and present study is conducted to explore 

the potential of experimental material for high grain yield and protein contents through a 

planned breeding programme. In the proposed study molecular markers have also been 

planned for the detection of polymorphism as well as hybrid purity assessment for the 

improvement of yield and quality in wheat. Ten wheat cultivars/ lines were hybridized 

according to Line × Tester fashion in randomized complete block design with triplicates. 

Data was recorded for various quantitative and qualitative traits and then it was subjected 

to biometrical analysis. Significant variability was observed between parents and their 

hybrids. This study revealed the importance of general combining ability (GCA) as 

compared to the specific combining ability (SCA). Line WN-146 showed significant 

positive GCA for number of spikelets per spike, number of grains per spike, grains weight 

per spike and grain protein contents. Chakwal-86 and Punjab-11 showed significant GCA 

effects for grain yield per plant among testers. Punjab-11 and WN-146 were found to be 

the best general combiners among testers and lines for grain yield as well as grain protein 

contents. Cross combinations WN-146 x Miraj-08, WN-136 x Punjab-11, and WN-64 x 

Punjab-11 exposed highest positive and significant SCA effects for grain yield per plant. 

Crosses WN-122 x Miraj-08 and WN-64 x Chakwal-86 had best SCA for grain yield and 

protein contents. The results of the genetic studies showed that almost all the traits except 

total soluble sugars showed additive genetic effects with moderate to high heritability. 

Heterosis studies showed that hybrid vigour existed could be exploited for the 

commercial production of wheat and selection of enviable crosses is the best option to 

improve the wheat grain yield. The cross combinations WN-113 x Saher-06, WN-136 x 

Chakwal-86, WN-64 x Aas-11, WN-64 x Saher-06 and WN-122 x Miraj-08 were the 

superior hybrids which could be further exploited because of their potential to produce 

high yield as well as nutrition. Substantial heterosis (23.79%) and heterobeltiosis 

(20.37%) for grain protein contents was shown by the cross WN-136 x Chakwal-86. 

Cross combinations WN-64 x Aas-11, WN-64 x Punjab-11, WN-122 x Aas-11 and WN-

136 x Saher-06 exposed significantly positive and exploitable heterosis and 

heterobeltiosis for grain yield per plant. Cross combinations WN-122 x Aas-11 and WN-

136 x Saher-06 produced better yield and grain protein contents simultaneously. Grain 

yield per plant is most important and preferred in wheat breeding that revealed significant 

positive association with flag leaf area, plant height and number of grains per spike but it 

had strongly negative correlation with grain protein contents. Simple sequence repeats 

(SSRs) amplifications showed highest similarity between genotypes WN-146 and WN-

146 x Aas-11 (84.73%) while the most diverse genotypes were Chakwal-86 and WN-122 

x Saher-06 (68.2%). Genetic diversity between the wheat genotypes ranged from 17.4 to 

70.3 percent as revealed by using twenty three (SSRs) markers. Confirmation of twenty 

five hybrids was also verified using SSRs. The information acquired from these results 

during the current studies may be used to develop high yielding and more nutritive 

varieties which can produce economic yield. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Wheat is prehistoric food plant and world’s foremost cereal crop followed by rice and 

maize (Feldman et al., 1995; Zohary and Hopf, 2000; Gustafson et al., 2009). It is grown 

successfully almost all over the world including Russia, China, United States, India, Australia, 

Turkey, Pakistan, North Africa, Middle East, Italy, France and Canada. Among wheat species 

bread wheat accounts ninety-five percent and is used to make baked and fermented products 

(Tsenov et al., 2008). Hexaploid bread wheat is the leading grain cereal of the world regarding 

consumption, production, worthy nutrition, storage qualities and trade (Hogg et al., 2004; Peng 

et al., 2011).   

Wheat is not only the most adapted crop but supplying around half of their calories and 

protein to 1/3
rd

 nations of this world (Kaukab et al., 2014). At present, wheat and rice yield in 

low-income countries is about half as compared to high-income countries (FAO, 2014). Since  

independence  in  1947, population  of  the  country  has increased manifold; while increase in 

cultivated  area  is  just  40%.  Thus, pressure on cultivated land is escalating with the passage of 

time (Ahmad and Farooq, 2010). Agriculture in Pakistan accounted 20.9 percent of the Gross 

Domestic Production (GDP) in 2014-15 and has been a major earning source for 43.5 percent 

countrymen. Wheat shares in value addition are much higher as compare to rice and cotton 

which are Pakistan’s major export earners in agriculture. It contributes ten percent to the value 

added in agriculture and 2.1 percent to GDP. Its cultivated area has decreased to 9.18 million 

hectares in 2014-15 as compared to the last year which was 9.199 million hectares that showed 

0.2 percent reduction as described in Table 1.1a. The wheat production remained 25.478 million 

tons in 2014-15 that showed 1.9 percent decline as compared to the previous year’s production of 

25.979 million tons. The production reduced as a result of stretched winter season and 

unprecedented rains during April and May that caused damages to wheat grain at harvesting time 

(FAO, 2015). At present the production of wheat in Pakistan it is still below average yield as 

compared to the other countries having similar agro-ecological regions. However, such big gaps 

between yield levels at farmer’s fields and research stations indicated that productivities of major 

crops can be improved enormously (Hussain et al., 2014). 
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 Yield gap in wheat is about sixty percent (Hussain et al., 2014) which indicates a 

momentous yield improvement is still achievable through developing improved varieties that can 

be adapted to various agro-climatic conditions. Combining ability is one of the most efficient 

genetic parameter to evaluate GCA and SCA of parental lines and crosses. Exploration of 

genotypes having excellent combining ability and using non-conventional breeding techniques 

for crop improvement is must. In order to achieve potential yield, combining ability analysis 

developed by Kempthorne (1957) is useful for selecting best parents and enviable cross 

combinations. It is not necessary that performances per se give complete information about better 

parents. To overcome such difficulty, understanding nature of gene actions, heritability and 

correlation among yield and its attributes is essential. Heritability is helpful to predict the 

response to selection while correlation is advantageous in selection of genotypes having set of 

favorable attributes. 

Change in climate and population pressure has forced the scientists to explore solutions 

to get high yielding nutritional food is major objective. Heterosis has been increasingly applied 

in crop production for nearly a century, with the aim of developing more vigorous, higher 

yielding and better performing cultivars (Fu et al., 2014). Heterosis or hybrid vigor depicts the 

superiority of heterozygous F1 hybrids in terms of improved biomass, size, production, 

development, growth rate, fertility and resistance to biotic or abiotic factors as compared to the 

mean performance of homozygous parental genotypes (Shull and Gowen, 1952; Falconer et al., 

1996). Heterosis estimations for different agronomic traits related to yield are accredited to 

additive and non-additive mode of gene actions (Xiang and Li, 2001; Yan and Hunt, 2002). 

Better understanding of the fundamental genes controlling vital traits is valuable in wheat 

breeding to accelerate grain production (Swati and Ramesh, 2004). Hybrid wheat exploitation 

has become more significant in conventional plant breeding techniques. The efficient use of 

heterosis depends upon its direction and magnitude in autogamous crops like wheat (Pratap et 

al., 2013). 

 Due to economic value of wheat, intensive cytogenetic and genetic studies have been 

made in the last few decades which led to the valuable information and techniques that assisted 

in the development of cultivars with improved yield, quality, biotic and abiotic stress tolerance 

(Carver, 2009). Genetic diversity has a great effect on biodiversity and is compulsory for the 

evolution and adaptation to variable environments. Morphological markers to predict diversity 
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are greatly influenced by the environment and have very low precision. Other than the 

conventional methods for testing genetic variation, there are new molecular techniques like the 

application of DNA markers which have proven to be very informative (Aremu, 2011).  

DNA based technology like genetic fingerprinting has become more attractive in 

biological sciences due to more effectiveness. Molecular approaches are useful in selection of 

parents for hybridization because of the association of DNA markers with different alleles and 

heterosis (Anand et al., 2012). There is a wide range of DNA fingerprinting application in crop 

biology including genetic diversity assessment, population structure and genetic relatedness, 

marker-assisted breeding and genome-wide selection, genotype identification, genetic mapping, 

phylogeography, plant speciation, phylogeny and systematics, population differentiation and 

gene flow (Nybom et al., 2014). 

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a very handy technique developed during the 1980s, 

but the massive use of PCR began in research work and diagnostic laboratories after the 

discovery of Taq DNA polymerase because of its simplicity and better results (Yamagami et al., 

2014). An extensive range of molecular markers is now available to detect DNA fingerprints. 

PCR-based methods can be practiced using either arbitrary markers i-e without prior sequence 

information like Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA (RAPD) and Amplified Fragment 

Length Polymorphism (AFLP) or those markers that are target specific sequences like expressed 

sequence tags (EST) and Simple Sequence Repeats (SSRs). SSRs are co-dominant, reliable and 

highly reproducible (Semagn et al., 2006; Wei et al., 2014).  

     The objective of the present study is to explore the potential of experimental material 

for high grain yield and protein contents through a planned breeding programme. In the proposed 

study molecular markers have also been planned for the detection of polymorphism as well as 

hybrid purity assessment for the improvement of yield and quality in wheat. The information 

thus generated on the basis of combining abilities, gene action, heritability, heterosis, correlation 

and molecular markers studies will be useful for the plant breeders to explore the new genetic 

potential among available plant material in our country to develop wheat varieties with high 

yield and grain protein contents. Genetic variability is vital for survival of species, adaptability to 

a variety of environments and evolution (Sajjad et al., 2011). The evolutionary mechanism is 

predominantly dependent upon variation, selection, and heritability (Geber and Griffen, 2003; 
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Reich et al., 2003; Kalisz and Kramer, 2008; Herrera and Bazaga, 2009). As wheat demand has 

increased due to augmented world population so, understanding genetic variability and 

association between different yield related traits among genotypes is central for successful wheat 

breeding program. Plenty of biometrical techniques are available for plant breeders to explore the 

genetic basis of different crops like bi-parental progenies (BIP), polycross, topcross, North 

Carolina (I, III, III), Diallels (I, II, III, IV) and Line ×  Tester designs which are most commonly 

used (Nduwumuremyi et al., 2013). Amongst these Line × Tester is a type of mating design that 

has been preferred in wheat breeding programs because it is efficient to evaluate the genetic 

variation allied with additive or non-additive type of gene action, GCA and SCA effects, the 

magnitude of SCA and GCA variances, heterosis and heritability (Singh and Chaudhary, 2001; 

Sharma, 2006; Akbar et al. 2009; Acquaah, 2012; Nduwumuremyi et al., 2013; Aslam et al., 

2014). In this study it has been used to investigate the genetic basis of variation in various 

quantitative and qualitative traits of wheat.  
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Table 1.1: Area, production and yield of wheat from 2010-2015 

 

 

 

Year 

 

Area Production Yield 

(000 

Hectares) 

% Change (000 

Tonnes) 

% Change (Kgs 

/Hec.) 

% 

Changes 

 

2010-11 

 

8,901 

 

- 

 

25,214 

 

- 

 

2833 
 

- 

 

2011-12 

 

 

8,650 

 

-2.8 

 

23,473 

 

-6.9 

 

2714 

 

-4.2 

 

2012-13 

 

 

8,660 

 

0.1 

 

24,211 

 

3.1 

 

2796 

 

3.0 

 

2013-14 

 

 

9,199 

 

6.2 

 

25,979 

 

7.3 

 

2824 

 

1.0 

 

2014-15 

 

 

 

9,180 

 

-0.2 

 

25,478 

 

-1.9 

 

2775 

 

-1.7 

 

Table: 1.2:  List of top ten wheat producing countries     

 

Country Production (million metric tons) 

European Union 146.25 

China 124.00 

India 95.85 

Russia 53.00 

United States 52.847 

Canada 28.50 

Australia 25.50 

Pakistan 24.50 

Ukraine 20.00 

Turkey 15.00 

    (Source: Statista, 2015) 
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CHAPTER 2  

REVIEW OF LITERATURE  

2.1. Background of Wheat (Triticum aestivum L): 

The Poaceae family has been evolved around fifty to seventy million years ago (Kellogg, 

2001; Huang et al., 2002) and the sub-family Pooideae counting wheat, oat and barley deviated 

approximately twenty million years in the past (Inda et al., 2008). Wheat was domesticated 

twelve thousand years ago in the Near East, with the wild ancestor (T. dicoccoides) that gave rise 

to the first domesticated emmer wheat (T. dicoccum) (Thuillet et al., 2005). The hexaploid wheat 

was not derived directly from a wild progenitor through domestication selection but from T. 

turgidum spp. dicoccon (Dvorak et al., 2011).  

Bread wheat (Triticum aestivum L, 2n=6x=42, AABBDD) is main cereal crop consumed 

by human. It is allohexaploid with three homoeologous A, B and D genomes (Gill and Gill, 

1994). It was evolved by two times allopolyploidization, the first was hybridization between T. 

urartu (2n=2x=14, AA) and Aegilops speltoides (2n=2x=14, SS) or analogs that produced 

teraploid T. turgidum L. (2n=4x=28, AABB) (Petersen et al., 2006; Kilian et al., 2007; Forster et 

al., 2012) and the second was the crossing between T. turgidum L. and diploid goatgrass A. 

tauschii ( 2n=2x=14, DD), which produced bread wheat. Due to evolutionary bottleneck, genetic 

variability within the D-genome of A. tauschii is significantly greater than within the D-genome 

of bread wheat, as most A. tauschii populations had no involvement in bread wheat speciation 

but have been used for its improvement (Kislev, 1980; Dvorak et al., 1998; Feldman., 2001; 

Matsuoka and Nasuda, 2004; Warburton et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2009; Li et al., 2011; Reynolds 

et al., 2011). Its large genome size (16 × 10
9 

bp) with a compound structure and the presence of 

three closely associated genomes resulted in the complexity of polyploid wheat genome as 

compared to diploids in most other cereal crops (Langridge et al., 2001). 

In the early 1960’s, conventional breeding together with improved farm management and 

better practices led to a substantial increase in world wheat production thereby escorting in the 

green revolution. Einkorn has been replaced by tetraploid and hexaploid wheat in the last five 
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thousand years. Einkorn is now a relict crop that is produced on a very small scale as feed in only 

some Mediterranean countries (Nesbitt and Samuel, 1996; Perrino et al., 1996).  

Among cereals, status of wheat is imperative due to its nutritional importance and wide 

range of uses. Enormous increase in population and the change in life style have led to new 

challenges for wheat breeders to introduce new wheat varieties with elevated yield, better quality 

seed and resistance to biotic and abiotic stress conditions (Cifci and Yagdi, 2012). 

 Hybrid seeds exploitation on commercial level in self pollinated crops is characterized by 

a low rate of seed multiplication that poses various practical issues. In spite of of these 

difficulties, hybrids of self pollinated cereals have been registered and introduced into practical 

farming in numerous European countries and France. The future success of the hybrids will 

depend on the yield advantage achieved over the best pure line cultivars continuously produced 

by conventional breeding. 

The evolution of larger seeded non-shattering plants from small-seeded wild plants with 

natural seed dispersal and modifying in grain shape and size is evident. Evolution in increased 

grain size might have started during the first centuries of cultivation (Fuller, 2007). Seed size is 

controlled by many genes with alleles that contribute in the increase or decrease of grain size. 

Effective selection among cereals has been practiced like wheat, oats, rye and barley in the Near 

East; millet and sorghum in Africa; rice in Asia and maize in USA (Peng et al., 2003).  

Wheat is supreme among cereals because of distinctive physical and chemical 

characteristics of seed protein. Therefore, there is a dire need to understand inheritance pattern of 

wheat grain quality characters and to improve the genotypes on these aspects (Hussain et al., 

2012; Ali et al., 2013). Plant height is of great importance as an objective character in advanced 

wheat breeding since the achievement of “green revolution” by reducing plant height in cereals 

which led to the lodging resistance and increased kernel yield (Hedden, 2003) while, genes have 

also been identified that were responsible for short stature without effecting early growth, 

coleoptile length and vigour. Mapping of such genes to different chromosomes has widened their 

utilization in wheat breeding program (Ellis et al., 2005). After the green revolution short stature 

wheat cultivars were only used on commercial scale whereas, the majority of the local races of 

wheat are tall. In case of tillers per plant, it was found to be controlled by a single recessive gene 

(tin) positioned on chromosome 1AS (Spielmeyer and Richards, 2004). 
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2.2. Existence of variation: 

Drastic loss in genetic variability leads to decreased fitness, imbalanced biodiversity of 

an ecosystem, lack of evolution and early extinction of a specie. Genetic characteristics of 

cultivated germplasm has been reduced because of objectives oriented breeding, genetic drift, 

artificial selection, demographic bottleneck, inbreeding, substituting low yielding landraces with 

higher ones and homogeneous varieties which increased dependence upon farm inputs 

contributing in polluting the agro-ecosystems (Gepts, 2006; Sajjad et al., 2015). Consistently 

selection among hybrids of genetically similar cultivars has led to narrowing of genetic base and 

genetic erosion in field crops which are the main pillars of modern agriculture and breeding 

programs (Plucknett et al., 1987). History is evident that genetic homogeny of crops has led to 

numerous destructive diseases and pest attacks like the potato blight and corn leaf blight 

epidemic in Ireland and USA respectively (Lopez, 1994). 

Genetic variability is essential for survival of species, adaptability to different 

environments and provides the basic substrate for evolution (Sajjad et al., 2011). As wheat 

demand has increased due to augmented world population so, understanding genetic variability 

and association between different yield related traits among genotypes is central for successful 

wheat breeding program. It is helpful in gathering information about the quantum of genetic 

divergence and provides a platform for objective based breeding plan. The first step of any 

momentous breeding program is the identification of genotypes exhibiting utilizable variability 

for the trait of interest. Hybridization is an important source for creation of variation and hybrid 

wheat varieties development having desirable characters but it needs a comprehensive 

knowledge about the existing genetic variation (Maniee et al., 2009; Kahrizi et al., 2010; Aremu, 

2011; Masood et al., 2014). An improvement in the efficiency of genetic gain by selection can be 

obtained when the patterns of genetic diversity within a population of breeding lines are known 

(Kumar et al., 2014).  

Sufficient amount of variation has been observed in wheat germplasm all over the world 

for yield and yield contributing traits. Cultivated primal forms of wheat had hulled grains, 

whereas advanced forms are free-threshing (Zohary, 1969). Genetically divergent heterotic 

groups are important as they lead to a low ratio of variance due to specific versus general 

combining ability effects. GCA and SCA variances were significant in the length of the straw 
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and the number of grains per spike, while the thousand grain weight revealed no significance 

(Brahim and Mohamed, 2014). Yield and nutritional value is the ultimate objective in advanced 

wheat breeding. Minhas et al. (2014) examined higher considerable variations for 1000- kernel 

weight, wet gluten, protein and lysine content. 

 Titan et al. (2012) observed largest difference between GCA and SCA values for the 

grain yield per plant and found that additive allele effects were twenty times greater than non-

additive allele effects and revealed that GCA effects were more valuable for grain yield than 

SCA effects. Yield is polygenic character which is greatly influenced by varying environments. 

Significant genetic variability among wheat genotypes for yield and its attributes was observed  

by Joshi et al. (2003); Nazeer et al. (2004); Hussain et al. (2007); Beche et al. (2013); Fellahi et 

al. (2013); Kaukab et al. (2014); Zeeshan et al. (2014) and Badran and  Moustafa (2015). 

Selection for grain yield can only be effective if desired genetic variability is present (Ghafoor et 

al., 2013). 

 Rehman et al. (2015) observed highly significant genetic variation for heading days, 

plant height, peduncle length, spike length, number of spikelets per spike, number of kernels per 

spike, thousand grain weight and yield in both drought and control conditions. Kumar et al. 

(2014) predicted that phenotypic coefficient of variation (PCV) were greater as compared to the 

genotypic coefficient of variation (GCV). They observed higher estimates of GCV and PCV for 

kernel weight per plant followed by biological yield and harvest index (HI) while, Hussain et al. 

(2014) found it higher for number of tillers per m
2
 and grain yield. Yadav et al. (2014) observed 

highest GCV and PCV  in case of grain yield per plant, moderate for number of tillers, kernels 

per spike and test weight while, it was lower for days to fifty percent flowering, days to maturity, 

plant height and spike length. 

Higher variability between the parents and the resultant hybrids for yield related traits 

indicated that direct selection to isolate superior segrigants is feasible (Jain and Sastry, 2012). 

Information about genetic variability and correlations among breeding materials is very 

constructive in yield improvement (Abbas et al., 2008) and to get information about the 

molecular basis of different biological processes occurring in plants. As the gene sequencing 

projects for the whole plant kingdom is difficult so, molecular markers and their association to 

different traits has provided a requisite landmark for elucidation of genetic variation. DNA 
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elements like retrotransposons, mitochondrial and chloroplast based microsatellites revealed 

genetic variation through large genome coverage (Agarwal et al., 2008). So, molecular markers 

appeared to be the most excellent candidates for precise evaluation and selection of plant 

material (Kumar et al., 2009).  

Heterosis in polyploids can be more complex than in diploids and requires specific 

considerations and applications (Washburn and Birchler, 2013). Generally crosses involving 

most diverse parents are predicted to exhibit substantial heterosis and create extensive variation 

in genetic architecture (Amin et al., 2014). Progressive heterosis was not observed for every trait 

in polyploid species which suggested that traits manifesting it are independently controlled and 

thus can only be exploited trait-specifically (Fu et al., 2014). Only genetic variability is not 

sufficient to give rise to heterotic performance (Kaeppler, 2012) but the gradual increase in 

genetic distance between parents enhances heterosis potential. Fabriozino et al. (1998) declared 

that the heterosis expression was as a result of genetic variability, which was not predictable and 

factors did not clarify it. However genetic distance among parents is compulsory to develop 

superior hybrids (Fonseca and Patterson, 1968; Guler and Ozgen, 1994; Martin et al., 1995; 

Morgan, 1998; Baric et al., 2004). In certain contexts, there is a clear positive correlation 

between the genetic divergence of the parent lines and heterosis potential, which is evident in 

subtropical maize (Reif et al., 2003) and wheat (Krystkowiak et al., 2009). These findings help 

plant breeders to evolve genetic material having adaptability in various environments and yield 

better. 

2.3. Combining Ability: 

Selection of more productive parents and detection of competent cross combinations is 

must for developing new desirable and high yielding cultivars in wheat breeding programs 

(Gowda et al., 2010). Worldwide crop production has to be greatly increased in the future to feed 

a growing world population but current yield trends are insufficient to meet this rising demand 

(Ray et al., 2013). For wheat, breeding of hybrids is currently seen as a very promising avenue to 

address this problem. 1.00-1.86 ton per ha yield advantage of the best hybrids compared to the 

highest yielding line varieties has been observed (Gowda et al., 2012; Longin et al., 2013). 

Furthermore, yield stability across locations was higher for wheat hybrids than for line varieties 
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(Muhleisen et al., 2014). Intensive research activities to improve hybrid seed production in wheat 

have been initiated in the private and public sector (Whitford et al., 2013; Langer et al., 2014). 

Combining ability is a very important and effective genetic parameter and accordingly 

has been widely adopted in plant breeding to compare the performances of lines in hybrid 

combinations (Griffing, 1956; Li et al., 1997). Information based on GCA and SCA estimates is 

valuable in the selection of parental genotypes to assist in high possibility of heterosis in their F1 

generation. The breeding importance of genotypes is assessed on the basis of the analysis of F1s 

produced in suitable crossing schemes including combining ability (Krystkowiak et al., 2009; 

Rousselle et al., 2010). Furthermore, the selection of parents in diversity studies is more 

productive because it is a mean of creating valuable variations in the successive progenies 

(Aremu, 2011). 

Combining ability studies help in the interpretation of type and amount of various gene 

actions controlling the expression of yield related traits (Dreisigacker et al., 2005). Yield is a 

complex polygenic character which is greatly affected by environmental fluctuations, because of 

this fact, direct selection for yield in plant breeding program may produce misleading results 

(Masood et al., 2014). So, genetic efficiency of indirect selection is much more than direct 

selection for yield in early generations of breeding programs (Dagusto, 2008; Kaya et al., 2006).  

Combining ability concept was introduced by Sprague and Tatum (1942). It is the 

capability of a genotype to inherit superior performance to its hybrids and describes the breeding 

importance of parental lines in the production of superior hybrids (Griffing, 1956). It is a 

powerful tool to discriminate good as well as poor combiners for choosing appropriate parental 

materials for a particular character in the plant breeding program and also provides information 

about the nature of gene action involved in the transmission of grain yield and its components. 

GCA is the average performance of genotype in a series of cross combinations and it is mainly 

due to the additive gene action which is required for the estimation of narrow sense heritability 

while SCA is the performance of parents in specific crosses which is governed by non-additive 

gene action. Selection of genotypes, making single cross and evaluation of material are major 

steps in this breeding program. These estimates will help in formulating sound, efficient and 

effective breeding procedure to bring about rapid and purposeful improvement in this crop 

(Griffing, 1956; Falconer, 1982; Falconer and Mackay, 1996; Gorjanovic and Balalic, 2005; 
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Acquaah, 2012; Jain and Sastry, 2012; Desale et al., 2014; Hemalatha et al., 2014). General or 

specific combining ability along with heterosis aims at the discrimination of promising material 

(Ceyhan and Avci, 2005; Papapdopoulos et al., 2007). Development of improved wheat varieties 

with better quantitative and qualitative characteristics and resistance to biotic and abiotic factors 

is central in breeding program (Fellahi et al., 2013).  

Studies on GCA and SCA effects have been made by wheat breeders to estimate newly 

developed cultivars for their parental effectiveness and to evaluate the gene action controlling 

different traits, so Line × Tester mating design is an easy and efficient breeding plan for further 

genetic improvement of the existing material (Aslam et al., 2014). Gorjanovic and Balalic (2007) 

inspected that good SCA effects were interconnected with cross combination of two parents with 

at least one parent as a good general combiner for many traits. Predicting hybrid performance 

based on GCA effects of their parents is accurate in situations with predominance of variance 

due to GCA (σ
2
 GCA) versus variance due to SCA effects (σ

2
 SCA). Experimental studies in 

wheat revealed that σ
2
 GCA is more pronounced than σ

2
 SCA (Gowda et al., 2012). Selection 

based on GCA effects of the male lines is a promising approach (Gowda et al., 2012) but 

selection of female lines with high GCA in hybrid combinations is a prerequisite to maximize the 

yield in hybrid seed production (Hallauer et al., 1988; Longin et al., 2014). GCA effects are 

dominant in self-pollinated descendants, while SCA differs according to the population analyzed 

and is determined by the mode of gene action controlling the traits (Masood and Kronstad, 

2000). 

 For wheat, high variances due to SCA reported the importance of an optimum choice of 

testers for hybrid wheat breeding (Gowda et al., 2012; Longin et al., 2013). The crosses with 

significant SCA effects for root characters might be used in hybrid development in spring wheat 

(Ashadusjaman et al., 2012).  

In self-pollinated crops like wheat, SCA effects were not much important as they were 

mostly related to non-additive gene effects and could not be fixed in pure lines (Jatav et al., 

2014). Punia et al. (2011) reported higher GCA for better production, high temperature tolerance 

and chlorophyll content. The size of σ
2
 GCA was identified as the most important parameter 

when compared the efficiency of line versus hybrid breeding in wheat. A small increase in σ
2
 

GCA led to a large increase in the efficiency of hybrid wheat breeding (Longin et al., 2014). 
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Selection based upon these estimates helps to improve complex associated traits related to yield 

(Ahmad et al., 2010; Mohammadi et al., 2012; Sokoto et al., 2012; Ali et al., 2013). 

The Line × Tester mating design recommended by Kempthorne has been expansively 

used to calculate GCA and SCA effects and their variances. It has also been used to understand 

the nature and type of gene action concerned with the expression of economically important 

yield associated characters.  Plant breeders focus on development of high yielding wheat 

cultivars by hybridizing better general combiners and selecting desirable transgressive segregants 

from resultant crosses for grain yield and yield contributing traits. Some researchers determined 

that the GCA effects for yield and other characters have played a significant role in selecting 

parents for kernel yield (Kant et al., 2001; Akbar et al., 2009). 

The yield is considered to be a complex quantitative trait because knowledge of factors 

responsible for high yields has been rendered difficult (Singh et al., 2010). Days to heading and 

maturity apparently effect grain yield. These are equally important for the adaptation of wheat 

plant to the specific environment (Tsenov et al., 2011). Classification of early, medium and late 

maturing cultivars is mainly based on days to heading and maturity. The association to any of 

these groups depends upon the presence of different allelic combinations of the genes for 

vernalization and photoperiodism (Snape et al., 2001). Significant GCA and SCA for days to 

heading were reported by Akbar et al. (2009) and Akram et al. (2011). For days to maturity 

higher GCA and SCA was found by Akbar et al. (2009) while, Akram et al. (2011) reported only 

significant SCA for this trait.  

Short stature wheat cultivars are more productive because of more responsive to nutrients 

uptake and resistant to lodging. In this regard plant height is an important trait for which 

significant GCA and SCA has been reported by Dagusta et al. (2008); Akbar et al. (2009); 

Akram et al. (2011) and Kalhoro et al. (2015) while, Nazir et al. (2005); Farooq et al. (2006); 

Titan et al. (2012) and Kumar et al. (2011) reported significant GCA which showed that additive 

gene action play a vital role in controlling this trait while, Zeeshan et al. (2013); Istipliler et al. 

(2015) stated significant SCA for plant height.  

Selection of parents and crosses for high number of tillers per plant contributing to yield 

is also made through combining ability. Farooq et al. (2006) and Kumar et al. (2011) stated 

significant results of GCA for numbers of tillers per plant but Singh et al. (2006); Zeeshan et al. 
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(2013) results showed significant SCA for this trait. Both GCA and SCA were found significant 

for number of tillers per plant by Meena et al. ( 2003); Akbar et al. (2009);  Akram et al. (2011); 

Kalhoro et al. (2015) and pointed out the significance of additive and non-additive mode of gene 

actions. 

Another way to improve the grain yield is to improve the spike related traits which 

directly contribute in production. In case of spike length highly positive GCA and SCA effects 

were revealed by Meena et al. (2003); Dagusta et al. (2008); Akbar et al. (2009); Kalhoro et al. 

(2015). Only significant GCA was reported by Akram et al. (2011); Titan et al. (2012) while 

only positive desired SCA has also been reported by Bibi et al. (2013); Hasnain et al. (2006); 

Akram et al. (2011); Zeeshan et al. (2013); Istipliler et al. (2015). In the same way spikelets per 

spike contribute positively towards grain yield. More the number of spikelets per spike, greater 

will be the grain yield (Gorjanovic et al., 2007). Highest positive GCA value for number of 

spikelets per spike was reported by Tosun et al. (1995); Saeed et al. (2005); Malik et al. (2005); 

Chowdhry et al. (2007); Farooq et al. (2006); Kumar et al. (2011); Akram et al. (2011) and Bibi 

et al. (2013) showing preponderance of additive gene effects while, Mahantashivayogayya et al. 

(2004) reported non- significant GCA for this trait. Furthermore, exploration of crosses having 

positive SCA may lead to the selection of lines having more number of spikelets per spike that 

have been confirmed by Singh et al. (2002); Siddique et al. (2004); Saeed et al. (2005); Farooq 

et al. (2006); Chowdhary et al. (2007) and Zeeshan et al. (2013) while, non-significant SCA has 

been observed by Kumar et al. (2011) and Akram et al (2011). Simultaneous significance of 

GCA and SCA has been found by Jatav et al. (2014); Akbar et al. (2009) and Kalhoro et al. 

(2015). 

For number of grains per spike, Jatav et al. (2014) and Kalhoro et al. (2015) examined 

significant GCA and SCA while, Saeed et al. (2001); Singh et al. (2002); Ahmadi et al. (2003); 

Saeed et al. (2005); Farooq et al. (2006); Hassan et al. (2007); Khan et al. (2007); Bibi et al. 

(2013); Akram et al. (2011) and Kumar et al. (2011) examined the highest positive GCA 

estimates for number of grains per spike. Positive SCA for number of grain per spike were 

shown by Saeed et al. (2005); Nazir et al. (2005); Khan et al. (2007); Akram et al. (2011); 

Kumar et al. (2011) and Bibi et al. (2013). In case of kernel yield per plant significant GCA and 

SCA has been reported by Akbar et al. (2009); Jatav et al. (2014) and Kalhoro et al. (2015) 

while, Saeed et al. (2001); Kumar et al. (2011); Akram et al. (2011); Titan et al. (2012) and 
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Nazir et al. (2005) examined the highest positive GCA for this trait. Awan et al. (2005); Saeed et 

al. (2005); Farooq et al. (2006); Jain and Sastry, (2012); Zeeshan et al. (2013) and Istipliler et al. 

(2015) reported significant results of SCA for grain yield per plant that showed the involvement 

of dominant gene effects for this trait.  

Flag leaf area which has major role of photosynthesis and is directly related with yield 

and even in drought tolerance as transpiration is correlated with leaf area. Significant GCA 

effects have been observed by Farooq et al. (2006) and Akram et al. (2011) for flag leaf area 

while, Zeeshan et al. (2013) reported significant SCA for this trait. Significant GCA and SCA 

variances for peduncle length and harvest index has been reported by Meena et al. (2003) and 

Grakh and Singh (2005) respectively which showed the presence of additive and non additive 

type of gene actions.  Higher GCA values for thousand grain weight have been observed by 

Akbar et al. (2009); Kumar et al (2011); Titan et al. (2012) but, Nazir et al. (2005); Saeed et al. 

(2005); Farooq et al. (2006); Zeeshan et al. (2013) and Istipliler et al. (2015) showed significant 

SCA with higher dominant mode of gene action for this trait.  

2.4. The Line × Tester Design: 

The selection of productive parental materials and suitable mating designs are valuable 

approaches for success in conventional plant breeding programs. Methodology used to produce 

progenies in plant breeding is referred as mating design and the factors influencing the choice of 

mating design are: (i) type of pollination (ii) natural or artificial crossing (iii) mode of pollination 

(wind or insect) (iv) the presence of a male-sterility system (v) objective of the project (vi) 

required population size (v) time and space (Acquaah, 2012; Nduwumuremyi et al., 2013; 

Mumtaz et al., 2015). Line × tester is a type of mating design introduced by Kempthorne (1957) 

gives authentic information about GCA and SCA in hybrid breeding and is an expansion of top 

cross method in which we use various testers. It is the simplest mating design that provides both 

full-sibs and half-sibs simultaneously as opposed to top cross which provides only half-sibs. It 

provides SCA of each cross, and it does not give information about GCA of lines only but of the 

testers also, as lines and tester both are different sets of genotypes (Sharma, 2006; 

Nduwumuremyi et al., 2013).  

Line × tester analysis is not only one of the competent techniques for the evaluation of a 

huge number of genotypes but also used for better interpretation of GCA and SCA effects. Now, 
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line × tester analysis is preferred to test combining ability because it evaluates the genetic 

variation allied with additive or non-additive type of gene action and provides a comparison 

between the magnitude of SCA and GCA variances and estimates of heterosis, heritability and 

genetic advance (Singh and Chaudhary, 2001; Sharma, 2006; Akbar et al. 2009; Acquaah, 2012; 

Nduwumuremyi et al., 2013; Aslam et al., 2014). Few testers are sufficient to assess GCA 

efficiently (Virupakshappa et al., 1997). This design has extensively been used in various crops 

like maize (Joshi et al., 2002; Sharma et al., 2004), wheat (Fellahi et al., 2013; Jatav et al., 

2014), Rice (Sao and Motiramani, 2006; Koli et al., 2013) and is continued to be applied in 

quantitative genetics.  

2.5. Gene Action: 

The selection and breeding procedure for genetic advancement of every crop mainly 

depends upon the understanding about type of gene action and magnitude of genetic components 

for various characters in the plant materials (Ojaghi and Akhundova, 2010). Genetic theories for 

the modes of gene action included dominance, over-dominance and epistasis (Hochholdinger and 

Hoecker, 2007; Birchler et al., 2010). Additive gene action expresses average values of parental 

lines in the hybrid, while the dominance gene action shows both low and high expressions in the 

parental lines. The estimates of over-dominance or under-dominance in the hybrids are either 

higher than the better parent or lower than the worse parent value. The significance of epistasis 

in autogamous  species is assured by a number of studies that investigated the molecular basis of 

heterosis in Arabidopsis which is model specie (Kusterer et al., 2007; Melchinger et al., 2007; 

Reif et al., 2009). 

Akbar et al. (2009) conducted Line × Tester analysis in spring wheat to estimate the gene 

action for some polygenic traits while other plant breeders used combining ability study to 

acquire knowledge about mode of gene action governing fiscal wheat traits (Gouda et al., 1993; 

Moghaddem et al., 1997; El. Hosary et al., 2000; Khattab et al., 2001; Esmail and Khattab, 2002; 

Akhtar and Chowdhry, 2006; Khaled, 2007; Farage, 2009). GCA is attributed to additive type of 

gene effects, while SCA is attributed to non-additive type of gene actions. Additive type of gene 

actions is reliably fixable as compared to non-additive type of gene actions (Iqbal et al., 2007). 

Different scientists argument that dominance or overdominance gene actions are responsible for 
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heterosis (Lippman and Zamir, 2007; Birchler et al., 2010; Sanghera et al., 2011; Kaeppler, 

2012; Schnable and Springer, 2013).  

It is important to trace the contribution of a specific gene to the genetic variation and its 

cumulative interaction effects with all other loci in the genome (Melchinger et al., 2007). 

Various researchers have reported non-additive gene action (Larik et al., 1995; Singh et al. 2003; 

Suleyman and Akguni, 2007; Kashif and Khan, 2008; Beche et al 2013) and additive gene action 

(Ahmadi et al., 2003; Joshi et al., 2003; Joshi et al., 2004; Topal et al., 2004; Reif et al., 2007; 

Gowda et al., 2010) for yield components in wheat for increasing the efficiency of selection 

while both additive and dominance gene action were exhibited in some yield related traits of 

wheat that has been declared by Khan et al. (2007); Bao et al. (2009); Krystkowiak et al. (2009); 

Kamaluddin et al. (2011) and Jatav et al. (2014). 

Days to heading is an imperative factor for local adaptation and production for all cereals. 

Its control is vital for reproductive success and mainly effect the kernel yield in wheat. Days to 

heading is determinant of earliness in genotypes and feasible in late sowing. Some researchers 

(Jag et al., 2003; Shoran et al., 2003; Vanpariya et al., 2006; Ahmad et al., 2011; Hussain et al., 

2013; Jatav et al., 2014; Yadav et al., 2014) reported additive genetic effects for this trait while, 

Mousavi et al. (2006) and Iqbal  et al. (2007) reported non-additive genetic effects.  Days to 

maturity is controlled by additive variances (Jag et al., 2003; Jatav et al., 2014; Yadav et al., 

2014) while non additive genetic effects were also revealed by Vanpariya et al. (2006) and 

Seboka et al. (2009). Non additive genetic effects were dominant in case of tillers per plant 

(Vanpariya et al., 2006; Hassan et al., 2007; Farooq et al., 2011; Fellahi et al., 2013; Yadav et 

al., 2014; Badran and Moustafa, 2015). The occurrence of partial dominance type of gene action 

for number of tillers per plant was recorded by Kaukab et al. (2014) while, additive type of gene 

action was observed by Hassan et al. (2007). 

Vanpariya et al. (2006); Mousavi et al. (2006) and Yadav et al. (2014) reported additive 

genetic effects were of major importance for spike length while contrary results were given by 

by Çifci and Yagdi (2010);  Fellahi et al. (2013); Yadav et al. (2014); Badran and Moustafa, 

(2015); Istipliler et al. (2015), who found non additive gene effects for this trait. Mousavi et al. 

(2006) reported additive genetic effects were of major importance for peduncle length and non 

additive gene action for this trait was observed by Vanpariya et al. (2006).  
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Budak and Yıldırım (1996) and Abdullah et al. (2002) found that plant height was under 

the control of dominance type of gene actions in some hybrids while, Vanpariya et al. (2006); 

Kulshreshtha and Singh (2011); Hussain et al. (2013) and Yadav et al. (2014) suggested the 

superiority of additive genetic effects for plant height. Non additive gene effect was also reported 

by Seboka et al. (2009); Cifci and Yagdi (2010); Fellahiet al. (2013), Yadav et al. (2014); 

Badran and Moustafa (2015) and Istipliler et al. (2015) for this trait.  

Abdullah et al., (2002) found negative heterosis in most of the crosses in the F1 level for 

spikelet number per spike and they informed that the heterosis could have resulted from gene 

effects of over dominance and additive. Mousavi et al. (2006); Kumar and Sharma (2008); Cifci 

and Yagdi (2010); Farooq et al. (2011); Badran and Moustafa (2015) reported non-additive 

genetic effects for number of spikelets per spike while, Vanpariya et al. (2006) and Kulshreshtha 

and Singh (2011) suggested the superiority of additive genetic effects for this trait.  

Mousavi et al. (2006); Vanpariya et al. (2006); Kumar and Sharma (2008); Çifci and 

Yagdi (2010); Farooq et al. (2011); Lohithaswa et al. (2013) and Yadav et al. (2014) reported 

non-additive genetic effects for number of grains per spike. Kumar and Sharma (2008); Hassan 

et al. (2007); Badran and Moustafa (2015) confirmed the additive genetic regulation for grains 

per spike. Various scientists have observed non-additive genetic effects (Gorjanovic and Balalic, 

2004; Vanpariya et al., 2006; Cifci and Yagdi, 2010; Fellahiet al., 2013; Badran and  Moustafa, 

2015) and additive gene effect (Hassan et al., 2007; Lohithaswa et al., 2013) in case of grain 

yield per spike. 

 Vanpariya et al. (2006); Hassan et al. (2007); Kumar and Sharma (2008); Seboka et al. 

(2009); Farooq et al. (2011); Iştipliler et al. (2015) observed non-additive genetic effects were 

dominant in case of grain yield per plant while, Hussain et al. (2013) and Hassan et al. (2007) 

reported additive gene effects. Amaya et al. (1972) found that dominance effects predominated 

in grain yield whereas Mousavi et al. (2006); Çifci and Yagdi (2010) reported non-additive 

genetic effects for seed yield. Mousavi et al. (2006) and Hussain et al. (2013) reported non-

additive genetic effects for flag leaf area.  

 Non additive genetic effects were dominant in case of hundred grain weight (Vanpariya 

et al., 2006). Siddique et al. (2004); Awan et al. (2005); Hassan et al. (2007); Kamaluddin et al. 

(2007); Kumar and Sharma (2008) and Dagustu (2008) reported that additive genetic effects 
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were involved in the inheritance of thousand grain weight. Whereas, certain other scientists have 

revealed dominance type of gene action for this character (Khan and Habib, 2003; Sanjeev et al., 

2005;  Hassan et al., 2007; Akbar et al., 2009; Seboka et al., 2009; Cifci & Yagdi, 2010; Hussain 

et al.,  2013;  Farooq et al., 2011; Fellahi et al., 2013; Istipliler et al., 2015; Badran and 

Moustafa, 2015). Rathod et al. (2008) and Singh et al. (2009) reported the involvement of 

additive and dominance genes in the transmission of protein content in wheat. 

2.6. Heritability: 

The fraction of genetic variability transmitted from parents to their progenies is exposed 

by heritability (Lush, 1949). The heritability of a trait determines the degree to which it is 

inherited in the subsequent generation and its implementation is helpful when utilized in 

combination with other parameters to calculate genetic gain that pursue in the selection for 

specific trait (Afiah et al., 2000; Baloch et al., 2003). So, higher heritability estimates provide 

most decisive platform for selection (Larik et al., 1989). It is a good index for transmission of 

traits from parents to offspring (Rehman et al., 2015). The heritability estimates measure the 

genetic association between parents and their offsprings whereas many researchers have carried 

out heritability studies to incorporate the desirable genes present in wheat cultivars to improve its 

production (Memon et al., 2007).  

The efficiency of the selection is related with the size of narrow sense heritability in the 

segregating populations. The heritability degrees were found very low for the traits like plant 

height, spike length, thousand grain weight, number of spikes per m
2
 and grain yield evaluated 

by Istipliler et al. (2015). This situation showed that the additive variance is very low in this 

population and the selection must be applied in the further generations. Heritability provides 

useful knowledge about genetic variation to predict the response to selection in the subsequent 

generations and is relied upon the mode of gene action (Swati and Ramesh, 2004; Hasnain et al., 

2006; Chowdhary et al., 2007).  

Heritability estimation is important to determine the magnitude of genetic gain from 

selection. Low, medium, and high narrow-sense heritability has been found for yield attributes in 

wheat. Broad sense heritability is described by the ratio of genotypic variance to the total 

variance and it is the portion of total or phenotypic variability that is transmittable due to the 
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genotype. So it measures the extent of phenotypic variation caused by the action of genes and it 

determines response to selection (Yao et al., 2014).  

According to Ansari et al. (2004), high heritability estimates reflects the possibility of 

improvement by selection. In the last few decades conventional techniques have made an 

enormous impact in agriculture while, in early 20
th

 century knowledge about hybrids, mutations 

and the applicability of Mendel’s work in the transmission of traits was influential in a dramatic 

leap forward in plant breeding (Murphy, 2007). High values of the heritability (h
2
) estimates 

ranged from 74-99 percent which demonstrated that the largest fraction of the phenotypic 

expression transmitted in the next generation was genetic in bread wheat (Beche et al., 2013). 

Grain yield itself is a complex trait which can be determined by numerous traits that significantly 

effect it. Heritability estimates that have been reported clearly indicated certain morphological 

characters that directly influence the kernel yield in wheat possess high heritablity than yield per 

se (Fethi and Mohamed, 2010). Additive genetic variances have highly contribution in 

heritability in combination with genetic advance for the expression of plant characters (Saleem et 

al., 2003; Waqar-ul-haq et al., 2008). 

High heritability for days to heading was reported by Adel-Nour (2005); Al-Saffar and 

Al-Sawaf (2012); Foroozanfar and Zeynali (2013); Fellahi et al. (2013); Hassan et al. (2013) and 

Yadav et al. (2014).  High heritability has been reported by various researchers for days to 

maturity (Yadav et al., 2014), peduncle length (Khan et al., 2003; Rehman et al., 2015) and 

straw yield (Badran and Moustafa, 2015). Significant heritability was reported for number of 

tillers per plant by Ashraf et al.(2002); Pawar et al. (2002); Khan et al. (2003); Erkul et al. 

(2010); Mohsin et al.(2009); Zeeshan et al. (2014) and Yadav et al. (2014) while, Fellahi et al. 

(2013) experienced intermediate heritability for all F1 hybrids in their studies. 

In case of plant height low (Eid, 2009; Badran and  Moustafa 2015), intermediate 

(McNeal et al., 1965; Fonseca and Patterson, 1968; Adel-Nour, 2005; Al-Saffar and Al-Sawaf, 

2012; Tsegaye et al., 2012; Foroozanfar and Zeynali, 2013; Hassan et al., 2013; Yadav et al., 

2014) and high heritabilty (Pawar et al., 2002; Khan et al., 2003; Bilgin et al., 2011; Fellahi et 

al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2014; Rehman et al., 2015)  has been observed. 

 Fellahi et al. (2013) and Rehman et al. (2015) found low heritability, Adel-Nour, (2005); 

Erkul et al. (2010); Al-Saffar and Al-Sawaf , (2012); Tsegaye et al. (2012); Foroozanfar and 
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Zeynali (2013); Hassan et al.(2013) and Yadav et al. (2014) observed intermediate heritability 

while Eid (2009) reported high heritability for spike length. Heritabilty for number of spikelets 

per spike was low (Badran and Moustafa, 2015), intermediate (Tsegaye et al., 2012) and high 

(Adel-Nour, 2005; Erkul et al., 2010; Al-Saffar and Al-Sawaf, 2012; Hassan et al., 2013; 

Foroozanfar and Zeynali, 2013). 

The inheritance pattern for wheat kernel yield has been the subject of scrupulous studies 

(Sharma et al., 2002; Heidari et al., 2005; Rebetzke et al., 2006). Low heritability was found by 

Erkul et al. (2010) and Fellahi et al. (2013), intermediate by Mahmood and Chowdhry (1999) 

and Hassan et al. (2013) and high by Kamboj et al. (2000);  Ashraf et al,(2002); Riaz and 

Chowdhary (2003); Khan et al. (2003); Waqar et al. (2008); Mohsin et al. 2009; Bilgin et al. 

(2011); Zeeshan et al. (2014); Yadav et al. (2014); Badran and  Moustafa (2015) and Rehman et 

al. (2015). 

Number of kernels per spike was reported as low (Eid, 2009; Erkul et al., 2010;), 

intermediate  (Hassan et al., 2013) and high heritable (Kamboj et al.,2000;  Ahmed et al., 2007; 

Bilgin et al., 2011; Fellahi et al., 2013; Yadav et al., 2014; Rehman et al., 2015). Thousand grain 

weight was observed low by Erkul et al. (2010), intermediate by Adel-Nour (2005); Al-Saffar 

and Al-Sawaf  (2012); Foroozanfar and Zeynali (2013) and Hassan et al. (2013) while, high 

heritable reports were given by Kamboj et al. (2000); Ashraf et al.(2002); Eid (2009); Mohsin et 

al. (2009); Hussain et al. (2013); Fellahi et al. (2013); Yadav et al. (2014) and kumar et al. 

(2014).  

The more the heritability percentage, the simpler and accurate will be the selection 

process (Khan et al., 2008). Usually, it is evident from the previous studies that high heritability 

could be achieved if traits are controlled by non-additive type of gene action but low genetic 

advance, whereas preponderance of additive gene action led to both high heritability and genetic 

advance. Narrow sense heritability is much more efficient for measuring the relative importance 

of additive portion of genetic variance that can be transmitted to the successive generations (Eid, 

2009). It allows in evaluation of the relative importance of genes and environment to the 

variation of characters within and among populations (Visscher et al., 2008). 
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2.7. Correlation: 

Analysis of correlation coefficient offers an opportunity to get an idea about causal 

relationship between dependent and an independent variable (Mumtaz et al., 2015). It provides a 

better understanding of the relationship among different characters and grain yield (Ghafoor et 

al., 2013) and  is useful for breeders in selecting genotypes possessing groups of desired traits 

(Ali et al., 2008 ). Moreover, detailed knowledge of the correlation between line per se and 

hybrid performance is required to optimize hybrid breeding schemes (Longin et al., 2007). It was 

observed that gentic distance was positively and significantly associated with SCA for absorption 

of water, dough development and seed protein content and negative with dough softening 

(Krystkowiak et al., 2009).  

A significant correlation between yield and plant height as well as yield and lodging was 

determined by Longin and Wurchum (2014). Days to heading had positive and significant 

relationship with days to maturity (Degewione et al., 2013) and negative assocition with grain 

yield (El- Mohsen et al., 2012). Negative and highly significant association of days to heading 

with grain filling period indicated the difficulty in simultaneous improvement of these traits 

(Degewione et al., 2013). Days to heading showed non-significant negative correlation with 

spike length and negative but significant correlation with thousand grain weight (Rehman et al., 

2015). Days to maturity exposed negative but significant relationship with number of tillers per 

plant and kernels per spike whereas it had strong positive link with number of spikelets per spike 

at genotypic level (Degewione et al., 2013). 

Plant height acquired negative but significant correlation with spike length (Degewione et 

al., 2013; Saleem et al., 2006; Zeeshan et al., 2013) while, it was reported positive and 

significant by Zecevic et al. (2004). Strong positive association of plant height with number of 

spikelets per spike (Zecevic et al., 2004; Iqbal et al., 2007; Degewione et al., 2013; Zeeshan et 

al., 2013) and number of tillers per plant (Zeeshan et al., 2013) has been observed while, 

negative correlation was also reported by Khan et al. (2005) and Joshi et al. (2008).  Positive 

association of plan height with number of grains per spike and thousand grain weight were 

observed by Zeeshan et al. (2013), but negative correlation of plant height with thousand grain 

weight was also found by Khan et al. (2005) and Joshi et al. (2008). Its negative association with 

grain yield is evident (Shahid et al., 2002; Khan et al., 2005; Khokhar et al., 2010; El- Mohsen et 
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al., 2012; Zeeshan et al., 2013; Tahmasebi et al., 2013) while contrary results with positive 

correlation of plant height and grain yield was found by Lad et al. (2003); Khaliq et al. (2004); 

Saleem et al. (2006) and Khokhar et al. (2010). 

Spike length had negative and greatly considerable relationship with number of spikelets 

per spike (Degewione et al., 2013) while, Zeeshan et al. (2013) and Hussain et al. (2014) 

reported positive relationship. Spike length showed positive association with grain yield (Khaliq 

et al., 2004; Khan et al., 2005; Mohsin et al., 2009; El- Mohsen et al., 2012), kernels per spike 

(Zeeshan et al., 2013) and plant height (Rehman et al., 2015) while, it had negative but highly 

significant association with 1000-grain weight at genotypic level (Degewione et al., 2013; 

Hussain et al., 2014).   

Number of spikelets per spike had negative and highly significant relationship with 

thousand grain weight at genotypic level (Kashif and Khaliq, 2004; Degewione et al., 2013). On 

the contrary, Khokhar et al. (2010) and Zeeshan et al. (2013) observed that number of spikelets 

per spike had positive significant association with thousand grain weight. Number of spikelets 

per spike was positively associated with grain yield (Khan et al., 2005; Khaliq et al., 2004; Khan 

and Dar, 2009; El- Mohsen et al., 2012; Fellahi et al., 2013; Tahmasebi et al., 2013) while, its 

negative association with grain yield was found by Khan et al. (2005). Positive and significant 

association of spikelets per spike with number of grains per spike has been observed by Zeeshan 

et al. (2013). 

Number of tillers per plant confirmed significantly positive link with number of grain per 

spike (Inamullah et al., 2006; Degewione et al., 2013; Hussain et al., 2014;), kernel numbers and 

grain weight per spike (Shahid et al., 2002)  and spike length (Zeeshan et al., 2013; Hussain et 

al., 2014). Negative correlations of number of tillers per plant with kernel yield was reported by 

Zeeshan et al. (2013) while, it was examined positive by Khan et al. (2005); Khaliq et al. (2004); 

El- Mohsen et al. (2012) and Tsegaye et al. (2012). Tillers per plant was negative and 

significantly linked with number of spikelets per spike (Degewione et al., 2013; Zeeshan et al., 

2013) and thousand kernel weight (Degewione et al., 2013). Number of grains per spike had 

positive and significant association with grain yield (Peng et al., 2003; Khaliq et al., 2004; 

Mohsin et al., 2009; El- Mohsen et al., 2012) and thousand grain weight (Zeeshan et al., 2013). 
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Negative and strong correlation of thousand grain with grain yield per plot indicated that 

it would be hard to improve both of these characters simultaneously due to lack of closely linked 

genes (Sarkar et al., 2002; Khaliq et al., 2004; Degewione et al., 2013) while, it was reported as 

positively correlated with grain yield by Khaliq et al. (2004); Khan et al. (2005); El- Mohsen et 

al. (2012); Tsegaye et al. (2012) and Tahmasebi et al. (2013). Thousand grain weight showed 

positive association with tillers per plant, spike length, spikelets per spike and was negatively 

associated with plant height (Saleem et al., 2006). 

Grain yield was positively interrelated with days to maturity (Khokhar et al., 2009;  

Hussain et al., 2014), number of spikelets per spike (Khaliq et al., 2004; Saleem et al., 2006; 

Khan et al., 2008; Tahmasebi et al., 2013; Hussain et al., 2014), number of  grains per spike 

(Shahid et al., 2002; Ghafoor et al., 2013; Hussain et al., 2014), number of tillers (Khaliq et al., 

2004; Mondal and Kuljeet., 2004; Saleem et al., 2006; Joshi et al., 2008; Khan and Dar, 2009; 

Baranwal et al., 2012; Hussain et al., 2014; Zeeshan et al., 2014), spike length, (Shahid et al., 

2002; Khaliq et al., 2004; Mahmood et al., 2006; Saleem et al., 2006; Zeeshan et al., 2014) and 

plant height, (Khaliq et al., 2004; Khan et al., 2008; Mahmood et al., 2006; Ghafoor et al., 2013; 

Tahmasebi et al., 2013).  Grain yield showed negative association with days to maturity by 

(Khan et al., 2008; Ghafoor et al., 2013), spike length (Hussain et al., 2014), plant height 

(Khokhar et al., 2009). Khaliq et al. (2004); Khan and Dar (2009) Baranwal et al. (2012); 

Tahmasebi et al. (2013) and Zeeshan et al. (2014)  found strong positive relationship between 

grain yield and thousand grain weight while,  Mahmood et al. (2006) and Saleem et al. (2006) 

declared it negative. Grain yield was observed positively associated with thousand grain weight 

(Khan et al., 2008), biological yield (Mahmood et al., 2006), grain weight per spike (Shahid et 

al., 2002), harvest index (Zeeshan et al., 2014) and flag leaf area (Saleem et al., 2006). 

2.8. Heterosis:  

Heterosis or hybrid vigour describes the better performance of heterozygous F1 hybrids 

over its parents in terms of increased biomass, growth and productivity, fertility, resistance to 

disease, insect pest and abiotic factors (Shull, 1952; Falconer and Mackay, 1996; Lippman and 

Zamir, 2006; Morojele and Labuschagne, 2013; Fu et al., 2014; Ji et al., 2014). This 

advantageous quantitative and qualitative character of progeny has been widely used in 

increasing productivity of plants and animals (Shull, 1914; Sharma et al., 1986; Borghi et al., 
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1988; Budak, 2002). The vigour in hybrids is generally achieved due to greater cell number 

rather than a larger cell size (Quinby and Karper, 1946; Birchler et al., 2010). Heterosis has 

taken a noteworthy part in the improvement of many crops in terms of yield and yield 

contributing traits, biotic and abiotic stress resistance than both parents (Singh, 2006; Birchler et 

al., 2010; He et al., 2013; Morojele and Labuschagne, 2013). Initially it was reported by Charles 

Darwin in 1876 when he analyzed that progenies of maize crosses were significantly taller than 

its parents. It was coined by G.H. Shull (1908) after observing an elevated performance of 

hybrids than either of its parents or their average performance. 

 To flourish hybrid breeding, better exploitation of heterosis is fundamental and it 

depends upon following genetic hypothesis (Mackey, 1976; Lippman and Zamir, 2006; Lamkey 

and Edwards, 1999; Reif et al., 2012). 

(i) The combined action of multiple loci with the favorable allele either partially 

or completely dominant i.e. dominance (Davenport, 1908; Keeble and Pellow, 

1910; Bruce, 1910; Jones, 1917; Collins, 1921). 

(ii) The complementary interaction of additive dominant on recessive genes at 

different loci i.e. non-allelic interaction or epistasis (Richey, 1942; Powers 

1945; Schnell and Cockerham, 1992; Yu et al., 1997). 

(iii) Allelic interactions at one or multiple loci referred as over dominance (Shull, 

1908; East, 1936; Hull, 1945; Crow, 1948). 

Heterosis involves crossing of two or more inbred lines to enhance genetic diversity and 

heterozygosity in the progeny (Sleper and Poehlman, 2006). So, the offsprings produced, carry at 

least one normal gene resulting in the normal functioning of biochemical reactions. The highly 

efficient metabolic system is due to normal functioning of many gene pairs in the heterozygous 

individual (Chahal and Gosal, 2001). Grafius (1959) described that there might not be any 

specific gene for yield itself. Yield augmentation is achievable by exploitation of higher heterosis 

level in hybrid breeding. Hence, heterosis has a vital role in all plant breeding programmes and 

very helpful to detect the relationship between heterosis for seed yield and its components 

(Azizinia, 2011). Heterosis can be captured and fixed through the process of polyploidization 

which is common in the plant kingdom (Birchler et al., 2006; Birchler et al., 2010; Chen 2010) 
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and  predicted yield potential of hybrids seems to be competitive with lines in the near future 

(Longin et al., 2014). 

Attempts of hybrid breeding in self pollinated cereals have been made in the history that 

resulted moderate success (Longin et al., 2012) because of the lower amount of heterosis, high 

seed densities coupled with difficulties to implement a cost-effective system for hybrid seed 

production, the lack of high yielding heterotic patterns, and the lower selection gain (Edwards 

2001; Oettler et al. 2005; Lu and Xu, 2010; Singh et al., 2010). In spite of low heterosis level in 

autogamous species, agronomic value of hybrids in self pollinated crops like wheat appeared to 

be promising (Liu et al. 1999; Oury et al., 2000; Pomaj, 2002; Weibmann and Weibmann, 2002). 

In China, hybrid rice showed a yield advantage of twenty to thirty percent over the best available 

inbred rice cultivars, facilitated 44.1 % increase in production (Cheng et al., 2007). 

In spite of the extensive studies and successful application of heterosis, the basic genomic 

mechanisms are still indistinct (Coors and Pandey, 1999; Lippman and Zamir, 2007). In this 

regard scientists have started to compare expression levels of thousands of genes between 

parental genotypes and their hybrids (Ji et al., 2014). Absolute prediction of the molecular 

mechanisms involved in heterosis of plants relies upon the inclusive analysis of the genetic and 

epigenetic regulation of variation of gene expression in hybrids (He et al., 2013). Minor 

advancement has been made in the identification of genes underlying heterotic loci because of 

the complex phenotypic associations and the efforts required for QTL cloning (Williams, 1959: 

Salvi, and Tuberosa, 2005). 

Extract of various researches pointed toward diversity which is required for heterotic 

phenotypes but not sufficient and that the molecular pathways responsible for heterosis include 

chromatin modification, transcriptional control, translation and protein processing, and the 

interactions within and among developmental and biochemical pathways (Kaeppler, 2012). 

There are a number of choices for enhancing wheat production, but mostly present only 

diminutive yield augmentation. As wheat is autogamous so, its hybrids have capacity to boost up 

production and will unlock a broad range of new breeding approaches (Whitford et al., 2013). 

Heterosis exploitation is considered one of the marvelous achievements in plant breeding and an 

important approach for increasing wheat production (Jaiswal et al., 2010). The yield advantage 

of hybrids predominantly over better parent is more influential to determine the feasibility of 
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commercial exploitation of heterosis and also in predicting the parental combinations that might 

produce highest level of transgressive segregants (Singh et al., 2004). Mid-parent heterosis 

(MPH) indicates hybrid performance significantly better than the average mid-parent value of the 

two parental inbred lines while best parent heterosis shows hybrid performance considerably 

superior than the better parent (Hochholdinger and Hoecker, 2007). Heterosis varies with respect 

to the genetic distance of the parents, their reproductive mode, the traits investigated (Zhou et al., 

2012) and the developmental stage of the plants and the environment (Groszmann et al., 2013). 

Hybrid breeding was suggested as a promising avenue to break the yield barrier in wheat. 

The main advantages of hybrid versus line breeding are the maximum exploitation of heterosis 

and a larger return of investment due to a built-in plant variety protection (Zhao et al., 2013). 

The requirements for a successful hybrid wheat breeding program are adequate levels of 

heterosis, the availability of a cost effective system to produce hybrid seed and a competitive 

selection gain of hybrid versus line breeding (Longin et al., 2012). Heterosis breeding is a 

quicker, cheaper and easier for escalating crop production (Duvick, 1999). According to Morgan 

et al. (1998), if parents show high yielding potential, heterosis for grain yield would be less 

because parents have already many beneficial genes in homozygous state. 

The decision to start a hybrid breeding program depends on the competitiveness of hybrid 

versus lines varieties (Oettler et al., 2005). A major prerequisite is a stable yield surplus of 

hybrids to justify their higher seed production costs. Two recent studies based on a large number 

of hybrids evaluated across a high number of test locations reported a 1.00-1.86 tonnes per ha 

yield advantage of the best hybrid compared to the highest yielding line variety (Gowda et al., 

2012; Longin et al., 2013) showing  hybrids competitiveness alternative to line varieties in 

wheat. 

High proportion of hybrids significantly out yielded the best performing commercial 

varieties (Gowda et al., 2012). Yield stability of hybrids is higher than that of line varieties 

(Koemel et al., 2004). Qixin et al. (2008) reported that the yield related traits were not positioned 

in the same chromosomal region, which means that heterosis and the performance of every 

character could be controlled through various sets of loci that might directly improve the 

selection gain. 
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Nevertheless, using hybrids instead of lines, breeding companies would certainly ensure a 

higher return of investment due to a strong reduction of farm-saved seed. Consequently, the 

predicted climate change and the increased necessity to grow wheat on poorer soils in more 

marginal environments may lead to a higher heterosis in wheat which would in turn benefit 

hybrid breeding. However, improvements in hybrid seed production and a more intensive 

screening and selection for lines with high GCA holds the potential to improve the efficiency of 

hybrid breeding (Longin et al., 2014). The development of heterotic groups would increase the 

competitiveness of hybrid breeding as the substantial amount of SCA variance detected in the 

elite material (Longin et al., 2013) will be reduced thereby improving the prediction accuracy of 

untested hybrids and the stacking of major genes with dominant gene action is facilitated 

(Gowda et al., 2013; Miedaner et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2014). 

The exploitation of hybrid wheat has become more attractive in plant breeding methods 

and autogamous crops such as wheat that rely upon the direction and magnitude of heterosis 

(Chahal and Gosal, 2001). Earlier, heterosis exploitation for grain yield was mostly accredited to 

allogamous crops. Heterosis studies for wheat was first made by Freeman (1919) and then 

Briggle (1963), who examined a considerable quantity of heterosis for grain yield and yield 

attributes in various wheat hybrids. Successful wheat hybrids have been produced by the private 

sectors in Europe and India (Saaten, 2013; Mahyco, 2013). 

The breeding significance of genotypes is assessed on the basis of analysis of hybrids that 

assist in the selection of parental genotypes having highly significant heterosis in their progenies 

(Krystkowiak et al., 2009; Rousselle et al., 2010). Heterotic performance of hybrids is evaluated 

in terms of the percent increase or decrease over the mid and better parent (Inamullah et al., 

2006; Hochholdinger and Hoecker, 2007). Heterobeltiosis is more productive and preferred than 

heterosis in autogamous crops when major goal is the identification of superior hybrids (Fonseca 

and Patterson, 1968; Gyawali et al., 1968; Walton, 1971; Wilson and Driscoll, 1983; Lamkey 

and Edwards, 1999; Singh et al., 2004). 

Worldwide, wheat trading has most important role in political and economic relations 

between countries. Wheat hybridization has been explored by many researchers with varying 

degree of heterosis i-e six percent (Borghi et al., 1986), forty-one percent (Zehr et al., 1997), ten 
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to twenty-five percent (Hoisington et al.,1999), 3.5 to 15 percent (Longin et al., 2012), twenty 

percent (Gowda et al. 2012) and ten percent ( Longin et al., 2014).   

Hybrids in wheat have been observed to have higher agronomic potential as compared to 

the line varieties due to better grain and straw productivity and yield stability under stressful 

environments (Longin et al., 2012).  In wheat, correlations of upto 0.56 have been reported 

between hybrid and midparent performance (Oury et al., 2000). Batool et al. (2013) evaluated 

that a blend of wheat genotypes might supply a genetic deviation to smash the yield obstruction 

and make sure the food security and observed significant divergence and peak values in hybrids 

performance and potence ratio for viability of pollens, flag leaf area, number of kernels per spike 

and grains weight per plant.  

Bao et al., (2009) results in wheat grass showed nearly thirty six percent mid-parent 

heterosis and thirty percent heterobeltiosis for grains weight per plant which were highest among 

all the traits analyzed. They concluded that additive gene action is more effective than non-

additive and cytoplasmic effects. The maximum mid and better parent heterosis for kernel yield 

per plant was observed 125.82% and 121.08% respectively (Singh et al., 2004). Highest values 

of heterosis for kernel yield in normal and heat stress were 28.70 percent and 27.02 percent 

respectively while heterobeltiosis was 15.58 percent and 13.62 percent in normal and heat stress 

situations respectively (Farooq et al., 2013).  Beche et al. (2013) estimated heterosis and 

heterobeltiosis for yield related traits involving ten Brazilian spring wheat genotypes crosses. 

The mean grain yield per plant values for the F1 and F2 hybrids were twenty percent and ten 

percent higher respectively and suggested that heterosis in F1 and F2 is productive approach for 

the indirect selection of genotypes with an enhanced grains production. This research not only 

revealed admirable scope for selection of pure lines from the offsprings of heterotic F1s but also 

the commercial utilization of heterosis in wheat improvement. 

 Early heading provides adequate time for grain formation and filling processes. The 

desirable negative heterosis for days to heading was reported by Wu et al. (2001); Sadeque et al. 

(1991); Murai (1998) and Inamullah et al. (2006) while, some researcher found positive heterosis 

for this trait (Fellahi et al., 2013).   

Genotypes having useful negative heterosis for early maturity has been reported by Bedo 

et al. (1983); Simon (1989); Mahajan and Nagarajan (2001); Gawande and Dhumale (2002); 
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Inamullah et al. (2006) and Muhammad et al. (2010). This heterosis breeding could be 

efficiently used to incorporate early maturity in wheat. Taller wheat plants are not desirable as 

lodging might occur in storm resulting reduced grain yield and require more energy for 

translocation of solutes to the grains which causes decrease in kernel weight. So wheat varieties 

with lower height are advantageous and negative heterosis is required for this trait.  The negative 

estimates of heterosis and heterobeltiosis are preferred for this trait because short stature wheat 

varieties are more productive. Yadav and Murty (1976); Palve et al. (1986); Sadeque et al. 

(1991); Gawande and Dhumale (2002); Bhutta et al. (2005); Ahmad et al. (2006); Inamullah et 

al. (2006); Muhammad et al. (2010); Bilgin et al. (2011) and Kalhoro et al. (2015) reported 

negative heterosis while, Budak and Yildirim (1996) and Beche et al. (2013) found both negative 

and positive heterosis for plant height. Positive heterosis for this trait was also recorded by Khan 

and Bajwa (1989) and Mahajan et al. (1999).  

Flag leaf area is one of the most important traits as it has direct effect on yield because 

flag leaf with larger area facilitates to synthesize photosynthates in larger quantities, which are 

translocated in grains to enhance their weight. Positive heterosis for this trait is thus enviable for 

wheat breeding (Kratochvil and Sammons 1990; Khan et al., 1995; Youchun et al., 1997; 

Mahmood and Chaudhry, 2000; Chowdhry, 2005; Inamullah et al., 2006) while negative 

heterosis was observed by Yin-guang et al. (2009). 

  Productive tillers of wheat have direct contribution in grain production so positive 

heterosis for this character is highly effective. Positive heterosis for tillers per plant was found by 

Sadique et al. (1991); Walia et al. (1993); Yu et al. (1997); Chowdry et al. (2001); Mahmood 

and Chaudhry (2000); Wu et al. (2001); Chowdhry (2005); Inamullah et al. (2006) and Kalhoro 

et al. (2015) but Knobel et al. (1997) reported negative heterosis for this trait. 

Any improvement of spike characteristics through selection and breeding would help 

improve the per plant productivity (Iqbal and Khan, 2006). Spike length is important amongst the 

yield components, which contributes towards productivity and should be taken into consideration 

during selection. Thus, positive heterosis for spike length is desirable which is reported by 

Moiscu et al. (1984); Thakur et al. (1991); Altnbaş and Tosun (1994); Wang et al. (1997); 

Subhani et al. (2000); Rasul et al. (2002); Chowdhry et al. (2005); Inamullah et al. (2006); 

Ribadi (2007); Dagustu (2008); Jaiswal et al. (2010); Muhammad et al. (2010); Ashutosh et al. 
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(2011) and Kalhoro et al. (2015) while, Sadeque et al. (1991) and Akhter et al. (2003) found 

negative heterosis estimates. This difference may be attributed to diversity in genetic material. 

Positive heterosis for spikelets per spike has been highlighted by Prasad et al. (1998); 

Rasul et al. (2002); Yagdi and Karan (2000); Ribadia (2007); Dagustu (2008) and Muhammad et 

al. (2010) while, positive as well as negative heterosis was reported by Kalhoro et al. (2015) for 

this trait.  Kernel numbers per spike is directly linked with yield potential and considered to play 

important role in yield fluctuations (Fischer, 1975). It has been confirmed by Palve et al. (1986); 

Saleem and Hussain (1988); Khan and Bajwa (1989); Tiwari and Chakraborty (1992);  Larik et 

al. (1995); Prasad et al. (1998); Yagdi and Karan (2000); Abdullah et al. (2002); Gawande and 

Dhumale (2002); Ahmad et al. (2006); Inamullah et al. (2006); Akbar et al. (2007); Cifci and 

Yagdi (2007);  Dagustu (2008); Yin-guang (2009); Muhammad et al. (2010); Bilgin et al. (2011) 

and Amarah et al. (2013), who observed heterosis and heterobeltiosis for number of kernels per 

spike in wheat. Baric et al. (2004) found negative heterosis while, Beche et al. (2013) and 

Kalhoro et al. (2015) found positive and negative heterosis for this trait. 

 Significantly positive heterosis for thousand kernel weight was observed by Khaliq et al. 

(1985); Palve et al. (1986); Saleem and Hussain (1988); Iqbal et al. (1990); Pickett (1993); 

Chakraborty and Tewari (1995); Khan and Khan (1996); Prasad et al. (1998); Munir et al. 

(1999); Yagdi and Karan (2000); Rasul et al. (2002); Inamullah et al. (2006); Hussain et al. 

(2007); Yin-guang (2009); Muhammad et al. (2010) and Ashutosh et al. (2011). Positive and 

negative heterosis for thousand grain weight was reported by Kalhoro et al. (2015) and same 

conclusions were given by Beche et al. (2013) for 100 grain weight. Negative heterosis has also 

been found for this trait by Fellahi et al. (2013). 

 Grains yield per plant directly contribute in wheat yield and is of foremost interest. 

Prasad et al. (1988); Krishna and Ahmad (1992); Borghi and Perenzin (1994); Budak and 

Yildrim (1996); Munir et al.(1999); Afia et al. (2000); Subhani et al.(2000); Yagdi and Karan 

(2000); Rasul et al. (2002); Singh et al. (2004); Chowdhry (2005); Inamullah et al. (2006); Saini 

et al. (2006); Ribadia et al. (2007); Dagustu (2008); Yin-guang (2009); Muhammad et al. 

(2010); Ashutosh et al. (2011); Bilgin et al. (2011); Amarah et al. (2013) and Kalhoro et al. 

(2015) have confirmed significant mid and better parent heterosis for yield per plant while 

Dreisigacker et al. (2005) and Morgan (1998) reported negative heterosis for this trait. 
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Degree of heterosis has also been reported by many researchers for grain yield in the F1 

that is -55.2 percent to 32.8 percent by Akbar et al. (2007); -22.5 to 62.1 percent by Joshi et al. 

(2003) and -27.8 percent to 36.9 percent by Bertan et al. (2009) suggested the existence of 

genetic variability for selection and utilization of hybrid vigour. Positive heterobeltiosis for the 

grain yield in F1 has been reported by Hussain et al. (2007); Bao et al. (2009); Gowda et al. 

(2010) and Beche et al. (2013) suggested the possibility of the commercial exploitation of hybrid 

wheat. The relative importance of various genetic phenomena explaining heterosis differs among 

traits and environments. 

One considerable conclusion of numerous studies is that heterosis can be defined by a 

limited number of Mendelian factors. A strong relationship between quantitative trait loci and 

heterosis has been reported. Lack of genetic colinearity due to gene deletions has also been 

suggested as a reason for heterosis (Fu and Dooner, 2002). Changed gene expression due to two 

genomes coming together in a hybrid has also been proposed as another molecular regulatory 

mechanism that might cause heterosis. Song et al. (2009) suggested differential protein 

expressions as a reason of heterosis in wheat. A total of forty-nine out of approximately nine 

hundred protein spots expressed differentially in seedling leaves in a hybrid between common 

wheat and spelt wheat. Out of these forty-nine differentially expressed proteins, thirty were 

involved in metabolism, signal transduction, energy, cell growth and division, disease defense 

mechanism and secondary metabolism. Song et al. (2009) postulated that these protein 

divergences were the major cause of diverse physiological pathways leading toward heterosis. 

2.9. Molecular Markers:  

Molecular marker approach is a major revival in the field of science considering 

quantitative genetics and plant taxonomy that have the instant application in supportive research 

for advanced breeding programs, facilitate the development of marker-based gene tags, map-

based cloning of agronomic important genes, genetic diversity, phylogenetic analysis, synteny 

mapping and market assisted selection of favorable genotypes (Duran et al., 2009; Jonah et al., 

2011). Molecular marker technology offers novel approaches to improve the efficiency of 

selection by gathering genomic information for plant evaluation which is vital for successful 

breeding and it gives genetic polymorphism among genotypes having indistinct phenotype 

(Zhang et al., 2007; Paux et al., 2010). It represents one of the most powerful tools for the 
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genome analysis and enables the correlation of heritable characters with underlying genomic 

variation (Duran et al., 2009).  

RFLPs were firstly reported molecular markers used in 1975 for genome mapping of a  

temperature responsive mutation  of  adeno-virus serotypes  by identifying DNA  sequence  

polymorphisms (Grodzicker et al., 1975) then were applied for gene mapping in humans 

(Botstein et al., 1980), and later became helpful  for  genomic studies of plants. There are three 

broad classes of genetic markers: morphological markers depending upon visually assessable 

traits, biochemical markers based on gene product, and molecular markers relying on DNA assay 

(Semagn et al., 2006; Jonah et al., 2011; Nybom et al., 2014). 

 The invention of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technology by Mullis and Faloona 

(1987) has led to wide range of approaches for PCR based molecular markers development 

mainly because of its apparent simplicity, precision and high success rate. Taq DNA polymerase 

discovery from hot spring bacterium (Thermus auquaticus) was the key for extensive use and 

application of PCR-based techniques (Semagn et al., 2006). 

Molecular makers have been proven as a dominant technique in the evaluation of genetic 

polymorphism and elucidation of genetic association within and among species (Chakravarthi 

and Naravaneni, 2006). These markers have been found to be powerful tools for wide ranging 

applications in many plant breeding areas like identification and analysis of 

quantitative/qualitative trait loci (QTLs) and their positioning on linkage maps; cloning of genes 

for desirable traits based on the molecular linkage maps; genetic diagnostics, gene pyramiding 

and Marker-assisted selection (MAS), germplasm characterization, phylogenic analysis, 

characterization of transformants, the determination and analysis of genetic diversity within 

germplasms and other plant collections and analysis of genome structures for several crop plants 

(Mohan et al. 1997; Peleman and Voort, 2003; Bagge et al., 2007; Gupta et al., 2010; 

Deschamps et al., 2012; Mishra et al., 2014; Lateef, 2015). 

Even though complete genome has been sequenced in only some species like arabidopsis 

and rice, scientists frequently use an indirect DNA markers based technique for the identification 

of specific genes located on a particular chromosome. Molecular markers are stable landmarks in 

the genome which are not thought to be as normal genes because of having no biological effect. 

These are identifiable DNA sequences, positioned at specific location of the chromosome and 
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heritable in the subsequent generations (Henry, 2012; Mishra et al., 2014).  Classification of 

molecular markers in different groups is based on: a) Mode of inheritance (biparental or maternal 

nuclear and maternal or paternal organelle inheritance). b) Mode of gene action (dominant or co-

dominant markers). c) Method of analysis (hybridization or PCR based markers). The invention 

of PCR by Kary Mullis in 1983 has led in the development of many PCR-based methods 

(Semagn et al., 2006). Arbitrary/ semi-arbitrary and site specific are two basic PCR -based 

molecular markers techniques. 

 The enviable characteristics of molecular markers are highly polymorphic nature, co-

dominant inheritance, abundant and evenly distributed throughout the genome, selectively 

neutral behavior, easy and fast assay, inexpensive and high throughput, highly reproducible, 

linked with distinct traits, require small amount of DNA and need no prior information about the 

genome of an organism. There is no single molecular marker that has all these features but it 

could be selected with few desirable characteristics suitable for the study to be undertaken 

(Morgante et al., 2002; Semagn et al., 2006; Agarwal et al., 2008; Kumar et al., 2009; Mishra et 

al., 2014). 

Molecular markers are profuse and easily detectable in all plants. In addition, unlike 

morphological traits, molecular markers are not affected by environment and can be used for 

classification of genotypes (Staub et al., 1997; Duran et al., 2009; Kumar et al., 2009; Tanavar et 

al., 2014). DNA profiling to estimate whether phenotypically similar cultivars are genetically 

similar is of great interest in crop improvement (Duzyaman, 2005). Molecular markers based 

PCR technology is an influential tool in the detection of genetic variation as well as elucidation 

of genetic associations within and between species (Kumar et al., 2009; Mondini et al., 2009). 

As applied in breeding programs, the molecular markers help to accelerate the 

incorporation of genes that control or contribute to the variation of the target traits and also 

provide reliable information of kinship and phylogeny between species. These markers vary in 

their resolution power, genome coverage and linkage or otherwise to loci controlling traits of 

relevance to the breeder (Ranade and Yadav, 2014). Association of inheritance pattern of a 

character in a meiotic mapping population with that of independently mapped DNA markers has 

led to construction of genetic linkage maps by locating many monogenic and polygenic traits to 

specific positions of the plant genome (Agarwal et al., 2008). 
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The class of molecular markers with simple repetitive DNA sequences includes simple 

sequence repeats (SSRs) (Tautz et al., 1986), microsatellites (Litt and Luty, 1989), short tandem 

repeats (STRs) or simple sequence length polymorphisms (SSLPs) (McDonald and Potts, 1997). 

Because of their profusion, locus specificity, co-dominant inheritance, high polymorphism in the 

number of tandem repeats, excellent reproducibility and simplicity to employ and even 

distribution throughout the genome microsatellite markers have been preferred over molecular 

markers like RFLPs and RAPDs in applied sciences. It requires minute DNA quantity for 

screening and allele detection (Gupta et al., 1999; Schlotterer, 2000; Selkoe et al., 2000; Toth et 

al., 2000; Katti, 2001; Roder et al., 2002; Agarwal et al., 2008; Duran et al., 2009; Guichoux et 

al., 2011; Mishra et al., 2014). Microsatellite genotyping is used for genetic biodiversity, 

population genetics at the level of relatedness, MAS, phylogeography, genome mapping, as 

markers for pathogens, etc. (Zhang et al., 2007; Spanic et al., 2012; Nybom et al., 2014; Lateef, 

2015). 

Genetic diversity aids in identification of suitable parents which is an essential step in 

breeding of high yielded genotypes for future use. A thorough knowledge regarding to the 

existing genetic variability is required for the development of desirable traits wheat hybrid 

(Kahrizi et al., 2010). Nucleotide polymorphism at twenty-one loci in wild and domesticated 

durum and bread wheat was observed by Haudry et al. (2007) and exposed sixty-nine percent 

and eighty-four percent reduction in genetic variability in common and durum wheat respectively 

in cultivated forms during domestication.  

Dubcovsky and Dvorak (2007) considered high mutation rates, together with buffering 

effects because of polyploidy, should facilitate bread wheat to boost up genetic divergence. 

However, result of 370 SSRs in seventy-five Canadian hexaploid wheat cultivars released from 

1845 to 2004 revealed that allelic reduction occurred in each part of the wheat genome and most 

of the reduced alleles resided only in fewer early cultivars. Seventeen percent decrease in SSR 

variations was observed in twenty modern cultivars (Fu and Somers 2009). Dvorak et al. (2006) 

found that T. aestivum in eastern Asia conserved the gene pool of the original hexaploid wheat 

more than elsewhere. The potential of gene flow from wild emmer to T. aestivum inescapably 

amplified genetic divergence and modified the geographical pattern of common wheat variability 

(Dvorak et al., 2011). 
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Cifci and Yagdi, (2012) used forty-five primers for RAPD-PCR analysis in sixteen bread 

wheat genotypes out of which, seventeen primers were found polymorphic. 110 bands showed 

polymorphism out of 142 bands amplified with seventeen primers. Average fragments per primer 

was 8.35 and its size ranged from 300-2800 bp. Genetic similarity and differences between the 

genotypes ranged from 0.316 - 0.860 and 0.11 - 0.93 respectively, showing narrow genetic 

variation.  Wang et al., (2013) selected forty-one SSR markers to estimate genetic variability 

among 142 genotypes of sweet sorghum. Results showed that genetic  distance ranged  from  

0.558  to  0.858,  averaging  0.640 and suggested that DNA  markers  should  be  preferred  in  

hybrid breeding. Prasad et al. (2000) used twenty SSR primers set for the genetic differentiation 

of 55 genotypes of wheat and demonstrated that only twelve pairs of SSRs worked efficiently to 

detect polymorphism in 48 wheat lines. Microsatellites are two to six base pairs repeating DNA 

sequences and the most stable markers of genetic polymorphism among wheat genotypes 

because they are chromosome-specific, multiallelic and uniformly distributed in the genome 

(Roeder et al., 1998.).  

2.10. Genetic Purity Testing: 

Genetic purity testing of hybrids is mandatory for the successful seed production. Hybrid 

purity is very much essential for its high commercial value and production of certified hybrid 

seeds. Molecular markers based hybrids selection is most promising for field evaluation. 

Conventionally, genetic purity tests are conducted by field trials and based on morphological 

characteristics. Compared to conventionally used ‘grow-out test (GOT)’ which is time-

consuming, costly and requires extensive use of land for hybrid purity testing, molecular markers 

based testing is more effective as it is not affected by environmental factors and time constraints 

and can detect polymorphism between closely related lines (Wu et al., 2010; Arya et al., 2014; 

Sikora and Nowaczyk, 2014). 

Few microsatellite markers are enough to distinguish closely related elite wheat 

germplasm to select genotypes with maximum genetic diversity. SSR marker system is a quick 

and trustworthy method for cultivar identification, certified seed quality management, detection 

of seed contamination sources and to preserve pure germplasm (Wang et al., 2013). 

 Hybridity of six F1 individuals in rice derived from AT354 and Bg352 hybridization was 

detected precisely with the SSR markers (RM493, RM1287, RM10772, RM140 and RM10852) 
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that were polymorphic among parents. These six true hybrids were selected for developing 

subsequent generations by single seed descent method (Gimhani et al., 2014). Arya et al. (2014) 

utilized eleven microsatellite markers in ten sorghum hybrids along with their thirteen parental 

lines for molecular identification and hybridity testing. The result showed nearly ninety-one 

percent polymorphism between male and female parents of hybrids with two to six alleles 

(average 3.4 alleles) and PIC (Polymorphism Information Content) value ranged from 0.28 to 

0.61. Sb5-236 and Sb4-15 were identified as the two diagnostic markers for the genetic purity 

testing of all sorghum hybrids. 

Wu et al. (2006) evaluated purity of F1 hybrids by the use of ten pairs of SSR primer in 

maize and SSR analysis showed that four of them identified the genetic polymorphism among 

the parents of two hybrids, which were useful for hybridity assessment. In this study isozyme 

analysis was unsuccessful to identify polymorphism among parents because they were closely 

related. Results of this study evidently demonstrated that, even if the hybrids produced from two 

related parental lines SSR markers are useful for assessing purity. 

Zhan et al. (2002) used 178 SSRs to test six rice hybrid combinations and their parents 

resulting 52 stable polymorphic patterns and verified that two SSRs could be used to detect the 

purity of V46 and Jinyou 207 F1 seeds. Pasqualone et al. (2000) worked on the efficiency of SSR 

markers for cultivar identification of durum wheat and revealed that two primers are sufficient to 

discern all the durum wheat examined. Moreover, RAPD and SSR markers have been 

appropriately used for the estimation of hybrids purity in various field crops (Daniel et al., 2012; 

Hussein et al., 2013). The assessment of genetic purity of two hybrid varieties namely cv. Bima-

3 and Bima-4 was studied by testing five specific primers. Three markers namely phi96100, 

phi328175 and phi072 produced polymorphic bands and were capable to distinguish parental line 

of two maize hybrids. This study showed that SSR markers were more reliable for assessing 

genetic purity as compared to morphological marker (Hipi et al., 2013). 
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CHAPTER 3 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 Plant Material 

The principal aim of the present study is to investigate the potential of experimental 

material for elevated grain yield and protein contents through a planned breeding programme. In 

this study molecular markers have also been designed for revealing genetic polymorphism as 

well as hybrid purity estimation for yield and quality improvement in wheat. The experimental 

material (Table 3.1a) comprised of five CIMMYT lines and five Pakistani varieties of spring 

wheat which were crossed according to Line × Tester mating design to produce F1 hybrids. The 

research material comprised of five lines and five varieties viz.,WN-64, WN-113, WN-122, WN-

136 and WN-146 were used as lines while Chakwal-86, Saher-06, Miraj-08, Punjab-11 and Aas-

11 were used as testers.  

3.2. Development of Genetic Material: 

The experimental material comprised of ten wheat cultivars/lines were sown in the field 

and hybridized to develop genetic material. Wheat plant anthesis starts from the middle of the 

inflorescence and proceeds in both directions. So for emasculation purpose, desirable lateral 

florets were retained in the center of the spike, and remaining undesirable florets were removed 

with the help of a pair of scissors and forceps. The tiny florets were held between thumb and 

forefinger, and 1/3
rd

 upper part of each floret was removed using a pair of scissors. The three 

immature anthers in each floret were removed using fine pointed forceps avoiding damage to the 

ovary. After emasculation the entire spike was covered. Next day, the emasculated spikes were 

manually pollinated by applying fresh pollen from the required male parent and covered again 

with its respective bag till seed setting. At maturity, F0 seeds from all the crosses attempted were 

collected separately. These varieties/lines were hybridized in a Line × Tester fashion. 
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Table 3.1a: Wheat germplasm’s pedigree  

  

Germplasm 

 

Pedigree 

 

L1 

 

WN-64 

 

SW 94.2690/Svnw 

 

L2 

 

WN-113 

 

SoKoLL/3/Pastor//HXL7573/2*BAU 

 

L3 

 

WN-122 

 

OA x 93.24.35//SoKoLL/WBLL1 

 

L4 

 

WN-136 

 

WBLL*2/KIRITATI 

 

L5 

 

WN-146 

 

PFAU/MILAN/5/CHEN/AEGILOPS AQUARROSA CTAUS 

 

T1 

 

Chakwal-86 

 

Forlani/Acc//Ana 

 

T2 

 

Saher-06 

 

Chill/2*5star/4/Bow//Bvc/PVN/3/2*Vce#10 

 

T3 

 

Miraj-08 

 

Sparrow/mia/V-7 394/wL711/13/Baus 

 

T4 

 

Punjab-11 

 

Amsel/Allila/lmq-91 

 

T5 

 

Aas-11 

 

PRL/Pastor//2236(v6550/sutleh-86) 

 

3.3. Evaluation of Genetic Material: 

During next crop season, ten wheat varieties/lines (parents) and their hybrids (F1) were 

planted in the field following a triplicated randomized complete block design.  The plants were 

spaced 15 and 30 cm apart within and between the rows, respectively. To keep uniformity in the 

distance and depth of the seeds, a template was used. Two seeds were dibbled per hole, and after 

germination one healthy seedling was retained at each hole through thinning. All standard 
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agronomic practices i.e., hoeing, weeding, irrigation etc. were adopted uniformly and data were 

recorded for traits involved in grain yield and quality of wheat. Ten guarded plants for each 

parent and cross were tagged at random for each replication and data were recorded on each 

character (Table-3.3a) at maturity except days to heading and flag leaf area. Days to heading 

were recorded at 50% heading and flag leaf area when the plants were still green and the flag 

leaves were in fully expanded condition. 

3.3.1. Days to heading: 

Days taken to heading were recorded from the time of complete emergence to the date 

when more than fifty percent plants had completed heading. The stage when ears emerged after 

the unfolding of flag leaf was regarded as heading stage. 

3.3.2. Days to maturity: 

Days taken to maturity were recorded as the period from date of sowing to the maturity 

when plants were physiologically mature. 

3.3.3. Plant height (cm): 

Plant height of each of ten randomly selected plants was measured from base of plant to 

the tip of spike excluding awns of mother shoot. Average plant height for each genotype was 

estimated. 

3.3.4. Flag leaf area (cm
2
): 

From the fully developed flag leaf of selected mother shoot, the maximum length and breadth 

was measured in centimeters per square (cm
2
). The data were recorded in the morning hours 

when leaf was fully turgid. Flag leaf area was measured using the following function of Muller 

(1991). 

Flag leaf area = Flag leaf length × Flag leaf Width × 0.74. 

3.3.5. Number of tillers per plant: 

Numbers of tillers of each genotype of selected plants were counted at maturity in each 

replication and average was computed. 
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3.3.6. Peduncle length (cm): 

At maturity the peduncle length from mother shoot of the selected plant was measured 

from last node (bearing the flag leaf) to the base of spike. Average peduncle length for each 

replication was computed for further statistical analysis. 

3.3.7. Spike length (cm): 

Spike length of mother shoot of selected plants was measured in centimeters from base to 

the tip of spike excluding awns. Finally average spike length was obtained. 

3.3.8. Number of spikelets per spike: 

The spike of wheat consists of smaller units called spikelets which bear 3-5 florets 

Spikelets were counted from the mother spike of selected plants and were averaged. 

3.3.9. Number of grains per spike: 

The spike of the mother shoot was threshed manually and numbers of grains per spike 

were counted for each genotype. 

3.3.10. Grain weight per spike (g): 

Grains collected from each threshed spike were weighed using electric balance (Chyo- 

JS-110). 

3.3.11. 100-grains weight (g): 

The grains from ten randomly selected plants in each replication of every genotype were 

bulked. 100-grains were counted randomly from each bulk and weighed on electric balance 

(Chyo- JS-110). 

3.3.12. Grain yield per plant (g): 

All spikes of individual selected plants were threshed manually and weighed using 

electric balance (Chyo- JS-110). Average grain yield per plant was estimated for each genotype 

in each replication. 

3.3.13. Seed length (mm): 

For calculation of seed length, wheat seeds were bulked and measured with digital caliper 

(SH-150D) in replications for each genotype. 

3.3.14. Seed width (mm): 

For calculation of seed width, wheat seeds were bulked and measured with digital caliper 

(SH-150D) in replications for each genotype. 
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3.3.15. Seed color: 

 Seed color was subjectively investigated in three replications. 

3.3.16. Seed shape: 

 Seed shape was subjectively observed in three replications. 

3.3.17. Seed size: 

 Seed size was divided into small, medium and bold and was observed in three 

replications. 

3.3.18. Grain Protein Contents (%): 

 Protein contents were determined by kjeldhal’s method of nitrogen estimation and grain 

protein contents were calculated in percentage by multiplying percent nitrogen with factor 6.25 

as described by Kent and Evers (1994). 

3.3.19. Total soluble sugars (mg/g): 

 Total soluble sugars (TSS) were determined according to the method as described by 

Yemm and Willis (1954).  

3.3.19.1. Extraction  

 Dried plant material was ground well in a micromill and the material was sieved through 

1 mm sieve of micromill. Plant material (0.5 g) was extracted 5 ml of 80% ethanol solution for 6 

h at 60
o
C. This extract was used for the estimation of total soluble sugars.  

3.3.19.2. Reagents: 

 Anthrone reagent was prepared by dissolving 150 mg of anthrone in 72% H2SO4 solution. 

This reagent was freshly prepared whenever needed.  

3.3.19.3. Procedure:  

 Plant extract 0.1 ml was taken in 25 mL test tubes and 6 mL anthrone reagent was added 

to each tube, heated in boiling water bath for 10 min. The test tubes were ice-cooled for 10 

minutes and incubated for 20 minutes at room temperature (25
o
C). Optical density was read at 

625 nm on a spectrophotometer (Hitatchi, 220, Japan).  The concentration of soluble sugars was 

calculated from the standard curve developed by using different concentration of glucose 

according to the above procedure.  
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3.4. Biometrical Analysis: 

3.4.1 Statistical analysis of variance: 

Data collected at different stages for all traits were subjected to analysis of variance 

according to Steel et al. (1997) to reveal significant differences among genotypes under study. 

The traits which showed significant genotypic differences after analysis were further subjected 

for the determination of other genetic parameters. 

3.4.2. Estimation of combining ability and genetic effects: 

Combining ability is a useful tool in selection of lines and crosses with higher GCA and 

SCA effects. 

3.4.2.1. Estimation of GCA effects 

Lines gi = {(xj../tr) – (x…/ltr)} 

Testers gt = {(x.j./lr) – (x…/ltr)} 

Where, 

l = number of lines 

t = number of testers 

r = number of replications 

x i.. = Total number of F1 resulting from crossing i
th

 lines with all the testers. 

x...= Total of all the crosses. 

 3.4.2.2. Estimation of SCA effects 

si= {(xij.)/r) – (xi../tr) – (x.j./lr) + x…/ltr 

Where, 

xij = Total of F1 resulting from crossing i
th

 lines with jth tester. 

xi = Total of all the crosses of ith line with all testers. 

xj = Total of all the crosses of jth tester with all lines. 

3.4.2.3 Heritability 

 It is the ratio of additive variance to phenotypic variance which is largely controlled by 

additive gene effects indicating that these traits can be improved by selection in early 

generations. Estimation of narrow sense heritability was calculated by formula as proposed by 

Poehlman (1987).  

h
2
 = δ

2
A/ δ

2
P 

Where, 
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h
2
 = Narrow sense heritability 

δ
2

A = Additive variance 

δ
2

P = Phenotypic variance 

3.4.2.4. Heterosis: 

Exploitation of heterosis in plant breeding has great importance in escalating the crop 

production. Percent heterosis over mid parent and better parent (Heterobeltiosis) was computed 

by formula as proposed by Falconer and Mackay (1996) for heterosis. 

Mid parent heterosis (MPH) = 100 * (F1 – MP) / MP 

Better parent heterosis (BPH) = 100 * (F1 – BP) / BP 

MP = [Female parent (♀) + Male parent (♂)] / 2 

A t-test was applied (Wynne et al., 1970) to test the significance of heterosis over mid and better 

parents as under: 

t (Static) for heterosis= (F1 – MP) / (3/8 σ
2
E)1/2 

t (Static) for heterobeltiosis = (F1 – BP) / (1/2 σ
2
E)1/2 

 3.4.2.5. Estimation of correlations 

Correlation is valuable for breeders to choose genotypes that acquire group of desirable 

characters. Analysis of correlations in all possible combinations considering morphological and 

quality traits were performed as decribed by Known and Torrie (1964). 

3.5. Assessment of Genetic Diversity and Hybrid Purity: 

The research work was conducted in the Department of Plant Breeding and Genetics and 

Centre of Agricultural Biochemistry and Biotechnology (CABB), University of Agriculture, 

Faisalabad during the year 2012-15. The material and methodology adopted for the collection of 

various types of biological data from experiments conducted are given as under. 

3.5.1. DNA extraction: 

Seeds of wheat experimental material were planted in petri dishes. Fresh leaf samples 

were collected ten days after germination and immediately stored at -80˚C for molecular studies. 

DNA from these samples were extracted following a modified CTAB method for DNA 

extraction (Doyle and Doyle, 1990). 

Leaf material was completely homogenized with a hand roller. After incubation, at 65
o
C for 

30 minutes the homogenized leaf tissues were transferred into two 1.5 mL eppendorf tubes. 

Equal volume (0.75 mL) of chloroform and isoamylalcohol was added and the tubes were 
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inverted vertically 5-10 times followed by spinning at 13000 rpm for 10 minutes in centrifuge. 

After centrifugation, 8000 μL of supernatant was transferred from both tubes into another 1.5 mL 

eppendorf tube. Then, approximately 700 μL of chilled isopropanol was added in the supernatant 

and mixed by inverting the tube about 10 times. The DNA was pelleted and washed with 70 

percent ethanol. RNase treatment was performed to digest RNA in all the extracted samples. 

3.5.2. DNA quantification: 

The genomic DNA concentration of wheat germplasm was quantified with a 

spectrophotometer (NanoDrop 2000). Three different dilutions (30 and 35 ng/µl) from the stock 

DNA samples were prepared to optimize the DNA concentration for the best amplification. 

3.5.3. DNA quality check: 

The quality of DNA was checked by running 5 μL DNA of each parent on 1 % agarose 

gel prepared in 0.5X TBE (Tris/borate/EDTA) buffer. Bromophenol blue (3 μL) was added in 

each parental sample of DNA. The DNA samples giving smear in the gel were rejected. 

3.5.4. SSR primers: 

SSR primers have been preferably chosen randomly because of their abundance, locus 

specificity, co-dominant inheritance, high polymorphism in the number of tandem repeats, high 

reproducibility, evenly distribution throughout the genome and requires small  quantity of DNA 

for allele detection. SSR primers used in this study have been presented with reverse and forward 

primers in the table 3.5.4a. 
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Table 3.5.4a: Forward and reverse sequences of SSRs 

Marker Forward Sequence Reverse Sequence 

Cwm-29 CGCATGCAAGCTCACAAGTTTT GCTGAGGCTGCTGGTAGGAGAC 

Cwm-253 ATCTCCGACGAGGACGAC ATCACCATTCTTCTGGCTC 

Cwm-302 AAGTTATTCCATGAGCGACAAGAT ACACCAGAGCCAGTAGTAATAGCA 

Cwm-334 ATCTGCCTCTTCGCATCATC CAGTGCTCTTCACTCTCCCC 

Xgwm-46 GCA CGT GAA TGG ATT GGA C TGA CCC AAT AGT GGT GGT CA 

Xgwm-102 TCT CCC ATC CAA CGC CTC TGT TGG TGG CTT GAC TAT TG 

Xgwm-135 TGT CAA CAT CGT TTT GAA AAG G  ACA CTG TCA ACC TGG CAA TG 

Xgwm-88 CAC TAC AAC TAT GCG CTC GC  TCC ATT GGC TTC TCT CTC AA 

Xgwm-164 ACA TTT CTC CCC CAT CGT C  TTG TAA ACA AAT CGC ATG CG 

Xgwm-213 TGC CTG GCT CGT TCT ATC TC CTA GCT TAG CAC TGT CGC CC 

Xgwm-261 CTC CCT GTA CGC CTA AGG C  CTC GCG CTA CTA GCC ATT G 

Xgwm-190 GTG CTT GCT GAG CTA TGA GTC  GTG CCA CGT GGT ACC TTT G 

Xgwm-302 GCA AGA AGC AAC AGC AGT AAC  CAG ATG CTC TTC TCT GCT GG 

Xgwm-448 AAA CCA TAT TGG GAG GAA AGG  CAC ATG GCA TCA CAT TTG TG 

Xgwm-276 ATT TGC CTG AAG AAA ATA TT  AAT TTC ACT GCA TAC ACA AG 

Xgwm-544 TAG AAT TCT TTA TGG GGT CTG C AGG ATT CCA ATC CTT CAA AAT T 

Xgwm-636 CGG TAG TTT TTA GCA AAG AG CCT TAC AGT TCT TGG CAG AA 

Xgwm-357 TAT GGT CAA AGT TGG ACC TCG  AGG CTG CAG CTC TTC TTC AG 

Xgwm-194 GAT CTG CTC TAC TCT CCT CC  CGA CGC AGA ACT TAA ACA AG 

Xgwm-611 CAT GGA AAC ACC TAC CGA AA CGT GCA AAT CAT GTG GTA GG 

Xgwm-247 GCA ATC TTT TTT CTG ACC ACG  ATG TGC ATG TCG GAC GC 

Xgwm-577 ATG GCA TAA TTT GGT GAA ATT G  TGT TTC AAG CCC AAC TTC TAT T 

Xgwm-484 ACA TCG CTC TTC ACA AAC CC  AGT TCC GGT CAT GGC TAG G 
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3.5.5. DNA amplification using SSRs: 

Working solution of each of parental and hybrid samples containing 30 ng of DNA in one 

μL of d3H2O was prepared. The concentration of genomic DNA, 10X PCR buffer with 

(NH4)2SO4, MgCl2, dNTPs (dATP, dCTP, dGTP, dTTP), forward and reverse SSR primers, and 

Taq DNA polymerase were optimized for SSR analysis. Forty one pairs of forward and reverse 

SSR primers were obtained from Gene link company (USA). Taq polymerase together with 

buffer, MgCl2, dNTPs and 100bp ladder were purchased from Fermentas. 

The master mixture for ten parental and twenty five hybrid sample reactions against one primer 

was prepared through mixing of 14.8 μL of d3H2O, 2.5 μL of 10X PCR buffer, 1.0 μL dNTPs, 

2.5 μL MgCl2, 1.0 μL of forward primer, 1.0 μL of reverse primer and 0.2  μL of Taq 

polymerase. For one sample reaction, 2 μL of diluted DNA of each parent and hybrid was mixed 

with master mixture in one PCR tube. 

3.5.6. PCR temperature profile: 

        Hot start                                  95˚C for 5 min. 

        Denaturation                           94˚C for 1 min. 

        Primer annealing                    45-60˚C for 1 min.                        35 cycles 

        Extension                                72˚C for 1 min.         

        Final extension                        72˚C for 10 min. 

        Hold                                         4˚C  

3.5.7. Agarose gel electrophoresis: 

1. Prepared 2% agarose gel in 1X TBE buffer. 

2. The solidified gel was submerged by adding 0.5X TBE to cover the gel by about half a 

centimeter. 

3. DNA samples were prepared for loading using glycerol loading buffer. 

4. 10 µl (7 µl sample +3 µl dye) of each sample was loaded into individual wells. 

5. Once all the samples were loaded, the cover was placed on the gel apparatus and gel was 

run at 80 volts for 1.30 hrs. 
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3.5.8. Data analysis: 

The fingerprints were examined under UV Transilluminator and photographed using Gel 

Documentation System (GDS). The data generated from the detection of polymorphic 

fragments were analyzed using popgen32 software (Ver. 1.44) (Yeh et al., 2000). 

Polymorphism was assessed on the basis of presence or absence of band for each genotype 

and was scored 1 and 0 for presence or absence of a band respectively. Ambiguous bands 

were not scored and the scored band data was used to calculate genetic distance by using 

similarity co-efficient. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

4.1. Estimation of Variability: 

The results of analysis of variance for different growth parameters, spike characters and 

seed’s quantitative and qualitative parameters are presented in Table. 4.1 (a, b and c). Genotypic 

variations were considerably significant (P≤0.05-0.01) for all the characters except seed length 

and seed width. Significant (P≤0.05-0.01) differences among parents were reflected for number 

of tillers per plant, flag leaf area, days to fifty percent heading, days to maturity, plant height, 

peduncle length, spike length, number of spikelets per spike, number of grains per spike, grain 

weight per spike, 100-grain weight, grain yield per plant, seed width, seed length, grain protein 

contents and total soluble sugar. The crosses showed higher significant (P≤0.01) variation for 

number of tillers per plant, flag leaf area, plant height, peduncle length, number of spikelets per 

spike, number of grains per spike, grain weight per spike, 100-grain weight, yield per plant, seed 

length, grain protein contents and total soluble sugar while it showed significant (P≤0.05) 

difference for days to heading, days to maturity, spike length and seed width.  

Variability among parents was highly significant (P≤0.05-0.01) for all the traits studied 

whereas only seed length was non-significant in parents versus crosses interactions. Lines 

presented highly significant (P≤0.01) differences for flag leaf area, plant height, number of 

spikelets per spike and total soluble sugars whereas it was only significant (P≤0.05) for 

remaining traits under study. Testers showed significant variability (P≤0.05) for all the characters 

except plant height which was highly significant (P≤0.01). The line × tester interaction 

component was highly significant (P≤0.01) for number of tillers per plant, flag leaf area, number 

of grains per spike, 100-grain weight and total soluble sugars while, it was significant (P≤0.05) 

for days to heading, days to maturity, plant height, peduncle length, spike length, number of 

spikelets per spike, grain weight per spike, grain yield per plant, seed width, seed length and 

grain protein contents.  

Table. 4.1c showed the variation among parents and crosses for seed color, size and shape. 

Seed color was white in Saher-06 among parents while all other parents had amber colored seed. 

Crosses WN-64 x Chakwal-86, WN-64 x Saher-06, WN-113 x Chakwal-86, WN-136 x 
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Chakwal-86 and WN-136 x Punjab-11 showed white seed color whereas all other crosses 

exhibited amber colored seed.  In case of seed shape WN-136, Saher-06 and Aas-11 were ovate 

among parents while all other parents showed oval seed shape. Crosses WN-64 x Chakwal-86, 

WN-64 x Miraj-08, WN-64 x Punjab-11, WN-64 x Aas-11, WN-113 x Chakwal-86, WN-113 x 

Aas-11, WN-122 x Chakwal-86, WN-122 x Miraj-08, WN-122 x Aas-2011, WN-136 x Miraj-

08, WN-136 x Punjab-11, WN-146 x Miraj-08, WN-146 x Punjab-11 and WN-146 x Aas-11 

were oval seeded whereas all other crosses had ovate seed shape. Only WN-113 was small in 

seed size among parents while all other parents were medium in seed size. Crosses WN-113 x 

Chakwal-86 and WN-146 x Chakwal-86 had small seeds whereas all other crosses showed 

medium seed size. 
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Table. 4.1a: Mean squares from analysis of variance for growth parameters 

SOV DF 

Number 

of Tillers 

per 

Plant 

Flag Leaf 

Area 

Days to 

Heading 

Days to 

Maturity 

Plant 

Height 

Peduncle 

Length 

       

Replication  2  0.91*  1.88*  124.13*  157.73*  5.65*  1.58*  

Treatments  34  295.43*  8043.38*  1125.96**  590.06*  5387.76*  2996.32**  

Parents  9  69.87*  1233.19*  554.70*  181.50*  3247.70**  1046.91*  

Crosses  24  153.01**  6420.89**  547.79*  402.61*  2081.49**  356.04**  

P vs C  1  72.55**  389.29**  23.48*  5.94*  58.57*  1593.37**  

Lines 4  39.68*  1378.99**  290.59*  263.81*  230.41**  77.72*  

Testers  4  5.41*  1557.25*  128.99*  27.41*  1311.93**  95.51*  

L  Vs T  1  16.13**  0.50*  40.83*  73.63*  2115.79*  961.75*  

L X T  16  107.92**  3484.66**  128.21*  111.39*  539.15*  182.82*  

Error  68  23.09  24.56  37.87  13.60  68.39  17.81  

Total 104       

* = Significant at 0.05 probability level; ** = Significant at 0.01 probability level 
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Table. 4.1b: Mean squares from analysis of variance for spike characters 

SOV DF 
Spike 

Length 

Number of 

Spikelets  

per Spike 

Number of 

Grains per 

Spike 

Grain 

Weight per 

Spike 

 

Yield per 

Plant 

Replication  2  0.03*  1.30*  4.51*  0.03*  4.89433* 

Treatments  34  128.25*  330.59**  5076.99**  11.20*  1075.53* 

Parents  9  36.54**  203.11*  1165.87*  1.92*  137.58* 

Crosses  24  78.15**  124.83**  2256.72**  6.66*  856.253** 

P vs C  1  13.57*  2.64*  1654.40*  2.62*  81.694* 

Lines  4  41.11*  64.38**  816.59*  2.60*  198.21* 

Testers  4  0.91*  12.78*  78.05*  0.51*  85.1124* 

L  Vs T  1  4.83*  55.49*  26.13*  0.02*  10.6089* 

L X T  16  36.12*  47.68*  1362.08**  3.54*  572.93* 

Error  68  3.88  14.41  304.15  0.35  52.0638* 

Total 104      

* = Significant at 0.05 probability level; ** = Significant at 0.01 probability level  
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Table. 4.1c: Mean squares from analysis of variance for seed quantitative and qualitative    

parameters 

SOV DF 
100 Grain 

Weight 

Seed 

Length 

Seed 

Width 

Grain 

Protein 

Contents 

Total 

Soluble 

Sugars 

Replication  2  0.04*  2.41*  0.98**  0.39*  0.48*  

Treatments  34  18.22*  26.49**  8.20*  103.19**  73.81*  

Parents  9  5.79*  5.83**  1.29**  46.94**  25.69*  

Crosses  24  12.10**  20.35**  6.91*  55.46**  44.66**  

P vs C  1  0.33*  0.31*  0.00  0.79*  3.46**  

Lines  4  2.71*  2.32*  2.71*  4.02*  10.86**  

Testers  4  2.97*  3.27*  0.94*  19.57*  7.59*  

L Vs T  1  0.18*  0.00  0.03*  14.44**  19.22*  

L X T  16  6.43**  14.76*  3.26*  31.86*  26.22**  

Error  68  0.32  4.15  0.58  73.70  1.49  

Total 104      

* = Significant at 0.05 probability level; ** = Significant at 0.01 probability level 
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Table. 4.1d: Variation in seed color, shape and size 

Parents and Hybrids Seed Color Seed Size Seed Shape 

WN-64 Amber Oval Medium 

WN-113 Amber Oval Small 

WN-122 Amber Oval Medium 

WN-136 Amber Ovate Medium 

WN-146 Amber Oval Medium 

Chakwal-86 Amber Oval Medium 

Saher-06 White Ovate Medium 

Miraj-08 Amber Oval Medium 

Punjab-11 Amber Oval Medium 

Aas-11 Amber Ovate Medium 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 White Oval Medium 

WN-64 x Saher-06 White Ovate Medium 

WN-64 x Miraj-08 Amber Oval Medium 

WN-64 x Punjab-11 Amber Oval Medium 

WN-64 x Aas-11 Amber Oval Medium 

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 White Oval Small 

WN-113 x Saher-06 Amber Ovate Medium 

WN-113 x Miraj-08 Amber Ovate Medium 

WN-113 x Punjab-11 Amber Ovate Medium 

WN-113 x Aas-11 Amber Oval Medium 

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 Amber Oval Medium 

WN-122 x Saher-06 White Ovate Medium 

WN-122 x Miraj-08 White Oval Medium 

WN-122 x Punjab-11 Amber Ovate Medium 

WN-122 x Aas-2011 Amber Oval Medium 

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 White Ovate Medium 

WN-136 x Saher-06 Amber Ovate Medium 

WN-136 x Miraj-08 Amber Oval Medium 

WN-136 x Punjab-11 White Oval Medium 

WN-136 x Aas-11 Amber Ovate Medium 

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 Amber Ovate Small 

WN-146 x Saher-06 Amber Ovate Medium 

WN-146 x Miraj-08 Amber Oval Medium 

WN-146 x Punjab-11 Amber Oval Medium 

WN-146 x Aas-11 Amber Oval Medium 
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4.2. General Combining Ability Effects: 

4.2.1. Growth parameters: 

The GCA effects of lines for growth traits are presented in Table 4.2a. The magnitude 

and direction of GCA effects among the lines were variable. For number of tillers per plant WN-

64 had maximum significantly positive GCA effect followed by line WN-113 while, lines WN-

122 and WN-146 resulted negative GCA for this trait. Only line WN-146 had non-significant 

GCA for number of tillers per plant. Higher positive and significant GCA was shown by lines 

WN-64, WN-136 and WN-146 whereas, lines WN-122 and WN-136 showed significant negative 

GCA for flag leaf area. Lines WN-122, WN-136 and WN-146 showed substantial negative GCA 

effects for days to heading while lines WN-64 and WN-113 had positive GCA effects. For days 

to maturity, negative GCA effect was observed in lines WN-113 and WN-122 with remaining 

lines having positive GCA effects. All the lines showed negative GCA effects for plant height 

except WN-122. WN-113 and WN-122 had higher positive significant GCA for peduncle length 

while, WN-136 and WN-146 were non-significant. Negative GCA was revealed by line WN-164 

for peduncle length.     

Table 4.2b showed that among testers Chakwal-86 had significant positive GCA effects 

for number of tillers per plant but Saher-06 had non-significant with remaining testers that 

showed negative GCA effects. Chakwal-86 and Miraj-08 resulted higher positive GCA values 

with other testers that showed it negative. In case of days to heading Punjab-11 had maximum 

negative but significant GCA effect followed by Miraj-08 while, Chakwal-86, Saher-06 and Aas-

11 showed positive GCA effects. For days to maturity only Aas-11 showed significant negative 

GCA whereas Chakwal-86 had substantial GCA effect. Punjab-11 and Aas-11 revealed 

significant negative GCA with remaining testers having positive GCA for plant height. Miraj-08 

and Chakwal-86 showed significantly positive GCA effects for peduncle length while, remaining 

testers had negative but significant GCA for this trait. 

4.2.2. Spike characters and yield: 

The GCA effects of lines for growth traits are presented in Table 4.2c. Lines WN-64 and 

WN-146 exposed positive GCA effects for spike length and number of spikelets per spike while 

lines WN-113, WN-122 and WN-136 had negative GCA for these traits. Line WN-146 was 
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found as good general combiner for number of grains per spike as compared to the other lines 

having negative GCA effect for this trait. WN-113 was the only among line that showed 

significantly positive GCA for grain weight per spike. Only WN-122 and WN-146 showed 

significantly positive GCA effect for grain weight per spike. WN-146 and WN-113 had 

substantial positive GCA for grain yield per plant with remaining lines possessing negative or 

non-significant GCA effects. 

Table 4.2d showed that Chakwal-86, Saher-06, Miraj-08 and Punjab-11 had positive but 

non-significant GCA effects for spike length while only Aas-11 had significant but negative 

GCA effect for this trait. Chakwal-86 and Punjab-11 were found as good general combiners 

showing significant positive GCA for number of spikelets per spike. Chakwal-86, Saher-06 and 

Punjab-11 revealed positive GCA effect for number of grains per spike whereas Miraj-08 and 

Aas-11 confirmed it negative but significant. Chakwwal-86 and Punjab-11 showed significant 

positive GCA effects for grain yield per plant whereas Saher-06, Miraj-08 and Aas-11 revealed 

negative GCA effects for this trait.  

4.2.3 GCA of lines and testers for seed quantitative and qualitative parameters: 

GCA effects of lines for seed quantitative and qualitative parameters are shown in Table 

4.2e. Lines WN-113 and WN-146 showed maximum significant and positive GCA effects for 

hundred grain weight while, WN-64 and WN-136 had negative GCA effects. In case of seed 

length line WN-136 had maximum positive GCA whereas, lines WN-64 and WN-113 resulted 

negative GCA effects. WN-113 had the highest positive and significant value for seed width. 

Among lines only WN-146 showed significant GCA for grain protein contents while in case of 

total soluble sugars all the lines proved to be good general combiner except WN-113. 

Results in Table 4.2f showed Chakwal-86, Miraj-08 and Punjab-11 as a good general 

combiner that had significantly positive values for hundred grain weight whereas Saher-06 and 

Aas-11 presented negative GCA for this trait. All the testers revealed non-significant values 

except Chakwal-86 and Saher-06 for seed length. Only Chakwal-86 showed significantly 

positive GCA for seed length. In case of seed width Saher-06, Punjab-11 and Aas-11 had 

negative but significant GCA values whereas Miraj-08 had significant positive GCA for this 

character. Punjab-11 was the only tester that revealed significant positive GCA for grain protein 

contents while Miraj-08 exposed positive but non-significant GCA effect for this trait. Chakwal-
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86, Saher-06 and Aas-11 exposed negative GCA effects for grain protein contents. Punjab-11 

showed significant positive GCA effect for total soluble sugars while, Chakwal-86, Miraj-08 and 

Aas-11 confirmed negative GCA effects. Saher-06 had positive but non-significant GCA effects 

for total soluble sugars. 
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4.2a: GCA effects of lines for growth parameters 

Lines/Traits 

No. of 

Tillers per 

Plant 

Flag Leaf 

Area 

Days to 

Heading 

Days to 

Maturity 

Plant 

Height 

Peduncle 

Length 

 

 

WN-64 0.89* 4.21* 3.18* 0.56* -2.26* -1.97* 

 

 

WN-113 0.49* -1.82* 0.85* -3.04* 2.55* 0.72* 

 

 

WN-122 -0.24 -7.54* -2.74* -0.57* -0.2 0.82* 

 

 

WN-136 -1.24* 3.15* -0.88* 0.29* -1.39* 0.17 

 

 

WN-146 0.09 1.99* -0.41* 2.76* 1.3* 0.24 

* = Significant at 0.05 probability level; ** = Significant at 0.01 probability level; 

  

 

4.2b: GCA effects of testers for growth parameters 

Testers/Traits 

No. of 

Tillers per 

Plant 

Flag Leaf 

Area 

Days to 

Heading 

Days to 

Maturity 

Plant 

Height 

Peduncle 

Length 

 

Chakwal-86 0.49* 8.46* 0.91* 0.82* 6.7* 1.03* 

 

Saher-06 0.02 -4.59* 1.38* -0.1 0.58* -1.43* 

 

Miraj-08 -0.1 0.37* -1.34* 0.15 0.86* 1.56* 

 

Punjab-11 -0.3* -1.14* -1.81* 0.15 -6.09* -0.34* 

 

Aas-11 -0.1 -3.09* 0.85* -1.04* -2.06* -0.81* 

 

* = Significant at 0.05 probability level; ** = Significant at 0.01 probability level;  
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4.2c: GCA effects of lines for spike characters and yield 

Lines/Traits 
Spike Length 

  

Number of 

Spikelets  per 

Spike
 

 

Number of 

Grain per 

Spike 

Grain 

Weight/  

Spike 

Grain 

Yield/ 

Plant 

 

WN-64 0.31* 0.35* -1.18* -0.18* 0.18 
 

WN-113 -0.75* -0.95* -0.65 0.1* 1.66* 
 

WN-122 -0.38* -0.92* -4.05* -0.14* -1.03* 
 

WN-136 -0.48* -0.03 -0.11 -0.09* -2.52* 
 

WN-146 1.3* 1.55* 6.01* 0.31* 1.72* 
 

* = Significant at 0.05 probability level; ** = Significant at 0.01 probability level;  

 

4.2d: GCA effects of testers for spike characters and yield 

Testers/Traits 
Spike 

Length  

Number of 

Spikelets /  

Spike
 

 

Number of 

Grains/ Spike
 

 

Grain 

Weight/  

Spike 

Grain 

Yield/  

Plant 

 

Chakwal-86 0.03 0.32* 1.08 0.02 1.73* 
 

Saher-06 0.06 -0.1 1.08 -0.05* -0.19 
 

Miraj-08 0.01 -0.76* -1.25* 0.03 -0.16 
 

Punjab-11 0.1 0.31* 0.21 0.12* 0.22* 
 

Aas-11 -0.21* 0.23 -1.12* -0.11* -1.59* 
 

* = Significant at 0.05 probability level; ** = Significant at 0.01 probability level;  
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4.2e: GCA effects of lines for seed quantitative and qualitative parameters 

Lines/Traits 
100 Grain 

Weight 

Seed Length 

 
Seed Width 

 
Grain Protein 

Contents 

Total Soluble 

Sugars 

 

WN-64 -0.19* -0.19* -0.34* 0.2 0.46* 

 

WN-113 0.2* -0.18* 0.23* -0.07 -0.01 

 

WN-122 0.01 0 0.01 -0.21 -0.51* 

 

WN-136 -0.23* 0.26* 0 -0.24 -0.31* 

 

WN-146 0.2* 0.1 0.1* 0.33* 0.37* 

 

* = Significant at 0.05 probability level; ** = Significant at 0.01 probability level;  

 

 

4.2f: GCA effects of testers for seed quantitative and qualitative parameters 

Testers/Traits 
100 Grain 

Weight  

Seed Length  

 
Seed Width 

  
Grain Protein 

Contents  

Total Soluble 

Sugars  

 

Chakwal-86 0.05* 0.35* 0.16* -0.03 -0.11* 

 

Saher-06 -0.14* -0.29* -0.06* -0.57* 0.05 

 

Miraj-08 0.26* 0 0.1* 0.26 -0.2* 

 

Punjab-11 0.12* 0.01 -0.11* 0.82* 0.58* 

 

Aas-11 -0.29* -0.06 -0.09* -0.48 -0.32* 

 

* = Significant at 0.05 probability level; ** = Significant at 0.01 probability level 
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4.3. Specific Combining Ability Effects: 
 

4.3.1 Growth parameters: 

SCA effects of hybrids for growth parameters are presented in Table 4.3a. Variable 

direction and magnitude of SCA effects among hybrids was depicted. Cross WN-113 x Chakwal-

86 showed maximum positive significant SCA for number of tillers per plant and  peduncle 

length while, cross WN-64 x Miraj-08 revealed maximum negative SCA for number of tillers per 

plant. The crosses WN-64 x Punjab-11 and WN-64 x Chakwal-86 exposed highly positive and 

negative SCA effects for flag leaf area. Cross WN-136 x Aas-11 had highest negative but 

significant SCA effects for days to heading while, cross WN-64 x Saher-06 had highest positive 

SCA for this trait. Negative but significant SCA effects for days to maturity was shown by cross 

combinations WN-64 x Saher-06, WN-113 x Saher-06, WN-122 x Chakwal-86, WN-122 x 

Punjab-11, WN-136 x Chakwal-86, WN-146 x Miraj-08 and WN-146 x Aas-11.Cross WN-146 x 

Chakwal-86 hybrid confirmed negative but significant SCA value for plant height while, it was 

maximum positive in case of cross WN-146 x Punjab-11. Highest positive SCA value for 

peduncle length was observed in cross WN-136 x Miraj-08 whereas, it was lowest in cross WN-

64 x Chakwal-86.  

4.3.2. Spike characters and yield: 

SCA effects of hybrids for spike traits and grain yield per plant are presented in Table 

4.3b. The crosses WN-113 x Chakwal-86 and WN-113 x Aas-11 showed maximum positive and 

negative SCA effects respectively while, cross WN-146 x Punjab-11 had maximum SCA effect 

for number of spikelets per spike. Cross WN-113 x Chakwal-86 showed highest significant SCA 

followed by WN-122 x Miraj-08 for number of grains per spike whereas, minimum value of 

SCA effect for this trait was observed in cross combinations WN-64 x Saher-06. WN-136 x 

Punjab-11, WN-64 x Punjab-11, WN-64 x Aas-11, WN-113 x Chakwal-86, WN-122 x Saher-06, 

WN-122 x Miraj-08, WN-136 x Saher-06 and WN-136 x Punjab-11 were the hybrids that had 

positive significant SCA effects. Crosses WN-146 x Miraj-08, WN-136 x Punjab-11 and WN-64 

x Punjab-11 exposed highest positive and significant SCA effects for grain yield per plant. WN-

113 x Chakwal-86 was observed as the only cross combination that showed significant positive 

SCA for all the spike characters and yield.  
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4.3a: SCA effects of crosses for growth parameters  

 

Crosses/Traits 

No. of 

Tillers 

per 

Plant 

Flag Leaf 

Area 

Days to 

Heading 

Days to 

Maturity 

Plant 

Height 

Peduncle 

Length 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 1.04* -7.96* -1.38* 1.97* -3.95* -2.2* 

WN-64 x Saher-06 0.44 -1.64* 2.28* -1.09* 1.35* -1.11* 

WN-64 x Miraj-08 -1.82* -9.7* 0.21 -0.22 -0.28 -1.07* 

WN-64 x Punjab-11 0.84* 8.96* -0.65 0.23 1.99* 1.71* 

WN-64 x Aas-11 -0.49 -5.64* -0.45 -0.89* 0.89 2.67* 

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 2.17* 3.33* 0.81 0.23 9* 2.95* 

WN-113 x Saher-06 -0.76* -1.8* -0.85 -2.82* -3.32* -1.65* 

WN-113 x Miraj-08 -0.02 0.92* 0.41 1.37* -2.49* -2.17* 

WN-113 x Punjab-11 -1.36* -7.13* -1.45* -0.49 -3.87* -0.83* 

WN-113 x Aas-11 -0.02 4.68* 1.08* 1.7* 0.69 1.71* 

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 -0.35 0.89* -0.78 -2.02* 0.8 -0.34 

WN-122 x Saher-06 -1.29* -1.59* -0.45 1.57* 0.32 0.29 

WN-122 x Miraj-08 0.44 5.13* -0.51 0.77* 0.12 1.32* 

WN-122 x Punjab-11 -1.22* -6.15* 1.28* -0.76* 0.3 0.25 

WN-122 x Aas-2011 2.44* 1.72* 0.48 0.43 -1.55* -1.52* 

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 -1.16* -1.46* 2.34* -1.02* -1.19* -1.02* 

WN-136 x Saher-06 0.57 7.94* -2.98* 1.57* 2.01* 2.00* 

WN-136 x Miraj-08 -0.02 -0.19 0.94* -0.22 1.01 2.52* 

WN-136 x Punjab-11 1.97* -6.76* 1.41* -0.09 -1.06 -1.28* 

WN-136 x Aas-11 -1.36* 0.48 -1.72* -0.22 -0.76 -2.22* 

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 -1.69* 5.2* -0.98* 0.84* -4.65* 0.61* 

WN-146 x Saher-06 1.04* -2.89* 2.01* 0.77* -0.37 0.47 

WN-146 x Miraj-08 1.44* 3.84* -1.05* -1.69* 1.65* -0.59* 

WN-146 x Punjab-11 -0.22 -4.9* -0.58 1.1* 2.63* 0.15 

WN-146 x Aas-11 -0.56 -1.24* 0.61 -1.02* 0.73 -0.64* 
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4.3b: SCA effects of crosses for spike characters and yield 

 

Crosses/Traits 
Spike 

Length 

Number of 

Spikelets  

per Spike 

Number of 

Grains per 

Spike 

Grain Weight 

per Spike 

 

Yield per 

Plant 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 -0.78* 0.31 -3.74* -0.09* 1.9* 

WN-64 x Saher-06 -0.82* 0.28 -6.61* -0.4* -1.93* 

WN-64 x Miraj-08 -0.26 -0.27 2.12 0.01 -4.42* 

WN-64 x Punjab-11 0.42* -0.63* 2.18 0.4* 4.22* 

WN-64 x Aas-11 1.45* 0.31 6.05* 0.08* 0.23 

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 1.5* 1.4* 11.92* 0.46* 3.80* 

WN-113 x Saher-06 -0.24 0.04 -1.28 -0.15* -1.39* 

WN-113 x Miraj-08 0.26 0.81* -2.54* -0.15* -1.27* 

WN-113 x Punjab-11 -0.47* -1* -3.48* -0.08 -2.79* 

WN-113 x Aas-11 -1.04* -1.25* -4.61* -0.06 1.65* 

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 0.55* -0.43 -1.74 0.00 0.33 

WN-122 x Saher-06 0.1 -0.49 -0.94 0.09* -0.64 

WN-122 x Miraj-08 -0.27 -0.42 6.12* 0.1* 2.00* 

WN-122 x Punjab-11 -0.81* 0.58* -3.48* -0.23* -4.27* 

WN-122 x Aas-2011 0.43* 0.76* 0.05 0.02 2.57* 

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 -0.24 0.61* -0.21 -0.1* -2.17* 

WN-136 x Saher-06 0.9* -0.24 3.91* 0.18* 0.91 

WN-136 x Miraj-08 -0.28* 0.26 -3.34* -0.12* -1.13* 

WN-136 x Punjab-11 0.04 -0.76* 2.05 0.25* 4.53* 

WN-136 x Aas-2011 -0.42* 0.12 -2.41 -0.21* -2.14* 

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 -1.02* -1.89* -6.21* -0.26* -3.87* 

WN-146 x Saher-06 0.06 0.4 4.91* 0.28* 3.06* 

WN-146 x Miraj-08 0.56* -0.38 -2.34 0.15* 4.83* 

WN-146 x Punjab-11 0.82* 1.82* 2.72* -0.34* -1.69* 

WN-146 x Aas-11 -0.42* 0.05 0.91 0.16* -2.32* 
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4.3c: SCA effects of crosses for seed quantitative and qualitative parameters 

 

 

Crosses/Traits 

100 Grain 

Weight 

Seed Length 

 
Seed Width 

 

Grain 

Protein 

Contents 

Total 

Soluble 

Sugars 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 0.23* 0.15 0.18* 0.38* -0.31* 

WN-64 x Saher-06 -0.1* -0.32* 0.06 0.15 0.33* 

WN-64 x Miraj-08 0.06 0.2 -0.05 -0.42 -0.37* 

WN-64 x Punjab-11 0.32* 0.42* -0.05 -0.47 -0.81* 

WN-64 x Aas-11 -0.52* -0.47* -0.14* 0.36 1.17* 

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 -0.04 -0.12 -0.13* -0.27 0.67* 

WN-113 x Saher-06 -0.17* 0.78* -0.07 -0.53 -0.61* 

WN-113 x Miraj-08 -0.12* 0.12 -0.28* -0.35 -0.03 

WN-113 x Punjab-11 -0.1* -0.94* 0.32* 0.56 0.71* 

WN-113 x Aas-11 0.45* 0.16 0.16* 0.6 -0.73* 

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 0.03 0.34* -0.04 -0.16 -0.53* 

WN-122 x Saher-06 0.05 0.32* 0.02 -0.38 -0.47* 

WN-122 x Miraj-08 -0.24* -0.04 0.11* 0.63* -0.05 

WN-122 x Punjab-11 0.09* -0.43* -0.3* -0.9 -0.16 

WN-122 x Aas-2011 0.05 -0.18 0.2* 0.81 1.23* 

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 -0.15* -0.03 0.14* 1.03 0.42* 

WN-136 x Saher-06 -0.08* -0.66* -0.13* 0.89 0.29* 

WN-136 x Miraj-08 -0.03 0.29* 0.12* -0.17 0.2* 

WN-136 x Punjab-11 0.52* 0.7* 0.35* -0.02 0.27* 

WN-136 x Aas-2011 -0.24* -0.3* -0.48* -1.73* -1.19* 

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 -0.06 -0.34* -0.15* -0.97 -0.24* 

WN-146 x Saher-06 0.3* -0.12 0.11* -0.13 0.46* 

WN-146 x Miraj-08 0.33* -0.58* 0.09 0.31 0.27* 

WN-146 x Punjab-11 -0.83* 0.24 -0.31* 0.84* 0 

WN-146 x Aas-11 0.26* 0.8* 0.25* -0.05 -0.47* 
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4.3.3. Seed quantitative and qualitative parameters: 

Result of SCA for Seed quantitative and qualitative parameters is given in the Table 4.3c. 

It revealed that WN-64 x Chakwal-86, WN-64 x Punjab-11, WN-113 x Aas-11, WN-122 x 

Punjab-11, WN-136 x Punjab-11, WN-146 x Saher-06, WN-146 x Miraj-08 and WN-146 x Aas-

11 had significant positive SCA effects and among these hybrids WN-136 x Punjab-11 had 

highest value for hundred grain weight while, WN-146 x Punjab-11 resulted highest negative 

SCA for this trait. For seed length, WN-146 x Aas-11 and WN-113 x Punjab-11 had maximum 

positive and negative values of SCA respectively.  WN-136 x Punjab-11 showed maximum 

positive and significant SCA for seed width followed by WN-113 x Punjab-11. Only WN-146 x 

Punjab-11, WN-122 x Miraj-08, WN-64 x Chakwal-86 cross combinations showed significant 

positive SCA effects for grain protein contents whereas, in case of total soluble sugars WN-122 x 

Aas-2011 was the cross combination that had  highest SCA effect.   
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4.4. Results of Genetic Components: 

The results in the Table 4.4a showed that maximum dominance variance was present in 

plant height followed by flag leaf area while, it was minimum for number of grains per spike and 

seed length. In case of additive variance number of grains per spike had maximum value 

(83.639) while minimum value was observed for total soluble sugars (0.089). Highest degree of 

dominance was observed in total soluble sugars followed by flag leaf area and days to heading.  

Number of tillers per plant and seed length showed lower degree of dominance. 

 Additive variances were greater than the non-additive variances for most of the traits. The 

ratio of dominance to additive variance was lower than one for all the traits except total soluble 

sugars which clearly indicated that most of these traits were under control of additive type of 

gene action while, total soluble sugar showed the predominance of dominant gene action.  

Higher estimates of narrow sense heritability calculated showed preponderance of 

additive gene action. Significantly high narrow sense heritability has been recorded for days to 

maturity, plant height, number of spikelets per spike, number of grain per spike, grain yield per 

plant, seed length and grain protein contents. Medium narrow sense heritability has been 

observed in number of tillers per plant, flag leaf area, days to heading, peduncle length and seed 

width while spike length, grain weight per spike, 100 grain weight and total soluble sugars 

showed low narrow sense heritability.  
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Table 4.4a: Dominance V (H), Additive V (D), Degree of dominance (H/D)
1/2

 and 

Heritability (h
2
) 

       

 

Traits  
Dominance V 

(H) 

Additive V 

(D) 

 

Degree of 

dominance 

(H/D)
1/2

 

Heritability 

h
2

 

Number of tillers per plant  0.148  6.632 0.15 0.47  

Flag leaf area  19.898 21.671  0.95 0.52  

Days to Heading  5.924 7.828 0.87 0.51  

Days to Maturity  3.926 6.895 0.75 0.66  

Plant Height  21.213 33.362 0.80 0.67  

Peduncle Length  1.364 11.339 0.35 0.46  

Spike length  0.399 2.239 0.42 0.30  

Number of spikelets per spike  0.889 2.909 0.55 0.63  

Number of grains per spike  3.560 83.639 0.21 0.87  

Grain Weight per spike  0.022 0.220 0.32 0.19  

100 Grain Weight  0.041 0.400 0.31 0.22  

Grain Yield per Plant 1.524 35.5529 0.20 0.61 

Seed Length  0.030  0.902 0.18 0.74  

Seed Width  0.034 0.201 0.41 0.39  

Grain Protein Contents  0.128 1.630 0.28 0.74  

Total Soluble Sugars  1.631  0.089  4.28 0.21  
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4.5. Results of Heterosis and Heterobeltiosis Studies: 

Even though new sophisticated approaches have been developed to examine and elevate 

wheat production, yet conventional breeding techniques are being employed by the plant 

breeders with focus to develop varieties having many desirable traits simultaneously like 

resistance to biotic and abiotic stresses, well adaptation to different environments and highly 

nutritive along with their ability to perform well in terms of yield.  Future prospective to enhance 

wheat production is through exploitation of hybrid vigor. Its alternative is the selection of pure 

lines in the segregating generations showing a high level of heterotic effects. Thus following 

study is made to develop such kind of hybrids which can provide both benefits i.e., exploitation 

of hybrid vigor and its alternate selection of superior plants from a segregating population. The 

results are presented as below. 

4.5.1. Number of tillers per plant: 

Mid parent heterosis: 

The results pertaining to mid parent heterosis are mentioned in Table 4.5a. Heterosis studies 

indicated that maximum positive heterosis was shown by the cross combination WN-122 x Aas-

2011 (40.44%) followed by the cross WN-136 x Punjab-11 (38.71%). Maximum negative value 

as compared to mid parental value was shown by the cross WN-113 x Punjab-11 (-11.11%). Out 

of twenty five cross combinations, six hybrids showed non-significant mid parent heterosis. 

Heterobeltiosis:  

Heterobeltiosis results in Table 4.5a indicated that maximum positive results were shown 

by the cross WN-136 x Punjab-11 (32.1%) followed by cross WN-122 x Aas-2011 (31.17 %). 

Maximum negative heterobeltiosis was found in cross combination WN-113 x Punjab-11           

(-20%). Eleven crosses had significant positive heterobeltiosis, three crosses had negative but 

significant heterobeltiosis, eight crosses with negative and three crosses had no better parent 

heterosis.   
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 Table 4.5.1.a: Mid and better parent heterosis for number of tillers per plant 

 

Crosses Mid parent heterosis Heterobeltiosis 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 32.85* 21.62* 

WN-64 x Saher-06 28.33* 18.07* 

WN-64 x Miraj-08 -4.16  -11.53* 

WN-64 x Punjab-11 29.33* 22.27* 

WN-64 x Aas-11 19.44* 16.73* 

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 35.3* 24.03* 

WN-113 x Saher-06 5.88  3.84  

WN-113 x Miraj-08 5.88  3.84  

WN-113 x Punjab-11 -11.11* -20* 

WN-113 x Aas-11 16.66* 12* 

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 38* 7.4  

WN-122 x Saher-06 23.2* -3.84  

WN-122 x Miraj-08 33.58* 7.69  

WN-122 x Punjab-11 21.21* 0  

WN-122 x Aas-2011 40.44* 31.17* 

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 23.8* -3.7  

WN-136 x Saher-06 31.34* 15.38* 

WN-136 x Miraj-08 26.82* 0  

WN-136 x Punjab-11 38.71* 32.1*  

WN-136 x Aas-2011 21.05* 0  

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 -3.84  -7.4  

WN-146 x Saher-06 25.49* 23.07* 

WN-146 x Miraj-08 21.56* 19.23* 

WN-146 x Punjab-11 2.22  -8  

WN-146 x Aas-11 8.33  3.99  

* = P≤0.05  
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4.5.2. Flag leaf area: 

Mid parent heterosis: 

Heterosis studies for flag leaf area presented in Table 4.5.2a revealed highest positive 

heterosis of cross combination WN-64 x Punjab-11 (44.92%) followed by the cross WN-122 x 

Aas-201188 (41.59%) while maximum negative value as compared to mid parental value was 

shown by the cross combination WN-64 x Miraj-08 (-44.48%). There were eight crosses that 

resulted negative heterosis whereas, all remaining hybrids had significantly positive mid parent 

heterosis for flag leaf area. 

 Heterobeltiosis: 

Maximum positive results were observed in WN-122 x Chakwal-86 (28.88%) followed 

by WN-64 x Punjab-11(26.44%) crosses. Heterobeltiosis studies for flag leaf area exposed that 

WN-113 x Saher-06 and WN-122 x Punjab-11 had non-significant values while, all remaining 

crosses showed it significant out of which, maximum negative heterobeltiosis was found in cross 

combination WN-64 x Miraj-08 (-50.46%).  

4.5.3. Days to heading: 

Mid parent heterosis: 

Mid parent heterosis for days to heading in table 4.5.3.a discovered that maximum 

positive value was shown by the cross combination WN 122 x Punjab-11 (7.44%). Highest value 

of negative heterosis was shown by the cross combination WN-64 x Aas-11(-3.74) followed by 

WN-64 x Miraj-08 (-3.28%). Seventeen crosses showed increase in midparental value out of 

those seven crosses had non-significant results. However, seven crosses showed negative 

heterosis out of which one cross was non-significant while one cross showed no heterosis.  

Heterobeltiosis: 

Table 4.5.3a indicated that cross combinations WN-64 x Miraj-08 (-8.62%) followed by 

WN-64 x Punjab-11 (-7.98%) had highest negative heterobeltiosis. Maximum positive value was 

recorded in the cross combination WN-113 x Chakwal-86 (4.76%). Heterobeltiosis studies for 

days to heading displayed that fifteen crosses had negative desirable better parent heterosis out of 

which 2 crosses showed non-significant results. 
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4.5.2a: Mid and better parent heterosis for flag leaf area 

 

Crosses Mid parent heterosis Heterobeltiosis 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 17.27* -5.56* 

WN-64 x Saher-06 27.99* -4.65* 

WN-64 x Miraj-08 -44.48* -50.46* 

WN-64 x Punjab-11 44.92* 26.44* 

WN-64 x Aas-11 15.29* -5.23* 

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 36.84* 12.11* 

WN-113 x Saher-06 9.16* 4.88  

WN-113 x Miraj-08 -32.87* -47.13* 

WN-113 x Punjab-11 -14.29* -30.31* 

WN-113 x Aas-11 32.43* 16.05* 

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 39.63* 28.88* 

WN-122 x Saher-06 41.51* 20.06* 

WN-122 x Miraj-08 30.91* -8.27* 

WN-122 x Punjab-11 35.14* -2.92NS 

WN-122 x Aas-2011 41.59* 22.38* 

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 34.9* 9.74* 

WN-136 x Saher-06 38*  21.52* 

WN-136 x Miraj-08 -21.89* -37.29* 

WN-136 x Punjab-11 5.2* -12.73* 

WN-136 x Aas-2011 30.64* 11.16* 

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 26.64* 3.35NS 

WN-146 x Saher-06 -27.54* -45.39* 

WN-146 x Miraj-08 -35.85* -41.85* 

WN-146 x Punjab-11 -25.75* -35.15* 

WN-146 x Aas-11 -11.86* -26.54* 

* = P≤0.05 
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4.5.3a: Mid and better parent heterosis for days to heading 

 

Crosses Mid parent heterosis Heterobeltiosis 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 -1.24* -0.13* 

WN-64 x Saher-06 0.17  -2.75* 

WN-64 x Miraj-08 -3.28* -8.62* 

WN-64 x Punjab-11 0.94  -7.58* 

WN-64 x Aas-11 -3.74* -6.89* 

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 4.95* 4.76* 

WN-113 x Saher-06 0.55  0.36  

WN-113 x Miraj-08 0.75  -1.83* 

WN-113 x Punjab-11 4.09* -1.83* 

WN-113 x Aas-11 1.65* 1.47* 

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 3.21* 0  

WN-122 x Saher-06 0.94  -2.19* 

WN-122 x Miraj-08 -0.38  -0.77  

WN-122 x Punjab-11 7.44* 4.29* 

WN-122 x Aas-2011 0.94  -1.84* 

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 5.83* 2.93* 

WN-136 x Saher-06 -2.82* -5.49* 

WN-136 x Miraj-08 0.38  0.38  

WN-136 x Punjab-11 6.61* 3.1* 

WN-136 x Aas-2011 -2.45* -4.79* 

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 1.82* 1.45* 

WN-146 x Saher-06 2.55* 2.18* 

WN-146 x Miraj-08 -2.06* -5.09* 

WN-146 x Punjab-11 3.87* -2.54* 

WN-146 x Aas-11 0  -0.72  

* = P≤0.05  
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4.5.4. Days to maturity: 

Mid parent heterosis: 

Highest negative heterosis was found in cross WN-113 x Saher-06(-3.77) followed by 

cross WN-64 x Saher-06 (-3.29) while maximum positive heterosis was shown by cross WN-122 

x Aas-2011 (2.19%). Percentage increase or decrease of F1 over mid parental value indicated in 

Table 4.5.4a showed that all the crosses had significant negative heterosis except cross 

combinations WN-136 x Aas-2011, WN-122 x Punjab-11, WN-122 x Saher-06, WN-113 x Aas-

11, WN-113 x Punjab-11, WN-113 x Miraj-08, WN-64 x Aas-11, WN-64 x Punjab-11 and WN-

64 x Chakwal-86.  

Heterobeltiosis: 

Maximum negative heterobeltiosis was shown by cross WN-113 x Saher-06 (-5.49) 

followed by cross WN-146 x Aas-11 (-3.44). Table 4.5.4a showed percent increase over better 

parental value which indicated that maximum positive value was shown by cross WN-64 x 

Chakwal-86 (1.63%). The cross WN-113 x Miraj-08 had no heterobeltiosis whereas, cross 

combinations WN-64 x Miraj-08, WN-113 x Aas-11 and WN-122 x Miraj-08 exposed non-

significant heterobeltiosis. 

4.5.5. Plant height: 

Mid parent heterosis: 

Mid parent heterosis for plnt height is given in Table 4.5.5a. It indicated that thirteen 

crosses were negative but significant for plant height out of which crosses WN-146 x Chakwal-

86 (-17.02%) and WN-136 x Chakwal-86 (-11.34%) had maximum negative values in 

percentage while, maximum positive heterosis was shown by cross WN-64 x Saher-06 (11.89%).  

Heterobeltiosis: 

All the hybrids revealed significant heterobeltiosis for palnt height except cross WN-64 x 

Punjab-11. Table 4.5.5a presented maximum negative heterobeltiosis in cross WN-136 x 

Chakwal-86 (-21.0 %) and WN-146 x Chakwal-86 (-20.48 %) whereas It was observed that 

twenty three crosses had significant values with only WN-64 x Saher-06 and WN-64 x Punjab-

11 had positive and significant value i-e., (2.09%) and (0.09%) respectively.  
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4.5.4a: Mid and better parent heterosis for days to maturity 

 

Crosses Mid parent heterosis Heterobeltiosis 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 1.91* 1.63* 

WN-64 x Saher-06 -3.29* -3.31*  

WN-64 x Miraj-08 -0.54* -0.54  

WN-64 x Punjab-11 -0.27  -1.08* 

WN-64 x Aas-11 -0.13  -1.85* 

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 1.53* -0.54  

WN-113 x Saher-06 -3.77* -5.49* 

WN-113 x Miraj-08 1.81* 0  

WN-113 x Punjab-11 0.13  -2.43* 

WN-113 x Aas-11 3.02* -0.53  

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 -0.13  -2.18* 

WN-122 x Saher-06 0.13  -1.64* 

WN-122 x Miraj-08 1.53* -0.27  

WN-122 x Punjab-11 0.13 -2.43* 

WN-122 x Aas-2011 2.19* -1.32* 

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 -1.09* -1.36* 

WN-136 x Saher-06 -1.64* -1.64* 

WN-136 x Miraj-08 -1.09* -1.09* 

WN-136 x Punjab-11 -1.08* -1.89* 

WN-136 x Aas-2011 -0.13 -1.85* 

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 -0.54* -0.81* 

WN-146 x Saher-06 -3.19* -3.25*  

WN-146 x Miraj-08 -3.2*  -3.38*  

WN-146 x Punjab-11 -1.08* -1.89* 

WN-146 x Aas-11 -1.75* -3.44* 

* = P≤0.05 
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4.5.5a: Mid and better parent heterosis for plant height 

 

Crosses Mid parent heterosis Heterobeltiosis 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 -1.32  -11.77* 

WN-64 x Saher-06 11.89* 2.09* 

WN-64 x Miraj-08 6.76* -2.94* 

WN-64 x Punjab-11 9.11* 0.09  

WN-64 x Aas-11 8.06* -2.88* 

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 10.92* -5.48* 

WN-113 x Saher-06 5.58* -8.3* 

WN-113 x Miraj-08 2.94* -10.9* 

WN-113 x Punjab-11 1.28  -11.59* 

WN-113 x Aas-11 6.54* -8.78* 

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 -7.59* -12.76* 

WN-122 x Saher-06 -1.02  -4.51* 

WN-122 x Miraj-08 -4.39* -8.13* 

WN-122 x Punjab-11 -4.4* -7.24* 

WN-122 x Aas-2011 -5.83* -10.61* 

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 -11.34* -21* 

WN-136 x Saher-06 -0.56  -9.58* 

WN-136 x Miraj-08 -4.98* -13.92* 

WN-136 x Punjab-11 -7.4* -15.36* 

WN-136 x Aas-2011 -6.59* -16.35* 

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 -17.02* -20.48* 

WN-146 x Saher-06 -6.1* -8.01* 

WN-146 x Miraj-08 -7.21* -9.47* 

WN-146 x Punjab-11 -6.46* -7.82* 

WN-146 x Aas-11 -7.85* -11.2* 

* = P≤0.05 
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4.5.6. Peduncle length: 

Mid parent heterosis: 

Heterosis study for peduncle length has been presented in Table 4.5.6a. All crosses 

showed significant positive heterosis with maximum mid parent heterosis in cross combinations 

WN-122 x Miraj-08 (43.46%) and (42.63%). 

 Heterobeltiosis: 

Maximum positive results for peduncle length were shown by the cross WN-122 x Miraj-

08 (27.82%) followed by WN-122 x Punjab-11 (26.86 %). In case of heterobeltiosis six hybrids 

had negative values out of which -10.86 percent was found maximum in cross combination WN-

136 x Aas-2011. 

4.5.7. Spike length: 

Mid parent heterosis 

Maximum positive heterosis was observed in the cross combination WN-64 x Aas-11 

(43.13%) followed by the cross WN-122 x Aas-2011 (31.5%). Maximum negative value as 

compared to mid parental value was shown by the cross combination WN-146 x Chakwal-86      

(-14.18%). Heterosis studies indicated in Table 4.5.7a showed that six cosses had non-significant 

values, six crosses had negative but significant mid parent heterosis and remaining with positive 

values. 

Heterobeltiosis: 

Table 4.5.7a showed that maximum positive results were found in the crosses WN-64 x 

Aas-11 (33.49%) followed by WN-122 x Aas-2011 (23.9 %) while maximum negative 

heterobeltiosis was present in cross combination WN-146 x Chakwal-86 (-15.35%). Seven cross 

combinations out of twenty five, revealed non- significant better parent heterosis.  
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4.5.6a: Mid and better parent heterosis for peduncle length 

 

Crosses Mid parent heterosis Heterobeltiosis 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 12.55* -1.62  

WN-64 x Saher-06 39.82* 16.68* 

WN-64 x Miraj-08 34.21* 15.82* 

WN-64 x Punjab-11 36.19* 22.72* 

WN-64 x Aas-11 30.33* 7.34* 

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 30.94* 9.8* 

WN-113 x Saher-06 23.54* 4.69* 

WN-113 x Miraj-08 23.83* 6.17* 

WN-113 x Punjab-11 29.16* 11.67* 

WN-113 x Aas-11 23.77* -1.28  

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 28.05* 8.66* 

WN-122 x Saher-06 37.36* 23.4* 

WN-122 x Miraj-08 43.46* 27.82* 

WN-122 x Punjab-11 40.95* 26.86* 

WN-122 x Aas-2011 30.1* -2.07  

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 27.07* -1.37  

WN-136 x Saher-06 39.05* 21.63* 

WN-136 x Miraj-08 42.63* 25.95* 

WN-136 x Punjab-11 32.03* 14.36* 

WN-136 x Aas-2011 19.9* -10.86* 

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 21.82* 3.16  

WN-146 x Saher-06 34.95* 15.64* 

WN-146 x Miraj-08 31.79* 13.19* 

WN-146 x Punjab-11 33.61* 15.42* 

WN-146 x Aas-11 17.12* -9.14* 

* = P≤0.05 
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4.5.7a: Mid and better parent heterosis for spike length 

 

Crosses Mid parent heterosis Heterobeltiosis 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 3.43* -9.05* 

WN-64 x Saher-06 4.28* 0.79  

WN-64 x Miraj-08 4.79* -5.73* 

WN-64 x Punjab-11 12* 1.98  

WN-64 x Aas-11 43.13* 33.49* 

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 21.84* 9.69* 

WN-113 x Saher-06 7.64* 6.82* 

WN-113 x Miraj-08 7.38* -1.02  

WN-113 x Punjab-11 1.09  -5.65* 

WN-113 x Aas-11 15.64* 10.63* 

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 14.47* 1.61  

WN-122 x Saher-06 12.48* 9.87* 

WN-122 x Miraj-08 3.53* -5.95* 

WN-122 x Punjab-11 -1.07  -9.03* 

WN-122 x Aas-2011 31.5* 23.9* 

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 2.18  -4.14* 

WN-136 x Saher-06 14.25* 10.14* 

WN-136 x Miraj-08 -1.53  -5.33* 

WN-136 x Punjab-11 1.94  -0.69  

WN-136 x Aas-2011 16.81* 16.77* 

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 -14.18* -15.35* 

WN-146 x Saher-06 -5.35* -15.25* 

WN-146 x Miraj-08 -4.68* -8.33* 

WN-146 x Punjab-11 -2.18  -7.12* 

WN-146 x Aas-11 4.78* -2.93  

* = P≤0.05 
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4.5.8. Number of grains per spike: 

Mid parent heterosis: 

Mid parent heterosis for number of grains per spike shown in Table 4.5.8a indicated that 

twenty crosses had significant positive values out of twenty five crosses.  Maximum positive 

heterosis was shown by the cross combination WN-122 x Miraj-08 (45.89%) followed by the 

hybrid WN-122 x Aas-2011 (40.42%). Greatest negative value as compared to mid parental 

value was observed in the cross combination WN-64 x Saher-06 (-4.32%). 

 Heterobeltiosis: 

Thirteen hybrids had significant positive heterobeltiosis that has been mentioned in Table 

4.5.8a.  Highest positive results were shown by the cross WN-122 x Miraj-08 (39.93%) followed 

by WN-113 x Chakwal-86 (33.12 %) while, that maximum negative heterobeltiosis was found in 

cross combination WN-64 x Saher-06 (-12.92%).  

4.5.9. Grain weight per spike: 

Mid parent heterosis: 

Twenty one crosses have shown positive mid parent heterosis including two crosses as 

non-significant in Table 4.5.9a. Highest positive heterosis value was shown by the cross 

combination WN-122 x Aas-2011 (43.16%) followed by the hybrid WN-122 x Saher-06 

(42.94%) while, maximum negative value as compared to mid parental value was confirmed in 

the cross combination WN-146 x Punjab-11 (-22.19%). 

Heterobeltiosis: 

Maximum positive results were shown by the cross WN-64 x Aas-11 (39.06%) followed 

by WN-122 x Miraj-08 (34.97 %) while, that maximum negative heterobeltiosis was found in 

cross combination WN-146 x Punjab-11 (-25.91%). Heterobeltiosis studies indicated that out of 

twenty five hybrids, fourteen had positive significant value, six had significant negative better 

parent heterosis value and five showed non-significant heterobeltiosis.   
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4.5.8a: Mid and Better parent heterosis for number of grains per spike 

 

Crosses Mid parent heterosis Heterobeltiosis 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 -3.28  -8.98* 

WN-64 x Saher-06 -4.32  -12.92* 

WN-64 x Miraj-08 13.24* -3.93  

WN-64 x Punjab-11 4.27  2.8  

WN-64 x Aas-11 29.87* 19.66* 

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 35.71* 33.12* 

WN-113 x Saher-06 15.15* 13.24* 

WN-113 x Miraj-08 14.18* 3.97  

WN-113 x Punjab-11 2.46  -4.04  

WN-113 x Aas-11 20.26* 19.86* 

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 18.81* 2.54  

WN-122 x Saher-06 26.92* 13.01* 

WN-122 x Miraj-08 45.89* 39.93* 

WN-122 x Punjab-11 10.8* -8.09* 

WN-122 x Aas-2011 40.42* 23.33* 

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 15.25* 8.28* 

WN-136 x Saher-06 29.57* 26.02* 

WN-136 x Miraj-08 16.03* 10.14* 

WN-136 x Punjab-11 15.75* 4.04  

WN-136 x Aas-2011 28.47* 23.33* 

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 -0.67  -5.73  

WN-146 x Saher-06 27.52* 25.34* 

WN-146 x Miraj-08 13.96* 7.09  

WN-146 x Punjab-11 13.37* 2.89  

WN-146 x Aas-11 31.27* 27.33* 

* = P≤0.05 
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4.5.9a: Mid and better parent heterosis for grain weight per spike 

 

Crosses Mid parent heterosis Heterobeltiosis 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 -2.43  -8.38* 

WN-64 x Saher-06 8.77* 3.57  

WN-64 x Miraj-08 24.04* 12.25* 

WN-64 x Punjab-11 21.94* 11.67* 

WN-64 x Aas-11 39.34* 39.06* 

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 16.49* 12.74* 

WN-113 x Saher-06 13.67* 5.06  

WN-113 x Miraj-08 6.11* -6.62* 

WN-113 x Punjab-11 -6.98* -12.26* 

WN-113 x Aas-11 23.1* 19.06* 

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 14.69* -3.17  

WN-122 x Saher-06 42.94* 32.77* 

WN-122 x Miraj-08 37.31* 34.97* 

WN-122 x Punjab-11 3.31  -14.65* 

WN-122 x Aas-2011 43.16* 26.88* 

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 2.29 -4.38  

WN-136 x Saher-06 36.11* 29.78* 

WN-136 x Miraj-08 22.76* 11.59* 

WN-136 x Punjab-11 20.03* 9.43* 

WN-136 x Aas-2011 29.89* 29.52* 

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 -20.28* -22.08* 

WN-146 x Saher-06 31.74* 20.63* 

WN-146 x Miraj-08 18.34* 3.22  

WN-146 x Punjab-11 -22.19* -25.91* 

WN-146 x Aas-11 30.55* 25.04* 

* = P≤0.05 
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4.5.10. Number of spikelets per spike: 

Mid parent heterosis: 

Percent increase of hybrids over mid parent for number of spikelets per spike is presented 

in Table 4.5.10a. It indicated that highest positive heterosis was shown by the cross combination 

WN-136 x Aas-2011 (22.9%) followed by the hybrid WN-146 x Aas-11 (11.88%) while, 

maximum negative value as compared to mid parental value was observed in the cross 

combination WN-64 x Miraj-08 (-16.07%). 

Heterobeltiosis: 

In case of heterobeltiosis for number of spikelets per spike the cross combinations WN-

122 x Aas-2011, WN-136 x Aas-2011, WN-146 x Punjab-11 and WN-146 x Aas-11 had 

significant and positive better parent heterosis out of which WN-136 x Aas-2011 and WN-146 x 

Aas-11 possessed  8.68 and  7.92 percent heterobeltiosis respectively. Results indicated that 

maximum negative better parent heterosis was found in cross combination WN-64 x Miraj-08 (-

19.61%).  

4.5.11. 100 grain weight: 

Mid parent heterosis: 

Highest significant positive heterosis was shown by the cross combination WN-64 x 

Saher-06 (26.77%) followed by the hybrid WN-122 x Saher-06 (23.88%) while, cross 

combination WN-146 x Punjab-11 (-30.21%) had the maximum negative value for hundred grain 

weight. Table 4.5.11a showed that four out of twenty five crosses resulted non-significant 

heterosis. 

Heterobeltiosis: 

Percent increase of F1 over better parent was observed positive and significant in eight 

hybrids. Maximum positive results were shown by the cross WN-64 x Saher-06 (24.39%) 

followed by WN-64 x Punjab-11 (17.09 %) and highest negative heterobeltiosis was found in 

cross combination WN-146 x Punjab-11 (-35.27%).  
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4.5.10a: Mid and better parent heterosis for number of spikelets per spike 

 

Crosses Mid parent heterosis Heterobeltiosis 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 -6.64* -11.98* 

WN-64 x Saher-06 -12.74* -17.43* 

WN-64 x Miraj-08 -16.07* -19.61* 

WN-64 x Punjab-11 -11.4* -17.43* 

WN-64 x Aas-11 0.58  -7.08* 

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 11.09* 2.46  

WN-113 x Saher-06 -2.65  -10.53* 

WN-113 x Miraj-08 -0.08  -9.22* 

WN-113 x Punjab-11 -1.6  -8.2* 

WN-113 x Aas-11 6.23* 0  

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 4.04* -9.07* 

WN-122 x Saher-06 -3.59* -16.03* 

WN-122 x Miraj-08 -4.49* -17.7* 

WN-122 x Punjab-11 8.92* -3.78* 

WN-122 x Aas-2011 19.67* 6.59* 

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 16.13* 0.76  

WN-136 x Saher-06 4.14* -9.92* 

WN-136 x Miraj-08 5.39* -9.82* 

WN-136 x Punjab-11 8.27* -5.04* 

WN-136 x Aas-2011 22.9* 8.68* 

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 -6.02* -11.23* 

WN-146 x Saher-06 -1.54  -7.32* 

WN-146 x Miraj-08 -6.56* -13.09* 

WN-146 x Punjab-11 11.71* 6.78* 

WN-146 x Aas-11 11.88* 7.92* 

* = P≤0.05 
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4.5.11a: Mid and better parent heterosis for 100 grain weight 

 

Crosses Mid parent heterosis Heterobeltiosis 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 6.11* -8.98* 

WN-64 x Saher-06 26.77* 24.39* 

WN-64 x Miraj-08 22.14* 16.6* 

WN-64 x Punjab-11 22.61* 17.09* 

WN-64 x Aas-11 2.36 -8.75* 

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 -18.77* -19.44* 

WN-113 x Saher-06 0.33 -11.9* 

WN-113 x Miraj-08 -5.71* -15.13* 

WN-113 x Punjab-11 -11.15* -20.05* 

WN-113 x Aas-11 5.34* 1.62 

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 -2.96* -8.99* 

WN-122 x Saher-06 23.88* 14.51* 

WN-122 x Miraj-08 7.91* 2.42 

WN-122 x Punjab-11 10.23* 4.59* 

WN-122 x Aas-2011 11.99* 9.65* 

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 -11.77* -16.09* 

WN-136 x Saher-06 14.33* 4.27* 

WN-136 x Miraj-08 7.95* 1.06 

WN-136 x Punjab-11 15.8* 8.37* 

WN-136 x Aas-2011 -0.19 -0.84 

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 -19.95* -23.17* 

WN-146 x Saher-06 12.47* 1.69 

WN-146 x Miraj-08 5.52* -2.09 

WN-146 x Punjab-11 -30.21* -35.27* 

WN-146 x Aas-11 0.99 0.68 

* = P≤0.05 
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4.5.12. Grain yield per plant: 

 

Mid parent heterosis: 

Five crosses were observed as non-significant among twenty five crosses for grain yield 

per plant as shown in Table 4.5.12. There were only fifteen crosses that showed positive 

significant mid parent heterosis with cross combination WN-64 x Aas-11 (45.9%),   WN-64 x 

Punjab-11(44.74) and WN-122 x Aas-2011 (40.12%) showing highest values while, crosses 

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 and  WN-146 x Punjab-11 exposed maximum negetaive heterosis for 

grain yield per plant.  

 

Heterobeltiosis: 

Substantial positive values over better parent was observed in cross combinations WN-64 

x Aas-11(38.99%), WN-122 x Aas-2011 (38.67%) and WN-64 x Punjab-11 (38.32%). There 

were nine hybrids that revealed lower values than better parents whereas four cross combinations 

were non-significant.  Lowest heterobeltiosis was observed in WN-146 x Chakwal-86 followed 

by WN-146 x Punjab-11.  

4.5.13. Seed length: 

Mid parent heterosis: 

Heterosis studies for seed length has been shown in Table 4.5.12a which indicated that 

maximum positive mid parent heterosis was observed in the cross combination WN-64 x Punjab-

11 (25.94%) followed by the hybrid WN-136 x Punjab-11 (18.44%) and  maximum negative 

value as compared to mid parental value was shown by the cross combination WN-146 x Miraj-

08 (-14.17%). 

Heterobeltiosis: 

Maximum positive and significant results were observed in cross WN-64 x Punjab-11 

(24.65%) followed by WN-64 x Chakwal-86 (14.77 %). Fifteen crosses out of twenty five 

resulted negative better parent heterosis and its highest values were found in cross combination 

WN-146 x Miraj-08 (-16.65%) and WN-113 x Punjab-11 (-14.3%).  
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Table 4.5.12a:  Mid and better parent heterosis for grain yield per plant 

 

Crosses Mid parent heterosis Heterobeltiosis 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 22.22* 1.15 

WN-64 x Saher-06 30.42* 23.03* 

WN-64 x Miraj-08 -2.87 -9.27* 

WN-64 x Punjab-11 44.74* 38.32* 

WN-64 x Aas-11 45.9* 38.99* 

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 13.71* 1.03 

WN-113 x Saher-06 12* 9.24* 

WN-113 x Miraj-08 -3.71 -5.1 

WN-113 x Punjab-11 -18.84* -21.87* 

WN-113 x Aas-11 31.1* 26.59* 

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 -0.94 -13.87* 

WN-122 x Saher-06 19.5* 19.49* 

WN-122 x Miraj-08 17.93* 16.71* 

WN-122 x Punjab-11 -25.31* -26.32* 

WN-122 x Aas-11 40.12* 38.67* 

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 -7.97* -23.03* 

WN-136 x Saher-06 37.02* 30.88* 

WN-136 x Miraj-08 6.77 0.97 

WN-136 x Punjab-11 35.46* 31.09* 

WN-136 x Aas-2011 19.95* 15.71* 

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 -32.76* -38.32* 

WN-146 x Saher-06 24.74* 17.58* 

WN-146 x Miraj-08 18.46* 12.77* 

WN-146 x Punjab-11 -23.52* -28.82* 

WN-146 x Aas-11 -3.67 -10.08* 

* = P≤0.05  
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Table 4.5.13a: Mid and better parent heterosis for seed length 

 

Crosses Mid parent heterosis Heterobeltiosis 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 16.69* 14.77* 

WN-64 x Saher-06 4.01  0.93  

WN-64 x Miraj-08 8.16* -0.65  

WN-64 x Punjab-11 25.94* 24.65* 

WN-64 x Aas-11 1.45  -5.39  

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 -3.29  -9.22* 

WN-113 x Saher-06 5.68* 3.8  

WN-113 x Miraj-08 -6.72* -10.34* 

WN-113 x Punjab-11 -10.34* -14.3* 

WN-113 x Aas-11 -3.31  -5.57* 

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 10.64* 5.72  

WN-122 x Saher-06 5.45* 5.37  

WN-122 x Miraj-08 -3.18  -8.59* 

WN-122 x Punjab-11 3.7  0.93  

WN-122 x Aas-11 -2.19  -6.2* 

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 2.34  -4.29  

WN-136 x Saher-06 -11.22* -13.15* 

WN-136 x Miraj-08 -0.45  -3.94  

WN-136 x Punjab-11 18.44* 12.77* 

WN-136 x Aas-2011 -5.82* -7.65* 

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 -4.13  -10.88* 

WN-146 x Saher-06 -5.12* -7.77* 

WN-146 x Miraj-08 -14.17* -16.65* 

WN-146 x Punjab-11 9.61* 3.72  

WN-146 x Aas-11 7.75* 6.34* 

* = P≤0.05 
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4.5.14. Seed width: 

Mid parent heterosis: 

Percent increase of hybrids over the mid parent value has been detailed in Table 4.5.13a. 

For seed width maximum positive mid parent heterosis was shown by the cross combination 

WN-64 x Saher-06 (16.91%) followed by the hybrid WN-146 x Saher-06 (15.9%) while, highest 

negative value as compared to mid parental value was observed in cross combination WN-113 x 

Chakwal-86 (-21.95%). 

Heterobeltiosis: 

Heterobeltiosis studies indicated in Table 4.5.13a showed highest positive results were 

revealed by the cross combination WN-64 x Saher-06 (14.94%) followed by WN-122 x Saher-06 

(14.81 %) whereas that maximum negative heterobeltiosis was found in cross combination WN-

113 x Chakwal-86 (-26.59%).  

4.5.15. Grain protein contents: 

Mid parent heterosis: 

Cross combinations WN-64 x Miraj-08, WN-136 x Chakwal-86 and WN-136 x Saher-06 

showed significant and positive mid parent heterosis is presented in Table 4.5.14a. Maximum 

positive heterosis was found in the cross combination WN-136 x Chakwal-86 (23.79%) followed 

by the hybrid WN-136 x Saher-06 (22.27%). Highest significant negative value as compared to 

mid parental value was shown by the cross combination WN-64 x Punjab-11 (-19.37%). 

Heterobeltiosis: 

Heterobeltiosis studies indicated maximum positive results in cross WN-136 x Chakwal-

86 (20.37%) followed by WN-136 x Saher-06 (16.26 %). Negative heterobeltiosis was found in 

cross combination WN-64 x Punjab-11 (-28.56%). In case of grain protein contents sixteen cross 

combinations have displayed negative heterobeltiosi is presented in Table 4.5.14a. 
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Table 4.5.14a: Mid and better parent heterosis for seed width 

 

Crosses Mid parent heterosis Heterobeltiosis 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 0.39  -0.58NS 

WN-64 x Saher-06 16.97* 14.94* 

WN-64 x Miraj-08 4.81* 4.55* 

WN-64 x Punjab-11 2.54  0.96  

WN-64 x Aas-11 5.19* 4.88* 

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 -21.95* -26.59* 

WN-113 x Saher-06 -2.11  -10.24* 

WN-113 x Miraj-08 -15.52* -21.08* 

WN-113 x Punjab-11 -0.63  -6.02* 

WN-113 x Aas-11 -0.37  -7.4* 

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 -6.93* -8.98* 

WN-122 x Saher-06 15.4* 14.81* 

WN-122 x Miraj-08 9.35* 7.73* 

WN-122 x Punjab-11 -5.5* -8.1* 

WN-122 x Aas-2011 15.32* 14.22* 

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 -11.88* -13.81* 

WN-136 x Saher-06 -0.88  -5.6* 

WN-136 x Miraj-08 -1.34  -4.2  

WN-136 x Punjab-11 3.17  1.49  

WN-136 x Aas-2011 -16.19* -19.04* 

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 -13.34* -17.87* 

WN-146 x Saher-06 15.9* 12.79* 

WN-146 x Miraj-08 6.23* 1.38  

WN-146 x Punjab-11 -8.75* -13.99* 

WN-146 x Aas-11 7.75* 6.34* 

* = P≤0.05 
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4.5.15a: Mid and better parent heterosis for grain protein contents 

 

Crosses Mid parent heterosis Heterobeltiosis 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 -5.81  -18.58* 

WN-64 x Saher-06 -8.61  -22.52* 

WN-64 x Miraj-08 14.54* -27.93* 

WN-64 x Punjab-11 -19.37* -28.56* 

WN-64 x Aas-11 -7.8  -17.69* 

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 -12.74  -22.12* 

WN-113 x Saher-06 -16.05* -26.58* 

WN-113 x Miraj-08 -15.12* -26.17* 

WN-113 x Punjab-11 -11.49  -18.95* 

WN-113 x Aas-11 -6.65  -13.84  

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 6.95  4.89  

WN-122 x Saher-06 4.15  -0.13  

WN-122 x Miraj-08 14.15  8.77  

WN-122 x Punjab-11 -7.88  -8.71  

WN-122 x Aas-11 14.01*  12.02*  

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 23.79* 20.37* 

WN-136 x Saher-06 22.27* 16.26*  

WN-136 x Miraj-08 10.34  4.27  

WN-136 x Punjab-11 5.46  5.42  

WN-136 x Aas-2011 -6.44  -7.27  

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 -7.85  -8.48  

WN-146 x Saher-06 0.23  -2.71  

WN-146 x Miraj-08 4.2  0.51  

WN-146 x Punjab-11 3.32  1.11  

WN-146 x Aas-11 -0.68  -3.62  

* = P≤0.05 
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4.5.16. Total soluble sugars: 

Mid Parent Heterosis: 

19.07 and 13.62 percent were the highest positive values for mid parent heterosis in cross 

combinations WN-136 x Chakwal-86 and WN-136 x Saher-06 respectively while, maximum 

negative value as compared to mid parental value was -32.07 percent found in WN-64 x Punjab-

11. WN-64 x Aas-11, WN-113 x Chakwal-86, WN-122 x Aas-2011, WN-136 x Chakwal-86, 

WN-136 x Saher-06 and WN-146 x Saher-06 are the crosses that revealed significant positive 

heterosis for total soluble sugars as described in Table 4.5.15a. 

 Heterobeltiosis: 

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 and WN-122 x Aas-2011 were the only crosses that exhibited 

positive heterobeltiosis with values of 7.6 and 5.76 percent respectively as  shown in Table 

4.5.15a. All crosses except WN-136 x Chakwal-86 and WN-122 x Aas-2011 had negative values 

with highest negative heterobeltiosis that was found in cross combination WN-64 x Punjab-11 (-

39.62%).  
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Table 4.5.16a: Mid and better parent heterosis for total soluble sugars 

 

Crosses Mid parent heterosis Heterobeltiosis 

WN-64 x Chakwal-86 -10.24* -22.57* 

WN-64 x Saher-06 -3.92* -20.21* 

WN-64 x Miraj-08 -24.3* -36.5* 

WN-64 x Punjab-11 -32.07* -39.62* 

WN-64 x Aas-11 10.61* -3.74* 

WN-113 x Chakwal-86 5.89* -9.85* 

WN-113 x Saher-06 -18.08* -32.81* 

WN-113 x Miraj-08 -17.64* -31.77* 

WN-113 x Punjab-11 -8.18* -19.49* 

WN-113 x Aas-11 -17.62* -29.26* 

WN-122 x Chakwal-86 -10.2* -19.16* 

WN-122 x Saher-06 -13.69* -25.36* 

WN-122 x Miraj-08 -16.03* -26.6* 

WN-122 x Punjab-11 -19.53* -25.22* 

WN-122 x Aas-2011 16.4* 5.76* 

WN-136 x Chakwal-86 19.07* 7.6* 

WN-136 x Saher-06 13.62* -1.39  

WN-136 x Miraj-08 2.26  -10.28* 

WN-136 x Punjab-11 0.58  -6.15* 

WN-136 x Aas-2011 -9.8* -17.73* 

WN-146 x Chakwal-86 -2.02  -7.53* 

WN-146 x Saher-06 6.46* -3.71  

WN-146 x Miraj-08 -7.16* -15.07* 

WN-146 x Punjab-11 -14.32* -16.38* 

WN-146 x Aas-11 -8.36* -12.67* 

* = P≤0.05 
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4.6. Correlation: 
 

The correlation among all the traits studied is given in Table 6.1a. Grain yield per plant 

showed significant positive correlation with days to maturity, flag leaf area, plant height and 

number of grains per spike. It had significantly negative association with grain protein contents 

while negative but non-significant correlation with seed width. Non-significant and positive 

association of grain yield per plant with grain weight per spike, hundred grain weight, tillers per 

plant, days to heading, peduncle length, number of spikelets per spike, seed length, seed width 

and total soluble sugars. Grain weight per spike was positively correlated with  flag leaf area, 

plant height, peduncle length, spike length, number of spikelets per spike, number of grains per 

spike, 100-grain weight, grain protein content and total soluble sugar, while strong positive and 

significant association was observed between grain weight per spike and days to heading. Highly 

significant positive relationship has been observed between hundred grain weight and days to 

maturity. It had significantly positive correlation with flag leaf area,  plant height and  total 

soluble sugars while it showed negative correlation with days to heading, number of spikelets per 

spike and  number of grains per spike.  

Negative but significant association of number of tillers per plant with total soluble 

sugars seed length and seed width while it was highly significant with grain protein contents. It 

showed positive but non-significant association with flag leaf area, days to heading, days to 

maturity, plant height, peduncle length, spike length, number of spikelets per spike and grain 

weight per spike. Flag leaf area showed substantial negative and positive association with seed 

width and number of grains per spike. It exposed non-significant positive association with days 

to heading, days to maturity, plant height, peduncle length, spike length, number of spikelets per 

spike, seed length and grain protein contents while non-significant negative correlated with total 

soluble sugars. 

Days to heading showed highly significant and strong positive correlation with days to 

maturity while it was significantly negative with plant height and seed width. It showed non-

significant positive relationship with number of spikelets per spike, number of grains per spike, 

grain protein contents and total soluble sugars whereas it revealed non-significant negative 

correlation with spike length, peduncle length and seed width. Days to maturity had strongly 

negative and signinificant association with total soluble sugars. It showed substantial positive 
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correlation with grain protein contents. It was positively correlated with plant height, spike 

length and number of spikelets per spike but, negatively associated with seed width. 

 Plant height showed negative correlation with seed width, grain protein contents and total 

soluble sugars but it was positively correlated with peduncle length and seed length. Peduncle 

length showed strong positive and significant association with number of spikelets per spike and 

number of grains per spike. It showed non-significant negative association with grain protein 

contents and total soluble sugars. A strong and highly significant association has been observed 

between spike length and total soluble sugars. Spike length had significant positive relationship 

with number of spikelets per spike and number of grains per spike. It had significantly negative 

correlation with seed width and grain protein contents. Number of spikelets per spike showed 

significant positive correlation with number of grains per spike, total soluble sugars and seed 

length but in case of seed width it was negatively associated. Number of grains per spike 

correlation with seed width was significantly negative. It was positively associated with seed 

protein and total soluble sugars. Seed length showed negative correlation with seed width, grain 

protein contents as well as with total soluble sugars. Seed width had positive and significant 

correlation with total soluble sugars while, positive association between grain protein contents 

and total soluble sugars has been observed in this study. 
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Table 4.6a: Correlattion among growth, spike and seed parameters  
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Grain 

weight/Spike 
0.72               

100 grain 

weight  
0.37 0.50              

 Tillers/plant 0.68 0.44 0.14             

Flag leaf 

area  
0.03* 0.31 0.02* 0.29            

Days to 

heading 
0.38 0.02* -0.06 0.48 0.17           

Days to 

maturity 
0.05* 0.15 0.01** 0.10 0.25 0.01**          

Plant height 0.02* 0.08 0.03* 0.17 0.15 -0.05* 0.23         

Peduncle 

length  
0.36 0.40 0.11 0.36 0.30 -0.06 0.07 0.28        

Spike length  0.38 0.47 0.12 0.21 0.34 -0.11 0.31 0.26 0.38       

Spikelets/ 

spike  
0.17 0.13 -0.27 0.21 0.35 0.17 0.37 0.19 0.04 * 0.05*      

Grains/ 

Spike 
0.03* 0.77 -0.01* 0.40 0.04* 0.22 0.23 0.06 0.04* 0.04* 0.04*     

Seed length  0.07 0.06 0.19 -0.02* 0.19 -0.03* 0.06 0.04* 0.15 0.09 0.04* -0.04*    

Seed width  -0.22 0.21 0.47 -0.04* -0.02* -0.10 -0.16 -0.01* 0.17 -0.05* -0.12 -0.002** -0.29   

Grain 

protein 

content  

-
0.02* 

 
0.14 0.06 -0.01** 0.06 0.14 0.02* -0.30 -0.18 -0.04* 0.08 0.21 -0.10 0.16  

Total soluble 

sugars  
0.25 0.10 0.04* -0.03* -0.12 0.23 -0.01** -0.37 -0.52 0.01** 0.05* 0.18 -0.29 0.05* 

0.54 
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4.7. Genetic Diversity and Hybrid Purity Assessment Based on SSR Analysis: 

Thirty five wheat genotypes including ten parents and twenty five hybrids were analyzed 

by using twenty three SSR markers. Discrete and easily assessable bands of variable intensities 

were produced by each primer. Indistinct bands were considered as non-specific amplification 

and these were ignored. The easily measurable bands having sufficient intensity were counted for 

fingerprinting on the basis of its presence or absence.  

A total of fifty five bands were produced in the PCR of thirty five genotypes regarding all 

the twenty three SSR primers and wheat genotypes, out of which forty one were polymorphic, 

showing 74.64 percent polymorphism. The lower degree of similarity (monomorphic bands) 

revealed higher genetic diversity among wheat genotypes. The number of amplification products 

produced per primer ranged between two to four with an average of 2.36. The maximum 

numbers of fragments were produced by the primer CWM-253, Xgwm-190 and Xgwm-261. 

Considerable polymorphism has been observed between the parents of crosses that performed 

better in terms of yield. 60.5 percent polymorphism between Chakwal-86 and WN-136 was 

observed. Saher-06 had 38.13 and 37.39 percent polymorphism with lines WN-136 and WN-146, 

respectively. Aas-11 revealed 37.03 and 55.02 percent divergence withWN-64 and WN-122, 

respectively. Genetic diversity between the wheat genotypes ranged from 17.4 to 70.3 percent.    

Genetic relationship among wheat genotypes: 

Multivariate analysis was performed to generate a similarity matrix by means of Popgen 

32 software, version 1.44 (Yeh et al., 2000) based on Nei’s Unweighted Paired Group of 

Arithmetic Means Average (UPGMA) to evaluate genetic similarity and dissimilarity of wheat 

germplasm. Dendrogram obtained through molecular analysis for the genetic diversity is shown 

in the Fig-5.  

Cluster analysis classified wheat genotypes into eleven distinct groups:  

Group A consisted of three genotypes i.e., Chakwal-86, WN-136 x Saher-06 and WN-64 

x Punjab-11 showing close similarity among them. Group-B consisted of two genotypes i.e., 

WN-122 x Aas-11 and Saher-06.  Group-C consisted of three wheat genotypes i.e., WN-146, 
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WN-146 x Aas-11and WN-64 x Miraj-08. Group D; comprised of two wheat hybrids i.e., WN-

64 x Chakwal-86 and WN-136 x Aas-11 clustered together.  

Group-E consisted of two accessions i.e., Miraj-08 and WN-146 x Saher-06. Group-F 

consisted of three wheat genotypes i.e., WN-146 x Chakwal-86, WN146 x Miraj-08 and WN-

113 x Saher-06. Group-G consisted of two wheat genotypes i.e., WN113 x Chakwal-86, WN-113 

x Punjab-11. Group-H consisted of three wheat genotypes i.e., WN-122, WN-113 x Miraj-08, 

WN-136 x Miraj-08. Group-I consisted of four wheat genotypes i.e., WN-136, WN-136 x 

Chakwal-86, WN-113 x Aas-11 and WN-122 x Saher-06. 

Group-J consisted of five wheat genotypes i.e.,  WN-64 x Saher-06, WN-122 x Punjab-

11, WN136 x Punjab-11, WN-122 x Chakwal-86, WN-64 x Aas-11 while, WN-122 x Miraj-08 

remained unclustered showing a distinct behavior from other strains of Group-J. Group-K 

consisted of three wheat genotypes i.e., WN-146 xPunjab-11, Aas-11 and WN-113 while, WN-

64 and Punjab-11 remained unclustered showing a distinct behavior from other strains of Group-

K. All these wheat varieties, lines and hybrids which are in the same group show close 

relationship among each other while, they are different from other groups.  
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Table 4.7a: Serial numbers of genotypes used in molecular studies 

 

Serial Number Genotypes 

1 Chakwal-86 

2 Saher-06 

3 Miraj-08 

4 Punjab-11 

5 Aas-11 

6 WN-64 

7 WN-113 

8 WN-122 

9 WN-136 

10 WN-146 

11 WN-64 x Chakwal-86 

12 WN-64 x Saher-06 

13 WN-64 x Miraj-08 

14 WN-64 x Punjab-11 

15 WN-64 x Aas-11 

16 WN-113 x Chakwal-86 

17 WN-113 x Saher-06 

18 WN-113 x Miraj-08 

19 WN-113 x Punjab-11 

20 WN-113 x Aas-11 

21 WN-122 x Chakwal-86 

22 WN-122 x Saher-06 

23 WN-122 x Miraj-08 

24 WN-122 x Punjab-11 

25 WN-122 x Aas-2011 

26 WN-136 x Chakwal-86 

27 WN-136 x Saher-06 

28 WN-136 x Miraj-08 

29 WN-136 x Punjab-11 

30 WN-136 x Aas-11 

31 WN-146 x Chakwal-86 

32 WN-146 x Saher-06 

33 WN-146 x Miraj-08 

34 WN-146 x Punjab-11 

35 WN-146 x Aas-11 
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Fig.1. DNA extraction of parents and hybrids 
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  M     1     2     3      4     5     6     7     8     9    10    11    12    13   14    15   16    17   18   19    M  

 
 

Fig.2. PCR amplification of parents and hybrids by Xgwm-261 
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   M            P1      H1        P2        H2         P3        H3        P4         H4         P5 

 
 

Fig.3. PCR amplification of parents and hybrids by Xgwm-544 

 

M= 100bp Ladder,  P1= Saher-06 , H1=  WN-136 x Saher-06,  P2 = WN-136 ,  H2= WN-136 x 

Punjab-11, P3= Punjab-11  H3= WN-113 x Punjab-11, P4= WN-113,  H4= WN113 x Miraj-08, 

P5=  Miraj-08. 

 

 

 

 

                        M        P1       H1      P 2      H2       P3       H3     P4     H4      P5  

 
 

Fig.4. PCR amplification of parents and hybrids by CWM-334 

 

M= 100bp Ladder,  P1= Chakwal-86 , H1=  WN-64 x Chakwal-86,  P2 = WN-64 ,  H2= WN64 x 

Saher-06, P3= Saher-06  H3= WN122 x Saher-06, P4= WN122,  H4= WN122 x Aas-2011, P5=  

Aas-2011 
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Fig.5. Nei's Unbiased Measures of Genetic Identity 
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Fig.6. Nei's Unbiased Measures of Genetic Distance 

[See Nei (1978)  Genetics 89:583-590] 

pop ID         1         2                3             4               5             6              7              8              9             10            11           12           13             14           15            16             17           18            19            20           

21             22          23             24            25            26           27            28               29           30            31            32          33           34            35         

1           ****         

2          0.2933     ****       

3         0.4045    0.4390    ****       

4         0.2372    0.4276    0.4349      ****         

5         0.2736    0.2792    0.4814    0.4199    ****       

6         0.3844    0.4614    0.4875    0.2833    0.3703    ****         

7         0.4784    0.2453    0.2678    0.4199    0.3773    0.3258   ****        

8         0.4177    0.4078    0.3742    0.3166    0.5502    0.6926    0.4501   ****        

9         0.6065    0.3813    0.5058    0.5352    0.5352    0.6925    0.4205    0.4812     ****         

10        0.3361    0.3739    0.2926    0.3220    0.3220    0.3558    0.3220    0.5357    0.7030      ****        

11        0.3277    0.3333      0.2842    0.4314    0.3514    0.3799    0.3514    0.3707    0.3442    0.3761    ****      

12        0.2689    0.2793    0.3346    0.2548    0.2209    0.3926    0.2899    0.3834    0.3569    0.3118    0.3440      ****    

13        0.3163    0.2291    0.3469    0.4156    0.3023    0.4959    0.3764    0.3157    0.3692    0.3619    0.2546    0.2672      ****     

14        0.2736    0.3143    0.4349    0.2231    0.3773    0.4168    0.4199    0.3592    0.4812    0.4498    0.3514    0.2548    0.4156      ****     

15        0.2877    0.2933    0.4490    0.3506    0.2736    0.5310    0.3506    0.4642    0.4439    0.4194    0.3654    0.2022    0.2812    0.3914      ****     

16        0.3506    0.2792    0.3904    0.5108    0.2973    0.4168    0.5108    0.5502    0.5924    0.2450    0.3136    0.4032    0.3023    0.5108    0.4784      ****      

17        0.3914    0.3143    0.3904    0.3773    0.4643    0.4168    0.4199    0.4501    0.5924    0.4498    0.3514    0.3263    0.3386    0.4199    0.4784    0.2973      ****     

18        0.4055    0.2266    0.4045    0.4784    0.2021    0.5310    0.3113    0.4177    0.4439    0.3769    0.3654    0.2350    0.2473    0.3506    0.2877    0.3506    0.4339      ****     

19        0.2650    0.2403    0.3757    0.4051    0.3250    0.4446    0.4476    0.4779    0.4576    0.3498    0.2699    0.3918    0.2283    0.4921    0.3391    0.2158    0.3250    0.4192      ****     

20        0.2562    0.1743    0.3219    0.3906    0.2773    0.2966    0.2422    0.4133    0.4352    0.4169    0.2963    0.2105    0.2874    0.3514    0.2913    0.3136    0.3136    0.2913    0.3791      

****     

21        0.2736    0.3143    0.4814    0.4199    0.2973    0.5169    0.3365    0.4501    0.4299    0.4054    0.2773    0.2209    0.3386    0.3773    0.2736    0.4643    0.4199    0.3113    0.3643    

0.3136      ****    

22        0.3147    0.2219    0.3890    0.2643    0.3006    0.2836    0.3384    0.3577    0.2887    0.4039    0.3547    0.2292    0.2416    0.3384    0.2783    0.3776    0.3776    0.3147    0.3284    

0.1848    0.4184      ****      

23        0.3466    0.3436    0.3456    0.4660    0.3325    0.4721    0.3750    0.4053    0.5476    0.4515    0.2688    0.2451    0.3708    0.3325    0.3058    0.4195    0.4195    0.4336    0.4938    

0.2688    0.4195    0.3328      ****     

24        0.4639    0.2998    0.4669    0.4498    0.3220    0.5565    0.4054    0.3891    0.4667    0.4353    0.4169    0.1419    0.3241    0.4498    0.3361    0.4498    0.4498    0.2968    0.5241    

0.2277    0.2828    0.3239    0.3606      ****     

25        0.3525    0.2536    0.3890    0.2292    0.3384    0.4579    0.3384    0.2399    0.3757    0.4039     0.2833    0.3310    0.3083    0.3006    0.3525    0.4184    0.3384    0.3917    0.2570    

0.3184    0.3006    0.2703    0.4162    0.4039      ****     

26        0.3891    0.2344    0.5907     0.4195    0.2524    0.5261    0.4195    0.4541    0.2897    0.3606    0.3866    0.2815    0.2938    0.3750    0.3891    0.3750    0.5148    0.2665    0.3195    

0.3458    0.3750    0.2558    0.4700    0.3606    0.2936    ****     
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27        0.3163    0.2599    0.2377    0.4156    0.3023    0.4049    0.3023    0.3957    0.4602    0.2527    0.1921    0.2672    0.2171    0.3023    0.2812    0.3023    0.2672    0.2812    0.2283    

0.3213    0.2333    0.3434    0.3316    0.3619    0.3083    0.4116      ****        

28        0.3277    0.2666    0.3612    0.3906    0.3514    0.4709    0.4740    0.3707    0.4840    0.3761    0.2296    0.2750    0.2546    0.3906    0.3277    0.2083    0.2773    0.2562    0.2699    

0.2963    0.3906    0.2494    0.3066    0.3369    0.3184    0.3458    0.2874      ****      

29        0.3646    0.2933    0.3620    0.3914    0.3506    0.5310    0.4339     0.3733    0.3952    0.2968    0.3277    0.2022    0.3527    0.3506    0.3646    0.2736    0.2736    0.3254    0.3783    

0.2223    0.2736    0.3147    0.3058    0.2227    0.3525    0.3466    0.2146    0.2562    ****       

30        0.3917    0.2219    0.3890    0.4610    0.3006    0.5580      0.3776   0.4003    0.3312    0.4465    0.1848    0.2620    0.3434    0.3006    0.3147    0.4184    0.4184    0.2433    0.3284    

0.2833    0.2643    0.3795    0.4160    0.2861    0.2703    0.3328    0.2744    0.2833    0.2783      ****      

31        0.3211    0.2159    0.6061    0.3904    0.3479    0.3874    0.3479    0.5208    0.3516    0.5670    0.3612    0.2605    0.3092    0.3479    0.4045    0.5302    0.3904    0.4045    0.3757    

0.2842    0.3479    0.3090    0.4366    0.4204    0.3090    0.3031    0.4270    0.5843    0.4955    0.3482    ****       

32        0.3783    0.2731    0.3348    0.3643    0.4921    0.5447      0.3643   0.3444    0.4089    0.3906    0.2699    0.3541    0.2610    0.4476    0.3391    0.4476    0.3250    0.4192    0.3151    

0.3791    0.2873    0.2920    0.3603    0.3906    0.2231    0.3195    0.2610    0.2033    0.3391    0.3662    0.5092    ****        

33        0.3527    0.2599    0.3092    0.3386    0.3023    0.2823    0.2333   0.4383     0.4602    0.2878    0.2546    0.2355    0.2478    0.3764    0.3527    0.3023    0.2333    0.2812    0.2949    

0.2228    0.3386    0.3083    0.3708    0.2878    0.3083    0.4116    0.1872    0.2874    0.2812    0.3434    0.3862    0.3300      ****         

34         0.3163   0.2291    0.3469    0.3386    0.3023     0.4049    0.3764    0.4383    0.3267    0.3619    0.1921    0.2672    0.1872    0.2672    0.2146    0.3023    0.3764    0.2146    0.2949    

0.2546    0.3023    0.1791    0.2938    0.3619    0.2744    0.2938    0.2478    0.1921   0.3163    0.2416    0.3469    0.2949    0.3124    ****   s     

35        0.3391    0.3421     0.3348    0.3250    0.4476    0.4934    0.4476   0.3444     0.4089    0.3498    0.2699    0.2826    0.2283    0.3250    0.3391    0.4051    0.4921    0.3783    0.3528    

0.4184    0.4051    0.2570    0.4938    0.3906    0.3662    0.4473    0.2949    0.2699    0.4192    0.2920    0.4182    0.3528    0.4041    0.1657    ****     

Nei's  genetic distance  
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

 

5.1. Existence of Variation: 

Ten wheat varieties/ lines and their F1 hybrids were subjected to analysis of variance 

for estimation of genetic variability which showed substantial existence of genetic variation 

for number of tillers per plant, flag leaf area, days to heading, days to maturity, plant height, 

peduncle length, spike length, number of spikelets per spike, number of grains per spike, 

grain weight per spike, 100-grain weight, grain yield per plant, seed width, seed length, 

protein content and total soluble sugars in wheat. Variation in seed color, shape and size was 

also observed subjectively. Significant variability in wheat germplasm for morphological and 

qualitative traits has been confirmed by Moiscu et al. (1984); Perenzin et al. (1992); Peterson 

et al. (2001); Dagustu (2008); Gegas et al. (2010); Titan et al. (2012) and Minhas et al. 

(2014). Kraljevic-Balalic et al. (1982) found significant variations in grain protein between 

wheat genotypes and their hybrids. The significant amount of variation revealed in this study 

suggests that experimental material could effectively be used in wheat breeding. 

 

5.2. Combining Ability: 

Combining ability is a very important and effective genetic parameter and 

accordingly has been widely adopted in plant breeding to compare the performances of lines 

in hybrid combinations (Griffing, 1956; Li et al., 1997). Line × Tester analysis provides an 

opportunity to investigate for GCA and SCA of parental lines and crosses. This mating 

design has widely been used for estimation of GCA and SCA effects. It has also been used in 

understanding the mode of gene action controlling the economically imperative characters. 

The Line × Tester mating design has extensively been used in various crops like maize (Joshi 

et al., 2002; Sharma et al., 2004), wheat (Fellahi et al., 2013; Jatav et al., 2014), rice (Sao 

and Motiramani, 2006; Koli et al., 2013), sorghum (Premalatha, et al., 2006) and barley 

(Verma et al., 2007).  

It is a powerful tool to discriminate good as well as poor combiners for choosing 

appropriate parental materials for a particular character in the plant breeding program. In the 
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present study, lines WN-122, WN-136 and WN-146 showed substantial negative GCA 

effects for days to heading while, for days to maturity the same results were observed in line 

WN-113 and WN-122. These results are in accordance to the Akbar et al. (2009). WN-64 

showed significant negative GCA for plant height, while significantly positive for flag leaf 

area, spike length and number of tillers per plant. Similar findings have been reported by 

Farooq et al. (2006); Kumar et al. (2011) and Titan et al. (2012). WN-146 showed significant 

positive GCA for number of spikelets per spike, number of kernels per spike and grains 

weight per spike. Among testers Punjab-11 showed positive significant GCA for grains 

weight per spike while, Miraj-08 showed significant positive GCA for 100-grain weight. 

WN-146 and WN-113 had substantial positive GCA for grain yield per plant among lines 

while Chakwwal-86 and Punjab-11 showed significant GCA effects for grain yield per plant 

among testers. Significant positive GCA effects of testers and lines for  yield and its 

attributes in wheat was also observed  by Kant et al. (2001); Saeed et al. (2001); Akbar et al. 

(2009); Akram et al. (2011); Kumar et al. (2011); Titan et al. (2012) and Jatav et al. (2014). 

In case of seed length and width WN-136 and WN-113 had maximum positive GCA effects 

respectively. Among lines, only WN-146 was good general combiner for grain protein 

contents while only WN-113 showed worst GCA effect for total soluble sugars. These results 

are supported by Perenzin et al. (1992) and Desale and Mehta (2014). 

Among crosses, WN-64 x Punjab-11 showed positive significant SCA for flag leaf 

area. WN-136 x Punjab-11 showed positive significant SCA for 100 grain weight and seed 

width, WN-64 x Aas-11 showed positive significant SCA for spike length, number of grains 

per spike, grain weight per spike. Cross combinations WN-146 x Miraj-08, WN-136 x 

Punjab-11, and WN-64 x Punjab-11 exposed highest positive and significant SCA effects for 

grain yield per plant. Only WN-146 x Punjab-11, WN-122 x Miraj-08, WN-64 x Chakwal-86 

cross combinations showed significant positive SCA effects for total grain protein contents 

whereas, in case of total soluble sugars WN-122 x Aas-2011 was the cross combination that 

had highest SCA effect. Similar findings for these traits have also been reported by Saeed et 

al. (2005); Nazir et al. (2005); Farooq et al. (2006); Akram et al. (2011); Kumar et al. 

(2011); Jain and Sastry (2012); Desale and  Mehta (2014) and Zeeshan et al. (2013). In this 

study line WN-146 and Punjqb-11 were found as good general combiners for both grain yield 

per plant and protein contents while cross combinations WN-122 x Miraj-08 and WN-64 x 
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Chakwal-86 had best SCA for grain yield and protein contents. Joshi et al. (2004) used ten 

parents in diallel cross of hexaploid wheat to evaluate combining ability for quantitative and 

qualitative traits and results indicated significant differences among the parents for GCA and 

crosses for SCA with predominance of additive gene effects while, Singh et al. (2012) used 

line × tester scheme to estimate combining ability for quantitative and qualitative parameters 

including twelve lines and three testers. It showed the importance of both additive and non-

additive gene effects and the estimates of GCA effects suggested that most of the traits could 

be improved through hybridization and selection.  

 

5.3. Gene Action: 

The selection and breeding procedure for genetic advancement of every crop is 

mainly dependent upon the knowledge about type of gene action and magnitude of genetic 

components for various characters in the plant materials (Ojaghi and Akhundova, 2010). 

Genetic theories for the modes of gene action included dominance, over-dominance and 

epistasis (Hochholdinger and Hoecker, 2007; Birchler et al., 2010). In this study additive 

variances were greater than non-additive variances for all characters except total soluble 

sugars. Yield is a complex trait controlled by many genes which resulted as an interaction 

between many genetic and non-genetic components (Poehlman and Sleper, 1995). The major 

objective in breeding program is to increase wheat yield and grain protein contents by 

exploiting the available genetic material. The ratio between dominance and additive genetic 

variances was less than unity for most of the traits which not only showed that additive type 

of gene action is more important in controlling yield and yield related traits but also revealed 

the preponderance of GCA as it is due to additive genetic effects. Similar results for yield 

components in wheat are reported by many researchers (Ahmadi et al., 2003; Joshi et al., 

2003; Joshi et al., 2004; Topal et al., 2004; Reif et al., 2007; Gowda et al., 2010) whereas 

dissimilar results were given by Larik et al. (1995); Singh et al. (2003); Suleyman and 

Akguni (2007); Kashif and Khan (2008) and Beche et al. (2013). Results of this study 

indicated the involvement of additive type of gene action for the traits like plant height, days 

to heading, peduncle length, number of tillers per plant, spike length, 100-grain weight, grain 

yield per plant, seed length, seed width and total grain protein contents while, total soluble 

sugars seemed to be under the influence of non-additive gene action. High GCA effects are 
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mostly due to additive gene effects (Griffing, 1956). Additive type of gene actions is reliably 

fixable as compared to non-additive type of gene actions (Iqbal et al., 2007). Goldringer et 

al. (1997) found additive gene action for plant height and spike length but epistatic effect was 

more prominent in wheat grain yield. McKendry et al. (1988) reported additive gene action 

for protein contents while Rahman et al. (2003) found epistatic effect. Kraljevic-Balalic et al. 

(1982) reported both additive and non-additive type of gene action in the inheritance of grain 

protein in wheat. Non additive gene action for protein contents, total soluble sugars and grain 

yield per plant has been found by Desale and Mehta (2013). Iqbal and Khan (2006) and 

Akram et al. (2007) studied the gene action for protein content and found that it was under 

the control of additive genes action. However, non-additive type of gene action was also 

reported by Budak (2001) and Sanjeev et al. (2005). It is concluded that additive effects are 

crucial in the expression of grain quality characters of wheat (Minhas et al., 2014). 

Preponderance of additive gene action in the inheritance of these traits suggested selection in 

early generations would be effective to develop varieties in wheat breeding program. 

 

5.4. Heritability: 

The fraction of genetic variability transmitted from parents to their progenies is 

exposed by heritability (Lush, 1949). Heritability estimates that have been reported clearly 

indicated certain morphological characters that directly influence the kernel yield in wheat 

possess high heritablity than yield per se (Fethi and Mohamed, 2010). Genetic variability and 

degree of inheritance are central in efficient selection for plant characters (Falconer and 

Mackay, 1996). Additive genetic variances have highly contribution in heritability in 

combination with genetic advance for the expression of plant characters (Saleem et al., 2003; 

Waqar et al., 2008). The magnitude of heritability in the present experimental material was 

moderate to high for most of the plant characters. Higher degree of narrow sense heritability 

calculated showed preponderance of additive gene action. Its higher estimates have been 

recorded for days to maturity, plant height, number of spikelets per spike, number of kernels 

per spike, grain yield per plant, seed length and seed protein. Similar findings have been 

reported by Kamboj et al. (2000); Ashraf et al.(2002); Pawar et al. (2002); Khan et al. 

(2003); Riaz and Chowdhary (2003); Bilgin et al. (2011); Kumar et al. 2014; Waqar et al. 

(2008); Mohsin et al. 2009; Zeeshan et al. (2014); and Yadav et al. (2014) who found high 
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heritability whereas contrary results have been reported by Fonseca and Patterson (1968); Eid 

(2009) and Erkul et al. (2010). Khodadadi et al. (2012) reported moderate narrow sense 

heritability (0.44) for protein contents. Medium narrow sense heritability has been observed 

in this study for number of tillers per plant, flag leaf area, days to heading, peduncle length 

and seed width whereas low heritability was found for spike length, grain weight per spike, 

100 grain weight and total soluble sugars. These results well matches with the results of 

Erkul et al. (2010) and Fellahi et al. (2013) while different conclusions were given by Eid 

(2009). So, selection on the basis of degree of inheritance could be effective for high yield 

and grain protein. 

  

5.5. Heterosis: 

Heterosis or hybrid vigour describes the better performance of heterozygous F1 

hybrids over its parents in terms of increased biomass, growth and productivity, fertility, 

resistance to disease, insect pest and abiotic factors (Shull, 1952; Falconer and Mackay, 

1996; Lippman and Zamir, 2006; Morojele and Labuschagne, 2013; Fu et al., 2014; Ji et al., 

2014). Many scientists stated that dominance or overdominance gene actions are responsible 

for heterosis (Lippman and Zamir, 2007; Birchler et al., 2010; Sanghera et al., 2011; 

Kaeppler, 2012; Schnable and Springer, 2013). This advantageous quantitative and 

qualitative character of progeny has been widely used in increasing productivity of plants and 

animals (Shull, 1914; Sharma et al., 1986; Borghi et al., 1988; Budak, 2002). Heterosis 

exploitation is considered one of the marvelous achievements in plant breeding and an 

important approach for increasing wheat production (Jaiswal et al., 2010). High proportion of 

hybrids significantly out yielded the best performing commercial varieties (Gowda et al., 

2012). Heterobeltiosis is more productive and preferred for commercial exploitation of 

heterosis in autogamous crops when major goal is the identification of superior hybrids 

(Fonseca and Patterson, 1968; Gyawali et al., 1968; Walton, 1971; Wilson and Driscoll, 

1983; Lamkey and Edwards, 1999; Singh et al., 2004). In the present study, the main focus 

was on the development of hybrid combinations by using high yielding parents to improve 

grain production and grain protein contents that could be useful in future breeding programs. 

The yield advantage of hybrids predominantly over better parent is more influential to 

determine the feasibility of commercial exploitation of heterosis and also in predicting the 
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parental combinations that might produce highest level of transgressive segregants (Singh et 

al., 2004). Days to heading and maturity have major importance and negative heterosis is 

more effective in wheat. In this study, crosses WN-113 x Saher-06 and WN-64 x Miraj-08 

had early heading and maturity respectively which could be utilized in future wheat breeding. 

Some breeders found negative heterosis for days to heading and maturity (Bedo et al., 1983; 

Simon, 1989; Sadeque et al., 1991; Murai, 1998; Mahajan and Nagarajan, 2001; Wu et al., 

2001; Gawande and Dhumale, 2002; Inamullah et al., 2006; Muhammad et al., 2010) and 

described that it could be used to induce early maturity while Fellahi et al. (2013) gave 

contrary results. Taller wheat plants are not desirable as lodging might occur in storm 

resulting reduced grain yield and require more energy for translocation of solutes to the 

grains which causes decrease in kernel weight. Negative heterosis and heterobeltiosis is 

feasible for this trait which has been found maximum in WN-136 x Chakwal-86 and WN-146 

x Chakwal-86 cross combinations. These results are in accordance with the results of Yadav 

and Murty (1976); Palve et al. (1986); Sadeque et al. (1991); Gawande and Dhumale (2002); 

Bhutta et al. (2005); Ahmad et al (2006); Inamullah et al. (2006); Muhammad et al. (2010) 

and Bilgin et al. (2011). Positive heterosis for this trait was also recorded by Khan and Bajwa 

(1989) and Mahajan et al. (1999).  

Flag leaf area is one of the most important traits as it has direct effect on yield 

because flag leaf with larger area facilitates to synthesize photosynthates in larger quantities, 

which are translocated in grains to enhance their weight. Positive mid and better parent 

heterosis calculated in this study for flag leaf area has been confirmed by many researchers 

(Kratochvil and Sammons 1990; Khan et al., 1995; Youchun et al., 1997; Mahmood and 

Chaudhry, 2000; Chowdhry, 2005; Inamullah et al., 2006) while negative heterosis for this 

trait was also observed by Yin-guang et al. (2009). Productive tillers of wheat have direct 

contribution in grain production so positive heterosis for this character is highly effective. 

Highest positive and significant mid and better parent heterosis for tillers per plant was found 

in crosses WN-122 x Aas-2011 and WN-136 x Punjab-11. Similar results were obtained by 

Sadeque et al. (1991); Walia et al. (1993); Yu et al. (1997); Mahmood and Chaudhry (2000); 

Chowdry et al. (2001); Wu et al. (2001); Chowdhry (2005) and Inamullah et al. (2006) but 

Knobel et al. (1997) reported negative heterosis for this trait. Any improvement of spike 

characteristics through selection and breeding would help improve the per plant productivity 
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(Iqbal and Khan, 2006). Substantial positive heterosis and heterobeltiosis for spike characters 

revealed in this study is in accordance to the results of Moiscu et al. (1984); Palve et al. 

(1986); Saleem and Hussain (1988); Khan and Bajwa (1989); Thakur et al. (1991); Tiwari 

and Chakraborty (1992); Altnbaş and Tosun (1994); Larik et al. (1995); Wang et al. (1997); 

Prasad et al. (1998); Yagdi and Karan (2000); Abdullah et al. (2002); Gawande and Dhumale 

(2002); Rasul et al. (2002); Ahmad et al. (2006); Inamullah et al. (2006); Akbar et al. (2007); 

Cifci and Yagdi (2007); Ribadia (2007); Dagustu (2008); Yin-guang (2009); Muhammad et 

al. (2010); Bilgin et al. (2011) and Amarah et al. (2013), Beche et al. (2013) but contrary 

results have been reported by Sadeque et al. (1991); Akhter et al. (2003); Baric et al. (2004) 

and Fellahi et al. (2013).  

Kobiljski and Dencic (2002) made crosses of wheat having different spike 

architecture and found significant heterosis in number of grains and its weight per spike. 

Yield is polygenic trait and positive heterosis is required for this trait. Cross combinations 

WN-64 x Aas-11, WN-64 x Punjab-11, WN-122 x Aas-11 and WN-136 x Saher-06 exposed 

substantial positive and exploitable heterosis and heterobeltiosis for grain yield per plant. 

These results are in accordance to the results of Prasad et al. (1988); Krishna and Ahmad 

(1992); Borghi and Perenzin (1994); Budak and Yildrim (1996); Munir et al. (1999); Afia et 

al. (2000); Subhani et al. (2000); Yagdi and Karan (2000); Rasul et al. (2002); Singh et al. 

(2004); Chowdhry (2005); Inamullah et al. (2006); Saini et al. (2006); Ribadia et al. (2007); 

Dagustu (2008); Yin-guang (2009); Muhammad et al. (2010); Ashutosh et al. (2011) and 

Bilgin et al (2011) while Dreisigacker et al. (2005) and  Morgan (1998) reported negative 

heterosis for this trait. Crosses WN-64 x Punjab-11 and WN-64 x Saher-06 had maximum 

heterosis and heterobeltiosis for seed length and width respectively while, WN-136 x 

Chakwal-86 cross showed it higher both for protein contents and total soluble sugars. These 

results are in accordance to the results of Singh et al. (2012); Desale and Mehta (2013) and 

Morojele and Labuschagne (2013). Cross combinations WN-122 x Aas-11 and WN-136 x 

Saher-06 presented improved yield and grain protein contents simultaneously. Barot et al. 

(2014) revealed significant heterosis and combining ability for quantitative and qualitative 

parameters using Line × Tester in wheat and found that most of the traits are under the 

influence of additive type of gene action. Grafius (1959) described that there might not be 

any specific gene for yield itself. Yield augmentation is achievable by exploitation of higher 
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heterosis level in hybrid breeding. Heterosis can be captured and fixed through the process of 

polyploidization which is common in the plant kingdom (Birchler et al., 2006; Chen, 2010) 

and predicted yield potential of hybrids seems to be competitive with lines in the near future 

(Longin et al., 2014). 

5.6. Correlation: 

Analysis of correlation coefficient offers an opportunity to get an idea about causal 

relationship between dependent and an independent variable (Mumtaz et al., 2015). It 

provides a better understanding of the relationship among different characters and grain yield 

(Ghafoor et al., 2013) and  is useful for breeders in selecting genotypes possessing groups of 

desired traits (Ali et al., 2008 ). Moreover, detailed knowledge of the correlation between 

line per se and hybrid performance is required to optimize hybrid breeding schemes (Longin 

et al., 2007). Grain yield in wheat breeding is major objective which showed significant 

positive correlation with days to maturity which is in accordance to the results of Khokhar et 

al. (2009) and Hussain et al. (2014) but contrary to the estimations of Singh et al. (1995); 

Khan et al. (2008) and Ghafoor et al. (2013). Grain yield per plant revealed significant 

positive association with flag leaf area and plant height. These results are in accordance to 

the results given by Lad et al. (2003); Khaliq et al. (2004); Mahmood et al. (2006); Saleem et 

al. (2006); Munir et al. (2007); Khan et al. (2008); Ghafoor et al. (2013); Tahmasebi et al. 

(2013) and Longin and Tobia (2014) but contrary results were declared by Khokhar et al. 

(2009). Substantial positive association between grain yield and number of grains per spike 

in this study is supported by Shahid et al. (2002); Peng et al. (2003); Khaliq et al. (2004); 

Mohsin et al. (2009); El- Mohsen et al. (2012); Ghafoor et al. (2013); Zeeshan et al. (2013) 

and Hussain et al. (2014). Kibite and Evans (1984); Feil (1997) and Blanco et al. (2011) 

found strongly negative correlation between grain yield and grain protein contents that has 

similarly been observed in this study. Strong positive association between days to heading 

and days to maturity is the major indicators of earliness in crop. Similar significant 

relationship has also been found by Degewione et al. (2013). Spike length had significant 

positive relationship with number of spikelets per spike and number of grains per spike. 

These results are supported by Iftikhar et al. (2012); Zeeshan et al. (2013) and Hussain et al. 

(2014) whereas Degewione et al. (2013) gave contradictory results. The information obtained 
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on the basis of association among yield and its related traits is helpful in the improvement of 

wheat production. 

5.7. SSRs for Polymorphism and Hybrid Purity Assessment: 

The knowledge of diversity helpful for plant breeders to better understand the 

evolutionary relationships among genotypes and is the basic element in plant breeding. 

Usually morphologic and agronomic characters have been used as a measure genetic 

variability. But the genetic diversity estimated by using molecular markers is time saving, 

accurate and more authentic. Molecular marker technology offers novel approaches to 

improve the efficiency of selection by gathering genomic information for plant evaluation 

which is vital for successful breeding and it gives genetic polymorphism among genotypes 

having indistinct phenotype (Zhang et al., 2007; Paux et al., 2010). Therefore, DNA of wheat 

genotypes containing parents and hybrids was amplified with twenty three different SSR 

primers. A total of fifty five bands were produced in the PCR of thirty five genotypes 

regarding all the twenty three SSR primers and wheat genotypes, out of which forty one were 

polymorphic, showing 74.64 percent polymorphism. The number of amplification products 

produced per primer ranged between two to four with an average of 2.36. It has been 

observed that parents having high level of polymorphism perform better like the parents of 

cross combination WN-122 x Aas-11 that yielded better with enhanced grain protein contents 

had 55.02 percent polymorphism. Genetic diversity between the wheat genotypes ranged 

from 17.4 to 70.3 percent. The results of this study are well supported by Prasad et al. 

(2009); Islam et al. (2012) and Khavarinejad and Karimov (2012) while Liu et al. (2007) 

gave different results. DNA profiling to estimate whether phenotypically similar cultivars are 

genetically similar is of great interest in crop improvement (Duzyaman, 2005). 

SSRs that showed polymorphism between parents were more suitable to authentify 

hybrids. Roussel et al. (2004); Somers et al. (2008); Zala et al. (2014) and Drikvand et al. 

(2015) have also used SSRs for diversity and identification studies. RAPD and SSR markers 

have been appropriately used for the estimation of hybrids purity in various field crops 

(Daniel et al., 2012; Hussein et al., 2013). SSR markers based hybrid purity assessment has 

been performed in many crops like rice (Ye-yun et al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2012; Gimhani et 
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al., 2014), maiz (Wu et al., 2010; Daniel et al., 2012; Hung et al., 2012; Hipi et al., 2013), 

cotton (Dongre et al., 2012) and sunflower (Iqbal et al.,2010). 

At present, wheat production in Pakistan is lower when compared with other 

countries having same agro-ecological regions. So, present research will be helpful in the 

development of wheat crosses and the knowledge of their genetic behavior will increase its 

productivity as well as grain protein contents. Now plant breeders are trying to build up 

better yielding wheat varieties that must be advanced and adaptive to varied environments. 

The choice of parent varieties used in the hybridization process contributes significantly for 

the development of an appropriate and potential genotype. Parents and crosses that 

performed better in terms of yield and quality may further be exploited in wheat breeding 

programme. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY 

From a long ago, improvement in wheat production has always been focused by 

researchers due to its economic importance and need of time. Its positive response to 

different yield related traits has made it more attractive to develop advanced breeding 

schemes that may offer an increased production. The objective of the present study is to 

explore the potential of experimental material for high grain yield and protein contents 

through a planned breeding programme.  In this regard, Line × Tester fashion was selected 

which is one of the most efficient breeding techniques that can be used in future breeding 

programme. Analysis of variance showed significant amount of genetic variability for days to 

heading, days to maturity, plant height, flag leaf area, peduncle length, number of tillers per 

plant, spike length, number of spikelets per spike, grain weight per spike, number of grains 

per spike, 100-grains weight, grain yield per plant, seed length, seed weight, seed protein and 

total soluble sugars while, variation in seed color, shape and size has also been observed.  

Combining ability studies WN-122, WN-136 and WN-146 showed substantial 

negative GCA effects for days to heading while, for days to maturity the same results were 

observed in line WN-113 and WN-122. Punjab-11, Aas-11, WN-64 and WN-136 were the 

good general combiners regarding plant height. Chakwal-86 and Punjab-11 showed 

significant GCA effects for grain yield per plant among testers. Among lines only WN-146 

had substantial GCA for grain protein contents. Among testers and lines, Punjab-11 and WN-

146 were found best general combiners for grain yield as well as grain protein contents. 

Cross combinations WN-146 x Miraj-08, WN-136 x Punjab-11, and WN-64 x Punjab-11 

exposed highest positive and significant SCA effects for grain yield per plant. Cross 

combinations WN-146 x Punjab-11, WN-122 x Miraj-08, WN-64 x Chakwal-86 showed 

significant positive SCA effects for total grain protein contents. Crosses WN-122 x Miraj-08 

and WN-64 x Chakwal-86 had best SCA for grain yield and protein contents.  

Additive variances were observed greater than non-additive variances for all 

characters except total soluble sugars while high estimates of narrow sense heritability 

calculated showed preponderance of additive gene action. Significantly high narrow sense 

heritability has been recorded for days to maturity, plant height, number of spikelets per 

spike, number of grain per spike, grain yield per plant, seed length and grain protein contents. 
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Medium narrow sense heritability has been observed in number of tillers per plant, flag leaf 

area, days to heading, peduncle length and seed width while spike length, grain weight per 

spike, 100 grain weight and total soluble sugars showed low narrow sense heritability.  

Heterosis studies showed that crosses WN-113 x Saher-06 and WN-64 x Miraj-08 

had early heading and maturity respectively which could be utilized in future wheat breeding. 

Highest positive and significant mid and better parent heterosis for tillers per plant was found 

in crosses WN-122 x Aas-2011 and WN-136 x Punjab-11. Cross combinations WN-64 x 

Aas-11, WN-64 x Punjab-11, WN-122 x Aas-11 and WN-136 x Saher-06 exposed substantial 

positive and exploitable heterosis and heterobeltiosis for grain yield per plant. Cross 

combinations WN-122 x Aas-11 and WN-136 x Saher-06 presented improved yield and grain 

protein contents simultaneously. Grain yield per plant is most important and preferred in 

wheat breeding that revealed significant positive association with flag leaf area, plant heigh 

and number of grains per spike but it had strongly negative correlation with grain protein 

contents. Strong positive association between days to heading and days to maturity found in 

this study is the major indicators of earliness in crop.  

 Grain yield is related with various traits such as morphological, physiological and 

yield components. Significant positive correlation of 100 grain weight with flag leaf area, 

protein and total soluble sugars while, significant negative correlation of plant height with 

days to heading was observed. These yield related and qualitative traits like days to heading, 

days to maturity, plant height, flag leaf area, peduncle length, number of tillers per plant, 

spike length, number of spikelets per spike, grain weight per spike, number of grains per 

spike, 100-grains weight, seed length, seed width, seed protein and total soluble sugars play 

important role to improve yield stability and potential. These plant traits may contribute 

towards high grain yield and increase quality. The knowledge of these traits under studies 

may be used to develop better yielding varieties with significant seed protein. For assessment 

of genetic diversity and hybrid authenticity twenty three primers were used which produced 

2.36 bands per primer. A total of fifty five bands were produced in the PCR of thirty five 

genotypes regarding all the twenty three SSR primers and wheat genotypes, out of which 

forty one were polymorphic, showing 74.64 percent polymorphism. The maximum numbers 

of fragments were produced by the primer CWM-253, Xgwm-190 and Xgwm-261. 
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Considerable polymorphism has been observed between the parents of crosses that 

performed better in terms of yield. 60.5 percent polymorphism between Chakwal-86 and 

WN-136 was observed. Saher-06 had 38.13 and 37.39 percent polymorphism with lines WN-

136 and WN-146, respectively. Aas-11 revealed 37.03 and 55.02 percent divergence with 

WN-64 and WN-122, respectively. Genetic diversity between the wheat genotypes ranged 

from 17.4 to 70.3 percent. The primers CWM-253, CWM-334, Xgwm-190 showed high 

polymorphism between parents and were useful to assess hybrid purity. Thus the 

conformation of all twenty five hybrids using SSRs showed that these hybrids were the 

original cross of their parental lines. The information so derived from combining abilities, 

gene action, heritability, heterosis, correlation and molecular markers study will be useful for 

the plant breeders involved in developing better yielding with high nutrition wheat varieties. 

Results of this study will be helpful for future wheat breeders to use best combiners in the 

production of new varieties acquiring higher grain yield as well as grain protein contents. 

Furthermore, molecular markers screened in this study would efficiently be utilized in hybrid 

purity assessment at commercial scale.   
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